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TIIE COMMERCIALIZATION OF SPACE-1WENTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE:
SOME LESSONS LEARNED-

John B. Gantt'
OnJuly 20, 1984, the White House announced a "National Policy on the Commercial
Use of Space.'" The policy prescribes four general categories of initiatives to be undertaken
by the Government: economic initiatives; legal and regulatory initiatives; research and
development initiatives; and initiatives to implement the National Policy on the
Commercial Use of Space. The latter is described as intended to provide to entrepreneurs
assurances of consistent government actions and policies over extended periods of time.
Such assurances of "clear policy defrning government's role in encouraging private sector
space - based activities" are stated to be the key to industrial research and manufacturing
in space. A reading of these goals and initiatives gives a sense of dejd vu at least with
respect to what has ~o-date been the singularly most important and successful area of
space commercialization - international commercial satellite communications.
On August 31, 1962, President Kennedy signed into law the Communications Satellite
Act of 1962 following months of extensive legislative hearings and debate.' The Satellite
Act, which represented a compromise between commercialization of communications
satellites and government ownership and operation, states as the policy of the United States:
"to establish, in conjunction and in cooperation with other countries. as expeditiously
as practicable a commercial communications satellite system. as part of an improved global
communications netwOrk, which will be responsive to pUblic needs and national objectives,
which will serve the communications needs of the United States and other cQunuies, and
which will contribute to world peace and understanding."}

The Act further declared as a matter of policy that the United States' participation
in the global system would be in the form of a private cprporation subject to appropriate
government regulation, as a means to provide the widest form of ptivate enterprise

*Counsel. Humon & Williams. Washington. D.C.ll.B. University of Virginia. 1965. B.S. Physics. Carnegie
Institute of Technology. 1960. From 1966 to 1983' Mr. Gantt was an attorney with the Communications Satellite
Corporation (Comsat) and its major subsidiary COMSAT General Corporation special.iziog in regulatory (FCC).
international and cammerciallegal matters. He held various positions. including Assistant General Counsel
far Commercial Matters of Comsat and Vice President and General Counsel of COMSAT General Corporation.
While with Comsat. Mr. Gantt served as a legal advisor to the U.S. delegation to the INTElSAT deftnitive
arrangements negotiations. The views expressed in this article are solely his own.
INational Policy on the Commercial Use o/Space, The White House Ouly 20. 1984). On August 15, 1984,
the President approved a National Space Strategy which. inter alia, reaffirms the earlier commercial policy.
and was designed to implement the National Space Policy. See Aviation week and Space Technology 14 (Aug.
27. 1984).
2Communications SateHite Act of 1962. 76 Stat. 419 (codified as amended at 47 US.c. §701-757 (1976)
[hereinafter cited as Satellite Act]. The major congressional committee reports on the Satellite Act are REPORT
OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON,AERONAUTICAL AND SPACE SCIENCES. S. REp. No. 1319, 87th Cong.. 2d Sess.
(1962); REPORT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS. S. REp. No. 1873, 87th Cong.. 2d Sess.
(1962); REPORT OF THE SENATE COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. S. REp. No. 1584. 87th Cong., 2d Sess. (1962);
REPORT OF THE HOUSE COMMITTEE ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE. H.R. REP. No. 1636, 87th Cong..
2d Sess. (1962). Senate ReportS 1584 and 1873 are reprinted in 1962 U.S. CODE CONGo ok AD. NEWS 2269-2329.
'Satellite Act §102(a) (codified at 47 U.s.c. §701(a) (1976)).
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panicipation. 4 Six months later, the Communications Satellite Corporation was
incorporated under the laws of the District of Columbia pursuant to the Satellite Act.
Two years following the enactment of the Satellite Act, intetim international arrangements
were concluded among the United States and ten other countries for the establishment
of the International Telecommunications Satellite Consonium (INTELSAT).' Thus was
born the global system-an institutional concept conceived by President Kennedy in 1961'
as the first step in the commercialization of space.
Measured by any standard, INTEI.SAT has been an enormous success, both technically
and as an instrument ofUnited States foreign policy. 7 From its first satellite - Early Birdlaunched in April 1965 with the capacity to carty 240 simultaneous telephone conversations
or one television channel across the ~onh Atlantic between earth stations located in the
United States, Canada, France, the Federal Republic of Germany and the United Kingdom,
INTEI.SAT has grown to a system covering the entire globe and presently urilizing
operational satellites each capable of transmitting simultaneously 12,000 telephone
conversations plus 2 television broadcasts among more than 170 countries and territories.
More than two-thirds of all intercontinental telephone calls and all intercontinental
television are transmitted "via satellite". The system, for example, made it possible for
more than an estimated two billion people to watch the 1984 Summer Olympics-a truly
global audience. The INTELSAT organization, now established under definitive
arrangemenrs' has a membership of 109 countries, with most other countries of the world
utilizing the system to some degree although they are not members of INTELSAT.'
Although the global system has met with great success and irs international
arrangements have been widely accepted and adhered to, the implementation within the
United States of this fItSt national policy for the commercialization of space has continued
to engender considerable policy and legal debate. This article btiefly examines cenain
of these debates and their possible significance as to the emerging commercial space

'Satellite Act §102(c) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §701(c) (1976».

'Agreement Establishing Interim Arrangements for Global Commercial Communications Satellite System.
with Special Agreement. August 20, 1964. T.I.A.S. No. 5646. For discussion on the establishment of INTEISAT.
see e.g., Colino, INTEISAE Doing Business in Outer Space, 6 Col. J. mnsn. L 17 (1967).
61962 U.S. CODE CONGo

&

AD.

NEWS

2287-88.

1See Statement 0/ Under Secretary 0/ State William Schneider, JT. Before the Subcomm. on
Telecommunications, Consumer Protection and Finance, 0/the House Comm. on Commerce and Energy, 98th
Cong.. 1st Sess. Guly 25. 1984). "I would like to preface my remarks by commenting that the global system
of international communications satellites is a magnificent achievement of u.s. policy based on the
Communications Satellite Act of 1962." Id.
. 8 Agreement relating to the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization "INTElSAT" and
Operating Agreement. February 12. 1973. 23 U.S.T. 4091. T.I.A.S. 7532 [hereinafter cited as INTELSAT Agreement
and Operating Agreement]. For informative insights on the definitive arrangements negotiations. see Colino.
The INTELSAT Definitive Arrangements: Ushering in a New Era in Satellite Telecommunications. European
Broadcasting Union Legal and Ad.minisuacive Series. Monograph No. 9 (1973); Mizrach. The INTELS.AT Defimtive
Arrangements. 1]. Space L 129 (1973); Washburn. The International TelecommunicatiOn! SateJiite Organization,
International Cooperation in Outer Space: A Symposium. Doc. No. 57. 92nd Cong.. 1st Sess. 437 (1971).

9Any state which is a member of the International Telecommunication Union can accede to the INTEI..SAT
Agreement and either sign or designate an entity to sign the Operating Agreement. thereby becoming a Signatory
to INTELSAT. INTELSAT Agreement. Art. XXIX. supra note 8. In the case of a non-member state, accesS to
and utilization of the INTELSAT space segment is obtained through application by the duly authorized
telecommunications entity of that state. Operating Agreement. Art. 14. 15. supra note 8.
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activities and concludes that while the approach adopted with the Satellite Act as to the
form of United States participation in the global system was necessary and appropriate
for the development of commercial satellite communications, it may not be a particularly
useful or appropriate model for future space commercialization activities.
1.

The Comsat Model
A.

International Communications Fac,iities In the Early 1960's-The Setting

At the time of the debate and passage of the Satellite Act, international
communications consisted essentially of limited telephony, telegraphy and telex services.
Communications across the North Atlantic were transmitted either through underseas
cable or by high frequency radio. Cables were expensive and, although they provided
reasonable quality, communications were limited by the number of telephone circuits
in the cable and by the fact that the cables were essentially point-to-point facilities, High
frequency radio afforded service of sporadic reliability and low quality, since it was affected
by such natural phenomona as weather and sunspot activity. Nevertheless, the growing
post~war international economy created a demand for international communications, and
telephone calls often had to be booked in advance. The market conditions were, therefore,
appropriate for the introduction of a new technology which would not only provide greater
capacity and higher reliability and quality, but would also afford the means by which
to route calls to many points, not just primarily between the countties at .the opposite
ends of the cable.
Within the United States, international communications services were furnished by
private companies operating as communications common carriers subject to government
regulation. Long distance telephone service was the de facto monopoly of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company (AT&T) and international telegraph, telex and leased
line services were provided by essentially four international record carriers (IRCs)". The.
furnishing of international communications service was regulated by the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC) and provided pursuant to tariffs filed with the FCC".
The rates of return (i.e. profits) which the cartiers were permitted to earn were established
by the FCC. AJ&T was a fifty percent owner of the trans-Atlantic submarine cable
facilities-the remainder owned by foreign interests lZ • AT&T's investment in the cable
was included as part of its overall rate base against which it was allowed to earn an FCC
regulated rate of return. Competition, to the extent it existed, was confined essentially
to the record carrier services (e.g. telegraph and telex), although their rates were largely
identical between the same two points.

I!lITI World Communications, Inc.; RCA Global Communications, Inc.; Western Union International,
inc. (not part ofWestem Union Telegraph Company, the U.S. domestic telegraphy and telo: carrier); and Tropical
Radio and Telegraph Co. (now 1RT Telecommunications Corp.) l!opicai also provided telephony service between
the United States and Latin America. U.S. international communications carriers are generally referred to as
international service carriers (ISC's). WUI is now part of the MCl Corporation.
IISee generally, Title II of the Communications Act of 1934, 48 Stat. 1064 (codified as amended at 47
U.S.c. §201.224 (1976») (Tide II) [hereinafter cited as Communications Act].
12In both cable and satellite transmission facilities, governmentS maintain joint ownership in international
facilities thereby extending their respective jurisdictions to what is described as the theoretical mid·poim of
the circuit. Hence, the concept of a half circuit which is a two way channel extending to the theoretical midpoint
of the transmission facility and back.
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Overseas, communications services were furnished (and for the most part still are
today) by government-owned monopolies which in many cases were outgrowths of the
government-owned postal systems. As a result, communications services were viewed in
these couneries as another service furnished by the government and competition was limited
essentially to the provision of equipment (e.g. telephones) to the government-not to
the individual consumers of communications. International standards and protocols for
=hanging communications traffic were (and are today) set by recornmendations of
consultative committee (CCI's) of the International Telecommunication Union (ITU)13
in which the government monopolies generally represented their respective governments.
The FCC represented the United States but relied considerably on the technical and
operational expertise of the cartiers such as AT.s.:T.
In order to facilitate international communications between two countries, its
communications entities entered into operating arrangements which established the
financial and operational terms pursuant to which they would exchange international
communications traffic in accordance with the ITU recommendations. These arrangements,
which could be as informal as the exchange of letters or telexes, specified the mode of
transmission i.e. the facilities to be used and the number of circuits to be established.
Except for the desirabiliry of having diverse traffic routes (i.e. some circuits through cable
and some through other modes so as to better ensure reliabiliry of service), the tendency
was to use those international facilities in which the particular parties had the greatest
investment. Hence, a preference for cables.
As a result, the international communications environment existing in the early 1960's
was highly strUctured and regulated. The introduction of the communications satellite
into this environment not only revolutionized international communications from the
consumers' standpoint but signif1candy altered the institutional arrangements and policies
concerning the furnishing of such communications. In the United States, the catalyst
for change was the creation by national policy of a company dedicated to one mode of
transmission-satellites-and granted a lawful monopoly by Congress as the sale provider
of channels of communications into and out of the United States through a system of
communications satellites, which materialized as the INTELSAT global system. While
industry ably responded in providing the necessary technology to implement the global
system concept, its acceptance placed considerable strain on the regulatory and policy
making apparatus of government, resulting in compromises and artificial constraints which,
while satisfactory in the short tun in enabling satellite communications to gain a necessary
foochold, failed to provide satisfactory long term solutions in a rapidly expanding market
for international communications services 14 ,

B.

The Creation of Comsat-Its Structure

Comsat, the United States participant in INTELSAT, is a publicly traded, for-profit
corporation with currendy more than 60,000 shareholders, assets exceeding $1 billion
and shareholder equiry in excess of$500 million. Its form was largely the result of legislative
compromise between establishing an entiry owned and controlled solely by the Government
and one owned and conttolled by AT&T and the other international carriers. Initially,

Ulnternanonal Telecommunication Convention, Aniele 11, October 25. 1973, T.LA.S. 8572.
l4For a discussion,of the Government relationships with Comsat, see Gantt, US. Government~Industty
RelatiOn! and the Space-Based Technologies: The Comsat Exomple, in INTERNATIONAL SECURlTY DIMENSIONS
OF SPACE 196 (Ra'anan and Pfaltzgraft, Jr., eds. 1984).
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fIfty percent of the stock was set aside for and subscribed to by communications common
carriers". (A1&T owned approximately 29 percent). The other fIfty percent was quickly
subscribed to by the public in what was then the largest initial public stock offering in
a Start~up venture. This arrangement sought to give the carriers an investment opponunity
in the new technology, but not control, so as to afford the new entity the benefit of their
expenise. Subsequently the international carriers, including AT&T, all sold their stock
holdings in Comsat."
The board of directors initially consisted of six directors elected by the cartiers, six
by the public shareholders and three appointed by the President of the United States
and confirmed by the Senate. However, ever since the ISC's sold their stock, all twelve
shareholder directors have been elected at large by all the shareholders l7 • Funhermore,
no one shareholder or affiliated group of shareholders (other than carriers authorized
by the FCC) can by law own more than 10 percent of the stock of Comsat - an effective
measure against a merger or hostile takeover.18
As for government regulation, and in order to achieve the objectives of the Satellite
Act, the FCC was given powers in addition to those which it already possessed under
the Communications Act of 1934, as amended." The Satellite Act mandated that Comsat
would be a communications common carrier regulated by the FCC.'o Among the powers
accorded the FCC was the power to:
grant appropriate authorizations for the construction and operation of each satellite terminal
station [i.e. earth station]. either [0 the corporation [Camsat] or to one or moce authorized
carriers or to the corporation [Camsat] and one or more such carriers jointly, as will best
serve the public interest. convenience, and necessity . ... [And] without preference ro
either [Comsa! or such cacriers1. 21

The President likewise was given cenain authotity with respect to Comsat, including the
requirement to:
"exercise such supervision over relationships of.[Comsat] with foreign governments or entities
or with international bodies as may be appropriate to assure that such relationships shall
be consistent with the national interest and foreign policy of the United States."21

"Satellite Act §304(b) (codified as ""ended at 47 U.S.c. §734(b) Supp. XIII 1984)).
16 As the result of restrictions placed upon .AJjfl" in the Domestic Satellite Proceedings . .AT&T disposed
of its ownership interest-in Comsat in 1973. Memorandum, Opinion and Order. 38 (RC.C. 2d 665, (1972).
The other major carriers had previously sold their holdings.

"Satellite Act §303(a) (codified as ""ended at 47 U.S.C. §733(a) (Supp. XIlI 1984)).
"Satellite Act §304(bX3) (codified at 47 U.S.C. §734(b)(3) (1976)). Pursuant to Article 502(c) of the Comsat
Articles of Incorporation. this percentage has been funher reduced to five (5) percent.
19 47 U.S.c. §§701~757 (1976). In the event application of provisions of the Satellite Act are inconsistent
with application of provisions of the Communications Act, the provisions of the Satellite Act control. Satellite
Act §401 (codified at 47 U.S.C. §741 (1976)).

"Satellite Act §401 (codified at 47 U.S.c. §741 (1976)).

llSatellite Act §201(c)(7) (codified at 47 V.S.c. §721(c)(7) (1976». Thus, only communications common
carriers may own and operate u.s. earth stations that access the INTELSAT global system.
21Satellite Act §201(a)(4) (codified at 47 u.S.c. §721(a)(4) (1976)}. The form of this supervision with respect
to meetings of the governing body of INTELSAT (Board of Governors) on which Comsat sits as the Vnited
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In addition to owning the United States interest in the satellites comprising the global
system and owning and operating earth stations as determined by the FCC, Comsat is
authorized by the Satellite Act to furnish channels of communication

"to [the) United States communications common carriers and to other
authorized entities. foreign and domesuc."23
and
"to contract with authorized users, including the United States
Government, for the services of the ... [global] system.""
At the same time that Congress confetred on Comsat the broad mandate with respect
to what was to become the INTELSAl' global· system, it also placed a potential limit on
the extent of Comsafs exclusivity by the following language in its Declaration of Policy
and Purpose:

It is not the intent of Congress by this Act to preclude the use of the
[global) communications satellite system for domestic communication
services where consistent with the provisions of this chapter nor to
preclude the creation 0/ additional communications satellite systems,
if required to meet unique governmental needs or ,Iotherwise required
in the national interest." [Emphasis added.)

States representative has been the subject of much discussion and criticism. The process involves three Government
agencies-the Department of State, the National Telecommunications and Inform~tion Agency and the FCCwhich review the Board a~nda and proposed Camsat positions in advance of the meeting and issue instructions
to Camsat as regards the foreign policy implications for the United States. Camsat regards these instructions
as binding and keeps in close contact with the Department of State as to developmenrs during the Board meetings
and debriefs the agencies following the meeting. The critics seek greater parcicipacion in the process of formulating
these instructions and continue to urge that the Government place an "observer" in the meetings as pan: of
the Comsat delegation to see the instructions arc: faithfully carried OUt. The opponents cite the need to maintain
sectecy in the development of the U.S. positions and the concern that a Government representative present
in the Board meeting would be solicited for suppOrt by other delegations and detract from Comsat's statutory
role as U.S. participant in INTELSAT. See generally, Comsat Study. 77 EC.C.2d 564 (1980).
"Satellite Act §305(a)(2) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §735(a)(2) (1976)).
"Sacellite Act §305(b)(4) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §735(b)(4) (1976)).

:S$atellite Act §102(d) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §701(d) (1976)). While the underscored language establishes
a potential limit to Comsat's exclusivity, the language with respect to domestic communications services was
relied on by the FCC in authorizing Comsat to enter the U.s. domestic communications satellite business through
the establishment of a separate system. COMSTAR. leased to Am'. and as a minority participant in a mulcipurpo~e
domestic satellite system whieh eventually became Satellite Business Systems. See, Establishment of Domesne
Communications Satellite Facilities by Non-Governmental Entities. Report and Order. 22 EC.C.2d 86 (19 70)
(Annex C): Satellite Business Systems. Memorandum. Opinion and Ordet, 62 EC.C.2d 997. recon. denied.
64 EC.C.2d 872 (1977). afj'd en bane 652 E2d 72 (D.C. Cir. 1980).
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Thus, what emerged from the enacrment of the Satellite Act was
•

a private, for profit, corporation,

.'

with a limited exclusive mandate and accompanying "franchise",

•

to establish. own and operate in conjunction with foreign governments or
enrities a global system of commercial communicarions satellites,

•

to construct and operate, itself or jointly with other U.S. carriers, as
authorized by the FCC, satellite earth stations within United States,

•

through which to furnish. as a common carrier, communications services
to authorized U.S. communications common carriers and other
authorized users, including the US. Government,

•

pursuant to regulation by the FCC and foreign policy supervision by the
President,

•

in furtherance of national policies and purposes enunciated in the
Satellite Act.

Previously the US. communications carriers had been able to establish and utilize,
by mutual agreement with their foreign correspondents, international transmission facilities
through which to furnish international communications services to their US. customers,
subject only to applicable economic and technical regularion by the FCC. They were now
required in the case of this new technology to obtain the necessary communications capacity
by which to fumish such services to their customers from a government imposed
"middleman". Comsat - a carriers' carrier." In order to ensure that the carriers would fairly
utilize this new transmission medium and not by-pass it in their own economic self-interest
by relying disproportionately on submarine cables. particularly on high density traffic
routes such as the North Atlantic. the FCC imposed various artificial constraints. One
of these allowed the carriers in serting their rates between given points to average their
transmission facilities costs between those points. thus eliminating any cost advantages
that satellites possessed over cables." Another required that new satellites and cable circuits

z6 As a carriers' carrier. Comsat provides under tariff satellite capacity to international service carriers which.
in tum, utilize this capacity in furnishing communications services. such as telephone, telex and leased circuits.
to consumers of those services. The extent to which Comsat. as a matter of law and policy, can provide its services

directly to those consumers, i.e. to authorized users, in competition with the carriers has been the subject of
extensive FCC proceedings and is discussed later in this article.
21Authomed Entities and User, 4 EC.C.2d 421 (1966), recon. gTrlnted in part. 6 EC.C.2d 593 (i967). The
FCC removed the requirement for composite rates in Modification of Authorized User Policy Report and Order,
90 F.C.C.2d 1394 (1982). rell'd on other grounds. 72S F.2d 732 (D.C. Cir. 1984) (Authorized User II).
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be activated in ratios specified by the FCC." These policies-which all but eliminated

intermodal competition between cables and satellites-were viewed as essential to ensure
viability and growth of the new satellite system.

C.

The Comsat Model -Issues of Implementation

While the obvious benefits offered by satellite communications-e.g., multiple access,
high quality, high reliability, instantaneous communications, including for the fIrst time
the capability to furnish broadband communications services such as television and high
speed data - made it desirable for the carriers to utilize this new technology to meet their

customer demands, it also led to institutional tensions. The carriers. certain large users
and. to a lesser extent, Comsat were motivated to seek broader interpretations of their
respective institutional roles in the furnishing of satellite communications. This, for the
most parr, took the form of demands on the Government to modify the role of COMSAT.
through legislative, regulatoty or policy changes, ptimarily in response to advances in
technology, changes in the markerplace and increased governmental emphasis on

deregulation of communications services.
Under traditional public principles, ao entity such as an elecrric power company or
a local telephone company, in exchange for the grant of an exclusive geographic service
area franchise from the responsible government body, undertakes to provide service within
that area to all customers on a non-discriminatoty basis pursuant to reasonable terms
and conditions of service. These terms and conditions are subject to regulation by the
government and designed to earn for the utility a reasonable rate of return on its
invesunent. In many respects the global system operations of Comsat fIt this general mold
of a public utility, the major difference being that Comsat historically has acted as a

wholesaler Of "carrier's emier" of satellite communications capacity to the international
communications carriers. which, in tuIn, serve the end users.
What are these channels of communications and how are they utilized in, for example,
the transmission of international telephone calls from New York City to wndon? An overly
simplified description would be to iroagine a two-way voice grade telephone circuit from
New York City to the nearest general purpose U.S. earth station in Roaring Creek,
Pennsylvania. This terrestrial circuit is established. for example, by A1&T Communications,
an international service carrier, with appropriate interface in New York City to the local
circuits of the New York Telephone Company. At the earth station the terresrrial circuit
is elecrronically connected to a siroilar two-way voice grade half circuit which Comsat has
established between the earth station and an appropriate Atlantic Ocean Region Intelsat
satellite. In the satellite it is electronically interfaced with a siroilar half circuit established
between the satellite and the earth station in England and from there to wndon by the
British telephone company (British Telecom), the UK participant in lNTEISAT.

USee e.g., Overseas Communications. 67 F.C.C.2d 358 (1977) (balanced loading of available facilicies);
Cable & Radio Inc.·Puetto Rico. 5 EC.c.zd 823 (1966), 7 EC.Cld 957 (1967) (prescribed use fonnula requiring
carriers to activate equal numbers of circuits in the new cable and through the new earth station). See Authorized
User II. 90 EC.C.2d at §§75·99. for a discussion of the FCC's reasons for deciding to gradually phase out the
fill requirements and for making permissive the compositing of rates.

m
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From an economic standpoint, Comsat, as the US. Signatory" to lNTELSAT, makes
capital investments in lNTElSAT in proporuon to its ownership share of lNTELSATpresently approximately 23 percent. lNTELSAT uses the capital to acquire and launch
the lNTELSAT space segment." It recoups its investment plus a 14 percent return on
investment for its investors by "selling" allotments of communications capacity in the
satellite. The basic unit of allotment is a "half circuit" which is that amount of bandwidth
capacity necessary to establish a one-way voice grade channel from the earth station to
the satellite and back to the earth station,- hence a two-way voice circuit on the US.
"side" of the satellite. Under the lNTElSAT arrangements, allotments of capacity can
only be made, in the case of a member state such as the United States, to the Signatory
of that State." Thus, in the foregoing example of a telephone circuit from New York City
to lDndon, Comsat eStablishes the twO-way communications circuit between the US. earth
station and the satellite by purchasing a half circuit allotment from lNTELSAT at the
current rate of $390 per month. (Btitish Telecom makes a similar purchase of a half circuit
on its side of the satellite.) The $390 rate per half circuit allotment is designed to recoup
for lNTElSAT its proportionate share of the lNTELSAT operating costS and investment
amortization COStS and contribute towards the 14 percent return target. 32 To the extent
Comsat's proporuonate use of the lNTELSAT satellite equals its percentage investment,
the transaction over time becomes a wash except for operating COSt and the time value
of money. To recover these elements Comsat must include them, along with its other
operating and amoruzation costs, together with its FCC-allowed rate of rerum on its rate
base investment, in determining its revenue requirement and, hence, the rate to its
customers for the satellite half circuit. Currently Comsat's rate for its leased voice grade
channel service-for both earth station and the space segment-is $1060 per month."
1.

Scope of Comsat's Role in International Satellite Communications-

A reading of the Satellite Act, its history and the resulting lNTELSAT agreements
suggests that Comsat's role in international satellite communications can be described
as encompassing (1) the ownership, operation and management of the US. share of a
"communications satellite system'c..to use the language of the Satel!ite Act"-, (2) when

19Signatory is the term used in the INTELSAT arrangements to denote the government agency or private
entity designated by the government of a member state to be that state's investor or "shareholder" in INTELSAT
and to sign the Operacing Agreement and assume the rights and obligations of a Signatory. INTEISAT Agreement.
An l(g), supra note 8.
3O'fhe INTEISAT space segment consists of the satellites and associated ground telemetry, control and
command ('I1&C) equipment. It does not include the communications earth stations which, instead, are owned
separate from IN1El.SAT by the individual member states' governments or private communications entities.
Id., Art. l(h).
310perating Agreement, An. 15, supra note 8.

3lId., An. 8. The 14 percent retum is realized by the signatory only if, and co the extent, its investment
exceeds its use, in which case it is earning 14 percent on that pan of its investment representing the capacity
utilized by another signatory or designated non-member user.
HComsat Tariff FCC No. 101, 6th Revised Page 19, Effective July 30, 1984.
"Satellite Act §305(a)(I) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §735(a)(I) (197.6)).
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authorized by the FCC, the ownership and management of u.s. earth stations, (3) the
sale of communications capacity detived from the system to authorized U.S.
communications common carriers and other authorized users, and (4) the representation
of the United States in the lNTELSAT Board of Governors and Meeting of Signatories."
As will be discussed below, if the FCC follows through on its previous proposals in the
remand of the Authorized User II proceeding currently before it, Comsat will have a
potentially broader, albeit non-=lusive, customer base for its services including large
government and corporate users. Furthermore, if Comsat so thooses, it may enter the
retail end-to-end international communications services business (e.g., high speed data).
In one sense, Authorized User II, in opening the policy door for Comsat to enter the
end services business, may prove pivotal to Comsat's future viability given the other
developments in this field. Even the FCC, in Authorized User II, reminded Coms:"t that
it may no longer have the luxuty of remaining JUSt a carriers' carrier."

a.

As Defined by the FCC's Authorized User Po/icy

The Satellite Act authorized Comsat to furnish channels of communications to
"United States communications common carriers and to other authorized entities" and
"to contract with authorized users, including the United States Government" for the
services of the global system." When Comsat filed its first tariff in May 1965, whith o£rered
services only to communications common carriers, it informed the FCC that it stood ready
to provide service to any other entities whith the FCC authorized to receive service from
Comsat. While the Satellite Act specifies" that the term "communications common carrier"
shall have the same meaning as the term "common carrier" in the Communications Act
of 1934, as amended," nowhere is the term "authotized entities" or "authorized users"
defined. The task was left to the FCC whith has sought to define the concept of an
"authorized user" more on policy than strictly legal grounds.

3'111e Board of Governors is the governing body of INTEISAT meeting at least four times a year and
responsible for the establishment and operaoon of the space segment. Its composition is for the most pan

determined on the basis of investment. and decisions on substantive matters are taken by weighted voting based
on investment unless all the Governors. less no more than four. are in favor of a decision in which case the
decision carries without weighted voting. INTELSAT Agreement. Art. IX. X. .rupra note 8. The Meeting of
Signatories. meets once a year and can be compared to an annual stockholders meeting of a corporation with
limited powers. Id.. Art. VIII.
36 90 F.G.C.2d 1394. 1422 (1982). "74. We also observe that Gomsat. in stating that it is unlikely to enter
the switched-services market and that any benefit from its entry would be "minimal." is departing from a position
which it has advocated in the past. At the time of our 1966 Authonzea U.rer proceeding. Gamsat attached
a great deal of importance to the ability to market its innovations to potential users. Moreover. Gomsat has
on a number of occasions eagerly sought precisely the broadened authority in which it now disavows interest.
Comsat's reluctance in this proceeding may arise from a desire not to upset existing institutional arrangements.
including a comfortable monopoly as supplier of satellite facilities with a guaranteed share of overseas circuits.
for the vagaries of the competitive market. We expect that. as a result of our earlier decisions and those taken
today. Camsat increasingly will be subjected to market pressures. In this changing environment where Comsat's
monopoly position is less fum. it may become more interested in providing new services in competitive markets."

"Satellite Act §305 (codified at 47 U.S.C. §735 (1976)).
"Satellite Act §103(7) (codilled at 47 U.S.C. §702(7) (1976)).
"47 U.S.C. §1S3(h) (1976).
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As can be seen, in view of the fact that Comsat wholesales capacity to the international
service carriers which then retail it to the end users, to the extent Carnsat can sell its
capacity to a broader market and thereby by-pass the carriers, it is competing with them.
Comsat is required by the Satellite Act to sell its capacity on a non-discriminatoty basis
under tariff, at the same rate to all buyers for the same service:.j,o Any difference in rates
must be cost-justified. But most importanciy, even if Comsat could sell service directly
to the end users, it would be selling them only a part of the service (Le. a circuit between
the earth station and the satellite). The end usser would have to make its own arrangements
to get to the earth station and for the foreign circuits. As a consequence, Comsat would
not as a practical matter be competing with the carriets except, perhaps, as regards the
largest users. These large customers (e.g. ARlNC, the Federal Government), which could
arrange for their own terrestrial communications links to the earth station and for foreign
circuits, could therefore buy large amounts of capacity "wholesale" from Comsat at the
same rate Comsat charges the ISC's, thereby avoiding having to pay the ISC markup.
The international record cartiers, however, successfully took the position originally
that Comsat's sale of leased private line satellite circuits to large users would severely
undercut the carriers' business, which was heavily dependent on revenues from leased
circuits, and thereby jeopardize the growth of the telex services and other non-leased
services. To avoid this result, the FCC, in 1966, determined that while, as a matter of
law, Comsat was not barred from providing its services directly to non-cartier entities,
such could only be done as a matter of policy in "unique or exceptional circumstances."4l
Although, in general, this decision remams in effect today;4l the FCC has under active
consideration in its Authorized User II proceeding a revision of the policy to (1) require
Comsat to furnish services to entities other than common carriers direcdy at the earth
stations and (2) permit it to provide end-to-end services to such entities through a fully
separated subsidiary."

b.

As Defined by the FCC's Direct Access Proceeding

Since the implementation of this new Authorized User II policy would place Comsat
in competition of sorts with the ISC's in furnishing international communications services,
the FCC on the date that it announced Authorized User II, and as parr of a general re-

"'Satellite Act §201(c)(2), 401 (codified at 47 U.S.C. §721(c)(2), 741 (1976)).

41Authorized Entities and Users, 4 F.C.C.2d 421 (1966), reconnd. granted in part, 6 F.C.C.2d 593 (1967).
(Authorized User I).
4lIn 1978. upon application by the Spanish International Network (SIN) for authorized user status in
connection with its Spanish language telecasts, the FCC rather than gram an exception to Authonzed User
I. waived that policy and designated SIN an authorized user, Spanish International NetwOrk, 70 ECC2d 2127
(1978) (SIN 1), and in 1980 permitted Comsat to provide service at its earth stations directly to SIN and ocher
television networks, Communications Satellite Corporation 76 EC.C2d ) (1980) (SIN II). and to revise its tariff
to include che offering of the new service. Communications Satellite Corporation 79 F.CC2d )62 (1980) (SIN
III). All three decisions were subsequently affirmed suh nom, ITT World Communications, Inc. v. FCC, 725
F2d 732 (D.C. Gir. 1984).

"Authorized User II. 90 ECC2d 1394 (1982), llacated and remanded suh nom, lIT World Communications,
Inc. v. FCC, supra note 42. The court in considering Authomed User II and after holding chat the Satellite
Act gives the FCC broad discretion to designate non~carriers as authorized users, found that the FCC had abused
its discretion by failing to consider adequately certain relevant factors prior to implementing Authonzed User
II. Accordingly, the court vacated and remanded Authonzed User II to the FCC for further proceedings. The
decision of the FCC on remand is presently pending.
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examination of its policies concerning Comsat, initiated a ~otice of Inquiry (~OI) looking
towards some futm of direct economic involvement by the ISC's in the ownership of satellite
capaciry." This it was believed would readjust the "playing field" to a level state by
permitting the ISC's to gain access to the I~TELSAT capacity, albeit through Comsat,
on an equivalent economic basis with Comsat. Specifically, the FCC asked for comments
whether the existing tariff arrangements under which the ISC's acquired capacity on a
non-capitalized lease basis should be modified to permit acquisition on a capitalized lease
basis or as an investment, such as an indefeasible right of use<', in Comsat's share of the
INI'EISAT satellite capaciry.
After considering the comments, filed in response to the Direct Access NOI, the
FCC decided not to implement its proposals. It concluded that the benefits did not
substantially outweight the adverse results which the FCC found were likely to attend
the adoption and implementation of direct access.'· The Commission found that any
fotm of direct economic access would likely not reduce the space segment costs significandy
but, instead, the most likely outcome would be a dividing of costs between Comsat and
the ISC's with very Iirde to be gained by way of increased efficiency. Moreover, the FCC
expressed concern that AlM"s economic participation in INI'EISAT investment decisions
would adversely impact intermodal competition between satellite and cable given the
fact of AT&T's large investment in cable facilities and large use of the satellite system.
Although the ISC's had not gained direct economic access to WTEISAT satellite
capaciry on the same economic conditions as Comsat, the FCC did propose in the
companion Earth Station Ownership ~otice of Proposed Rule Making Proceeding<' that
Comsat unbundle its service and offer its customers a space segment-only tariff for satellite
capaciry which the customer could then derive through a non-Comsat earth station."
This unbundling of the Comsat service coupled with the advances made in. earth station
technology opened the way fur a proliferation of smaller earth stations offering more unique
forms of service to customers at various locations than had been traditionally offered
through the large general purpose earth stations. Even so, Comsat retained its economic
exclusiviry with respect to the space segment for international satellite communicsationsor so it appeared.

c.

As Defined by the FCC's Earth Station Ownership Policy

The Satellite Act empowers Comsat to "own and operate satellite terminal stations
[i.e. earth stations] when licensed by the [FCq"." The FCC, as one of its specific
responsibilities under the Satellite Act is required to grant authorizations and licenses
44INIEISAT Satellite Facilities. Notice of Inquiry, 90 EC.C.2d 1446 (1982) (Direct Access NOI).
4S An indefeasible right of use is a capital investment interest in a transmission facility in which the holder
does not obtain rights in management or control of the facility. Id., at §18 n. 28. The holder. however. is permitted
to place this investment in its rate base and earn a return on it, thus providing it with an economic interest
in the facility. The concept was invented by the FCC to permit the IRC's to have an investment interest in
the Transatlantic TAT...4 cable facilities.

46Report and Order, INTEISAT Satellite Facilities, 97 FCC 2d 296 (1984). (Direct Access Decision)
41Notice ofPropos'ed Rule Making, Ownership and Operations of Earth Stations, 97 FCC 2d 444 (1984).
"Satellite Act §305(a)(3) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §735(a)(3) (1976».
"Satellite Act §201(c)(7) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §721(c)(7) (1976».
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for the construction and operation of earth stations to Camsat. or to one or more authorized
carriers or to Camsat and one or more such carriers, jointly. 50 The initial U.S. eanh station
was constructed by AThT at Andover, Maine, prior to tbe creation of lNTELSAT for use
witb its experimental TELSTAR satellite. Comsat subsequently acquired tbe use of tbis
facility to operate witb tbe first lNTELSAT satellite, Early Bird. In 1966, the FCC
established its first eartb station ownership policy pursuant to which tbe US. earth stations
working witb tbe lNTELSAT satellites were owned jointly by Comsat and tbe ISC's.l1 In
April 1982, tbe FCC initiated a Notice of Inquiry (NOI)" to determine whether this
1966 policy continued to serve tbe public interest and suggested a possible distinction
between tbe general purpose earth station witb which all ISC's interconnect to provide
international switched and private line services to tbe public and specialized stations
designed to meet tbe private line needs of a dedicated user or group of users, tbe latter
being of a type tbat customarily would be located on or near tbe dedicated user(s) premises.
Comments were received from various interested patties, including a proposal by
Cornsat to restructure tbe existing ownership and operating arrangements by dissolving
tbe ESOC arrangement and converting tbe ESOC stations into "wholesale/retail
combination stations", in which Comsat's wholesale operations would be located in tbe
same facility witb tbe carriers retail operations. InJune 1983, lNTELSAT announced tbe
introduction of a major new service, lNTELSAT Business Services (IBS), which would enable
tbe autborized carriers to establish for tbeir customers dedicated international
communications networks employing customer premised eartb stations to furnish all types
of digital communications services such as video conferencing, facsimile and high speed
data. Cornsat, subsequently obtained from tbe FCC autbority to furnish tbe new service
to its US. carrier customers and to construct and operate special earth station facilities."
Otber carriers also obtained autbority to construct similar specialized stations through
which to offer tbe IBS service."
These significant developments reflected tbe major advances tbat had been made
in earth station technology and tbe customer demand for more flexible satellite service
offerings to meet tbeir rapidly expanding communications requirements. The FCC took
note of tbese developments and tentatively concluded tbat significant benefits would flow
from a liberalization of irs earth station ownership policy. This policy, having served irs
purpose as a conservative policy imposing stability during tbe infancy of lNTELSAT, had
outlived irs usefulness now tbat lNTELSAT had evolved into a mature and fmancially
viable organization. A new policy which stressed tbe benefit to users while continuing
to recognize tbe US. commitment to a mature lNTELSAT was now required.

,oOwnecship and Operation of Eanh Stations,S EC.C.2d 812 (1966). The ownership is manifested by an
agreement establishing separate consonia for earth surions in the continential United States. Hawaii and guam
with Comsat owning SO percent and the ISC's owning the remaining 50 percent in approximate proponion
to their respective use as projected in 1966. An Eanh Station Ownership Committee created by the Agreement
oversees the operation of these stations which are made available to Comsat to enable it to furnish its
communications channels under tariff to the authorized carriers and users. Comsat. in turn pays a rental to
the carriers for its use of their share of the investment in the stations. See, Notice of Proposed Rule Making,
Ownership and Operation of Eanh Stations, 97 FCC 2d 444 (1984).
"90 F.C.C.2d 1458 (1982).
~1Notice

of Proposed Rule Making, supra note 51.

BCommunications Satellite Corporation, FCC 84-124. 126 (April 11. 1984).
l4E.g., International Relay, Inc.. FCC 84-125 (April 11, 1984).
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Accordingly, the FCC proposed a policy which (1) would permit- but not requireexisting earth stations to continue to be jointly owned and (2) would allow new earth
stations to be individually owned by Comsat or by authorized carriers including new
entrants." In order to implement this policy of independent ownership, the FCC required
Comsat to unbundle its service offering and flie a cost-based tariff solely for space segment
capacity which the independent earth stations owner could purchase for use in providing
its customers service through its station.,6 This tentative policy was designed to promote
within the United States intra-modal competition for international communications
satellite services in much the same vein as the FCC's Authorized User II policy was designed
to promote intermodal competition between satellites and cables. Instead nf the various
institutional classifications of earth stations proposed in the earlier NO!, the FCC decided
to employ a more practical classification scheme based upon prevalent technology (i.e.
ms, television and multi-purpose earth stations) as the basis for evaluating future earth
station applications under a list of criteria which were set out in the NPRM for further
public comment." Thus, the FCC tentatively concluded after 18 years of a conservative
earth station ownership policy designed primarily to facilitate the orderly maturing of
IN1ELSAT- and, which, had concomittantly provided security for Comsat - that the future
viability of INTELSAT and the interests of the users in competitive international
communications services could be mutually achieved through a greatly liberalized earth
station ownership policy.

d.

As defined by the FCC's Transborder Services Decision

With the advent of Canadian and U.S. domestic communication satellites, the growth
of the cable TV industry and the reduction in cost and size of television receive-only
(TYRO) earth stations, it was not long befure various applications were submitted to the
FCC to (1) receive TV signals from Canadian satellites," (2) transmit communications
to Canada via U.S. domestic satellites" (3) and transmit television signals to Caribbean
and Centtal American countries using U.S. domestic satellites.".' The applicants argued
that in the case of television programming, they were not crearing additional programming
but would merely be furnishing to additional points the programming that was already
on the satellite either for distribution to Canadian or U.S. television or cable stations.
To put the same programs through INTELSAT for trans border distribution, they argued,
would be inefficient and costly, assuming they could get capacity on INTELSAT satellites.
Further, as to u'S.-Canada traffic, they contended that INTELSAT had never provided
services between the two countries - instead expensive and inefficient terrestrial means
were used theretofor. Comsat opposed most of the applications asserting, as a major basis,

HNonce of Proposed Rulemaking, supra note 50, at §27.
~6Ibid.

HId., at §32.

'BE.g., 220 Television, Inc. (File No. 318 DSEoML-78) to permit the reception by a television station licensee
in St. louis. Mo. of television station signals from TELESAT Canada's ANIK I and II satellites.
'9E.g., RCA Americom Communications, Inc. (File No. W-P-C-1719) to add various new receive points
in Canada for signals transmitted through its SATCOM U.S. domestic satellites.

6OE.g., Southern Satellite Systems, Inc. (File No. I-P-C-44) to extend its domestic television programming
sen-ices to the Cayman Islands, BWI via a U.S. domestic satellite.
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its exclusivity under the Satellite Act and the United States commitment to the single
global system for international public telecommunications services.
After obtaining guidance from the Executive Branch as to foreign policy and national
interest considerations6t, the FCC found that the public interest would be served by a
grant of the applications subject to certain conditions which included prior coordination
with INTELSAT under Article XN of the INTELSAT Agreement. 6 ' In a seminal decision,
the FCC decided that the use of domestic satellite facilities for the limited purpose of
furnishing international public telecommunications services of the type sought in the
applications did not contravene the Satellite Act, the INTELSAT Agreement or U.S.
international telecommunications policies.
"On balance, the· operational difficulties, increased costs of facilities and
services, and spectrum inefficiencies make use of the global system
impractical when compared to the alternative utilization of domestic
satellite facilities. We find that in particular cases such as these where
the United States has discharged its treaty obligations to INTELSAT,
and has obtained the concurrence of the appropriate foreign
govemmental authotities, the Commission may permit receive.only earth
station operators to receive the authorized signals of non-U.S. domestic
satellite facilities, and may authotize United States [domestic satellite J
carriers to provide service to trans border locaoons."63
Although ostensibly confined to use of domestic satellite facilities, this decision served
as a major prelude for a frOntal attack on the concept of the single global system and
Comsat's exclusivity under the Satellite Act.

61Letter dated July 23, 1981, from Underset:retary of ScateJames L Buckley [0 FCC Chairman Mark Fowler
[the BuckJey letter]. Copy appears as Appendix A to FCC's Transborder Ser'flices decision, footnote 62, infra.
After reciting that the "foundation of our international communications satellite policy includes the concept
of a global system to which all nations can have non~discriminatory access", Secretary Buckley noted that the
INTELSAT Agreement recognizes that members may choose to rely on separate satellite systems to meet there
international public telecommunications service requirements under certain conditions.
Certain exceptional circumsrances may exist where it would be in the interest of the United
States to use domestic satellites for public international telecommunications with nearby
countries. One such case would be where the global system could not provide the service
required. Another case would be where the service planned would be clearly uneconomical
or impractical using the INTELSAT system. In such cases, the United States commitment
to the global system would not preclude reliance on domestic satellite facilities. [Bucldey
letter, p. 2J
The letter suggested certain consultation and coordination procedures in the event the FCC decided to
authorize the applications. but cautioned that service would not be inaugurated unless:
"(a) the proposal not to utilize the INTELSAT space segment receives a favorable
recommendation in the INTElSAT Assembly (for these purposes a favorable
recommendation requires a cwo-thirds favorable vote); or
(b) such proposal is supported by the U.S. Government and both the US. and the foreign
governmental authorities concerned, in the absence of a favorable recommendation by
the Assembly. consider in good faith that the obligations under Article XN have been
met. [Buckl_ey letter, p. 31

61Transborder Satellite Video Services. 88 EC.C.2d 258 (1981) (Transborder Services).

63!d., at §S2.
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The Extent of Comsat's Exclusivity in International Satellite Communications

A;; change through technological and regulatory means was being imposed on rhe
role of Comsat domestically in international satellite communications through rhe
INTEL'3AT global system, a challenge was mounted within rhe private sector to rhe concept
of INTELSAT remaining rhe single global system. In 1983, an application was med wirh
rhe FCC by Orion Satellite Corporation for aurhoriry to establish and operate a private
satellite system over rhe Atlantic to serve customers on rhe high density North Atlantic
corridor." 'The applicant proposed to sell or lease rhe satellite transponders to high volume
users which would use rhem as part of rheir respective worldwide company networks. Orion
contended rhat rhe types of communications services rhese customers desired were not
being offered through rhe INTEL'3AT system and, rherefore, rheir system would serve
rhe national interest by meering rhese demands and should be aurhorized under rhe
"addirional systems" exception of Section 102(d) of rhe Satellite Act. Furthermore, Orion
maintained rhat as a private system it would not be offering "public telecommunications
services" as defined under rhe INTEL'3AT Agreement and, rherefore, only technical
coordination would be required wirh INTEL'3AT under Article XN and not economic

coordination. 6 '
Orion's application was followed by four orhers" and a fIfth which was subsequently
wirhdrawn. 67 'These applications, - because, wirh one exception,6. rhey seek to compete
wirh INTELSAT, on its major and most lucrative traffic route, rhe North Atlantic route,have presented rhe U.S. Government wirh rhe most serious international communications
legal and policy issues since rhe enactment of rhe Satellite Act. On rhe one hand. rhe
United States as rhe principal architect oflNTELSAT-one of rhe major triumphs in United
States' foreign policy of rhe past twenty years - is being unanimously urged by rhe orher
member states oflNTELSAT not to take any action which would injure rhe organization.
'The smaller countries have especially benefited from rhe services of INTEL'3AT which
has interconnected rhem to rhe world community at rhe same price per circuit as paid

64Application of Orion Satellite Corp., File No.

CSS.83~002~P

(filed Mar. 11, 1983).

6'1d., at 1·7. See INTELSAT Agreement. Art. XIV. iupra note 8. If a person within the jurisdiction of
a Party to the INTEISAT Agreement proposes to est'ablish. acquire or utilize space segment facilities separate
from the ll'ITEISAT space segment they must undenake a technical coordination of those facilities with INTElSAT.
Furthermore, under Article XIV( d). if the separate facilities are for the purposes of meeting "international public
telecommunications services" requirement then there must also be an economic coordination with INTELSAT
including flnding and recommendations by IN1EL5AT's Assembly of Panies as to whether the use of the separate
facilities to meet such requirements will cause "significant economic harm" to IN1ELSAT and "prejudice the
establishment of direct communications links through the IN1EI.SAT space segment among all the participants."
Orion maintains that since its service will not be available to the public it is not offering. an international public
telecommunications service and. therefore. no economic coordination is required. Id.
66Application of Intemational Satellite, Inc., File No. CSS-83-0D4-P(I.A.) (flied August 12. 1983); Application
of RCA Americom for modification of authority, File No. 909-DSS-MP-84 (filed Feb. 13, 1984); Application
of Cygnus Satellite Corp.• File No. CSS-84-002-P(LA) (flied Mar. 7, 1984); Application ofPan"American Satellite
Corp., File No. CSG·84·004·P/L (filed June 4, 1984).
67

Application of Systematics General Corp.• File No. CSS-84-00S-P(I.A.) (filed June 12. 1984).

6SPan American Satellite Corp. (PANAMSAT) propose to provide borh video and audio services between
the U.S. and lAtin America as well as domestic transmission service me Caribbean Basin and South America-a
Western Hemisphere. Satellite system. See Applicacion of Pan American Satellite Corp., supra note 66.
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by the major developed nations." The United States has enjoyed a position of respect
in its leadership role in the organization. U.S. industry has benefited substantially in the
several billions of dollars of contracts awarded by INTELSAT.70 While there do exist several
regional systems outside of INTELSAT, these generally were envisioned at the time the
INTELSAT agreements were negotiated and were taken into account in INTELSAT
planning. Furthermore, they have been coordinated with INTELSAT under Article XN( d)
and found not to threaten "significant economic harm" to INTELSAT.
Opposing this argument for a sustained commirrment to the concept of a single
global system, is the current United States policy favoring deregulation and reliance on
competitive marketplace forces in the provision of telecommunications facilities and
services. Extensive deregulation having occurred in the U.S. domestic satellite services
market." the proponents of deregulation and competition, both in government and
industry, were prepared to pursue similar goals internationally.
From all signs, however, little setious consideration or planning was given to the fact
that although the technology existed, politically the United States cannot accomplish
these goals without the agreement and assistance of the foreign governments involved.72
Histotically, the international submarine cable facilities have been jointly owned by the
counmes using those facilities, regardless of whether that ownership was public or ptivate.
This concept was recognized early on as essential to the successful development of the
global satellite system." Foreign governments were offered ownership in the satellite
facilities. In fact, with its investment-equals-use principle, INTELSAT resembles an
international cooperative association among the governments involved to establish and
operate the cenrral "relay" faciliry (i.e. the satellites). This "relay" faciliry is essential for
communicating transoceanically in the high qualiry, microwave frequency bands, since
signals at these higher frequencies travel in a straight line and do not reflect off the
ionosphere as do ordinary radio broadcast signals.
Many, if not most of the members of INTELSAT appear to view international
communications as a means of facilitating economic growth and commerce rather than
an end in itself. Therefore, the amount of opposition that has been leveled against these
proposed separate systems should come as no sutprise.

69IN'TEISAT averages itS

COSt

of service since, pursuant co Article V(d) of the INTELSAT Agreement, it

may not discriminate among users in the charges for the same type of service. Thus, the half circuit charge

of $390 per month applies equally to use with Atlantic Ocean. Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean region satellites.
See INTEISAT Agreement, Act. V, supra note 8.
70Intelsat has procured six major series of satellites during itS 20 years. The prime contractor of each of
these has been a U.S. contractor although a porrion of the subcontract work in most cases has been performed
internationally, primarily by European or Canadian companies.
USee e.g" Fifth RepOrt and Order. Competitive Common Carriers, Dkt 79·252 (August 9, 1984).

720ne recent study is helpful in focusing the issues and suggesting mat a less confrontational approach
would be to negotiate first with the foreign governments concerning separate satellite systems and then license
U.S, entities on the basis of the outcome of those negotiations. Rein et al, Implementation of a U.S. "Free
Entry" Initiative for Transatlantic Satellite Facilities; Problems. Pitfalls and Possibilities Guly 3, 1983), See also,
Gantt. International Sateilite Communications-Some Current Issues, American Bar Association. Forum
Committee on Air and Space Law, Second Annual Forum. November 1. 1984.
13For example, the Satellite Act contemplated ownership of the "communications satellite system" in
conjunction with "foreign governments or business entities". Satellite Act §30S(a)(1) (codified at 47 U.S.c.
§735(a)(I) (1976)).
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The Government must now decide whether (1) to adhere to the concept of a single
global system, or (2) to permit the establishment of facilities parallel to INTELSAT along
its most lucrative traffic route. If it decides in favor of the latrer, it will have further revetsed
the policies of the past twenty years with respect to the role of Comsat whose exclusivity
in international satellite communications is tied to the INTELSAT global system. The
ISC's would then have means involving, perh.ps, greater economic participation on their
part by which to furnish communications services via satellite without having to deal with
Comsat.
The applicants for separate systems tely principally on two major arguments to
distinguish their proposed services ftom those constituring what they contend to be the
limits of Comsat's exclusivity. First, they contend that their systems by providing services
which they believe INTELSAT does not and/or cannot reasonably offer, will be meering
a "national interest" requirement, and therefore, should come within the Sectin102(d)
exception of the Satellite Act, for additional systems required in the national interest. 7•
Second, the assertion is made that by offering to sell or lease on long term bases satellite
transponders to private users for their internal communications purposes, they are not
furnishing "public telecommunications services" and, therefore, are not in economic
competition with INTElSAT within the terms of Article XN( d) of the INTElSAT
Agreement.
a.

Section l02(d) of the Satellite Act as a Limit on Comsat's Exclusivity

Although the applicants for separate systems all point to the Section 102(d)
"additional systems" language, that subsection must be read in the COntext of the entire
Section 102 in which Congress declared the United States policy with respect to
international satellite communications. Read in that context, subsection (d) appears as
no more than a narrow exception to the othetwise broad policy endorsement of a global
satellite system, so as not to preclude the creation of additional systems should they be
required in the national interest. Several important factors and issues emerge from such
a reading of the language.
First, the language imposes the broader "narional interest" test rather than the
standard FCC criteria of the "public interest, convenience and necessity"." Second, a
successful applicant would have to demonstrate not only that the grant of its application
would serve the national interest, but that it was required by the national interest-a
more stringent requirement. Thus, fur example, a court might reasonably conclude that
the creation of competitive conditions which may serve to further a national policy of
promoting competition would not, standing alone, be a sufficient showing in support
of an additional system under Section 102(d). The primary purpose of the Satellite Act
is not to maintain and strengthen competition; rather, the Act was intended to establish
and operate an efficient global communications system for the benent of the general
public.""

"Satellite Act §102(d) (codified ac 47 U.S.C. §701(d) (1976».
nCommunications Act §309 (codified at 47 U.S.c. §309 (1976».

76m World Communlcanons, Inc. v. FCC, 72S F.2d 732, 747 n. 33 (D.C. Cit. 1984). ("The primary purpose
of the Satellite Act is not to maintain and strengthen competition; ramer. the Act was intended to establish
and operate an efficient global communications system for the benefit of the general public.")
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Third, since the same term "communications satellite system" is used in Section 102(d)
as elsewhere in the Satellite Act, an applicant for a separate system should be required
to demonstrate that its system_ fits the definition of this term as contained in Section
103(1) of the Satellite Act: The term 'communications satellite system' refers to a system
of communications satellites in space whose purpose is to relay telecommunications
information between satellite terminal stations, .... "77
The term "satellite terminal station" is itself defined in Section 103(3) as a complex
of communications equipment located on the earth's surface and "operationally connected
with one or more terrestrial communications systems."'8 The term - terrestrial
communications systems - however, is not defined in the Satellite Act, thus leaving open
the question of whether an "additional communications satellite system" to provide
international ptivate network services through customer premised earth stations would
corne within the language of the term "satellite terminal station."79 If it does, the inquiry
continues. On the other hand, if it does not, then a limit would appear to have been
established as to Comsar's exclusiviry; namely, service through a satellite system
interconnected by means of satellite terminal stations to the terrestrial public network.
Fourth, who is empowered to authorize an additional system? The Congress? The
FCC? The President? How do the policy objectives set forth in the Satellite Act and the
special provisions with respect to the President in Section 201(a) and the FCC in Section
201(c) apply or relate, if at all, to an additional system? These and other questions are
not answered in the Satellite Act. 8' However, their importance and the magnitude of the
foreign policy issues involved suggest the need for congressional legislation to reformulate
U.S. policy and to make consequent changes in U.S. institutional structures if, indeed,
there is to be a change in the United States policy towards a single global system.
Specifically, any such legislation should declare the new policy (assuming there is to be
a change), the relationship of additional systems with the present global system and the
role of Comsat. The Satellite Act merely states that in limited circumstances there could
be additional systems. It does not state who is to authorize these systems-only that they
must be required in the national interest. Elsewhere, in Section 301 of the Satellite Act
Congtess expressly reserved to itself the right to appeal, alter, or amend the Satellite Act

"Satellite A" §103(1) (codified at 47 U.S.c. §702(3) (1976».
"Satellite Act §103(3) (codified at 47 U.S.C. §702(3) (1976».

79$pecifically, can customer premised eanh stations be considered operationally connected to terresuial
communications systems? The proponents of additional satellite systems would presumably argue that they
are not, but instead are interconnected with private company nerworks, for example. the intra~premises PBX,
which are different from the telephone companys' terrestrial systems used to furnish common carrier service
to the public at large. The opponents of additional systems might argue thac the Satellite Act must be construed
as a living document and. therefore. the definition of satellite terminal station must be viewed in the COntext
of industry developments. Customer-premised eanh stations connecting via satellite multinational companies'
private communications networks to local premises PBXs was probably not envisiaged in 1962. Nevertheless,
the growth in communications technology, it can be argued, has made chis intra-office PBX as much a terrestrial
communications system as the large microwave and cable systems operated by telephone companies.
soFar example. should the President supervise the negotiations of an "additional system" operator with
foreign governments and international bodies in respect to matters of foreign policy? Likwise, should an "additional
system" operator by required to extend service to foreign points other than those it wishes [0 serve? In omer
words. is the "additional system" operator to be free of the regulatory restraints imposed by the Satellite Act
on Comsat and. hence on che services available to U.S. customers through the INTElSAT system? Such a dichotomy
of regulation could undermine the viability of the global system - a result. it is submitted - not in the nationai
interest.
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at any time.81 In fact. the Satellite Act bill (HR 11040) in the version passed by the House
of Representatives on May 3. 1962. reserved to the Congress, in Section 102(d), the right
to provide for additional systems if required in the national interest. The reservation
language was added by amendment to the bill during the floor debate on May 2, 1962.
by Representative Harris who explained that his amendment, which had been suggested
by the Speaker of the House, was intended to state in a posirive manner the intent of
Congress ("The Congress reserves ... ") rather than in a negative fashion ("It'is not the
intent of Congress by this Act . . . to preclude . . . . ")'2
When HR 11040 was introduced in the Senate the language of the entire House·
passed version of the Satellite Act was stricken and the Senate version (S 2814) substituted."
Although the Senate does not appear to have specifically addressed the Harris amendment.
Senator Church commented directly, in a Committee report, as to the purpose behind
Section 102(d);
''The wisdom of this last clause 'or if otherwise required in the national
cannot now foretell how well the
interest' is perfectly apparent.
corporate instrUmentality established by this act will serve the needs
of our people. If it should develop that the rates charged are too high.
or the service too limited. so that the system is failing to extend to the
American people the maximum benefits of the new technology, or if
the Government's use of the system for. say, Voice of America broadcasts
to certain other parts of the world proves excessively expensive for our
taxpayers. then certainly this enabling legislation should not preclude
the establishment of alternative systems, whether under private or public
management. And just as certainly is that gateway meant to be kept
open. in case we should ever need to use it, by the language [of Section
102(dW84 [Emphasis added].

we

In the legislative scheme, Congress had determined to proceed with a global system
on the basis of the United States' participant being a private entity. Unable, however.
to predict the future success or conduct of this entity, Senator Church believed it ptudent
for Congress to reserve the right to alter this legislative scheme to accommodate additional
systems where required in the national interest. Given the totality of the circumstances.
a good case is made that Congress should address the issues certainly as a matter of national
policy if not as a matter reserved to it exclusively by law.

b.

The Scope of INTELSAT "Public Telecommunications Services" As a Limit on
Comsat's Exclusivity

An analysis as to the scope of Comsat's exclusivity with respect to international satellite
communications services must consider the scope of the global system's undertaking. The
INTELSAT Agreement states as the prime objective" of INTELSAT. "the provision. on

"Satellite Act §301 {codified at 47 U.S.c. §731 (1976)).
"108 Congo Rec. 7523·24 (1962).

83Id., at 10649.
S4S. REp. No. 1873, supra, note 2, reprinted in 1962 U.S. CODE CONGo

&.

Ao. NEWS 2327.
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a commercial basis, of rhe space segment required for international public
telecommunications services of high quality and reliability to be available on a non·
discriminatoty basis to all areas of rhe world.""
The term "public telecommunications services", defmed in rhelNTELSAT Agreement:

means fIxed or mobile telecommunications services which can be
provided by satellite and which are available for use by rhe public, such
as telephony, telegraphy, telex, fascimile, data transmissions, transmission
of radio and television programs between approved earIb stations having
access to rhe INTELSAT space segment for furrher transmission to rhe
public, and leased circuits for any of rhese purposes; . . . 86

All other forms of service are categorized as "specialized telecommunications services:'S7
Applicants for separate systems argue rhat to rhe extent rheir systems are private
systems rhey do not provide "public telecommunications services" and are, therefore, not
encroaching on either INTELSAT's or Comsat's exclusive mandate. They direct their
argument to the language....!·and which are available for use by rhe public''-and contend
that their services will not be available for use by the public but only by rheir private
CUStomers for internal communications under individual contractS - as opposed to common
carrier tariffs offering non.discriminatoty service." Comsat defends by arguing that
"available to the public" is not a condition but is language intended merely to exemplify
rhat it is the type of use - not the identity or class of customer - which is the controlling
factor. 89
The description of the services offered by INTELSAT is for rhe purpose of identifying
the types of services and not rhe customer.'" Given its nature as rhe provider of a
transmission parh to facilitate rhe exchange of internatio)lal communications traffic by
national telecommunications administrations and entities, there is no reasonable way in
which INTElSAT could regulate its services by customer class (i.e. public or private).
INTElSAT does not serve rhe end users. Articles III and I(k) and (I) establish rhe priority
of transmission of traffic on rhe system. The owners did not want their invesrment used
to establish specialized telecommunication services such as rhose listed in Article 1(1),
nor did they wish for purely domestic public telecommunications services (Article III(c) )
to have the same priority as international public telecommunications services. Thus, rhere
was a need for a series of definitions keyed to types of service-nor class of customer-to
facilitate the operation of the system. The public/private dichotomy furrher breaks down
in view of the fact that leased circuits are mentioned specifically as a type of public
telecommunications service." Such circuits are by their nature used, for example, by the

SSINTELSAT Agreement, An. III, supra note 8.

"ld.. Art. I(k).
"ld., Art. 1(1).
88See e.g., Application of Orion Satellite Corp., supra note S8 at I-B.

89Comsat Petition to Deny Application of Orion Satellite Corp., File No. CSS·S3-002-P.
'>OSee, Legal Opinion on the Scope ofINTELSATs "Public Telecommunications Services" Uanuary 13. 1984)
placed in FCC file in Application of International Satellite. Inc.. File No. CSS-83-004.P(LA).

91INTEISAT Agreement. Art. I(k). supra note 8.
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customer· lessee on a full· time, as opposed to a per message, basis fur private internal
communications of the customer.
The difficulty with the INTELSAT definition can be traced to two major factors and
should be instmctive in defining the scope of fumre collaborarive space endeavors. First,
the rapid growth in technology and services has brought about uses and concepts-such
as the sale of satellite transponders- that were not readily fureseen during the negotiations
of the 1NTELSAT definitive arrangemenrs. Second, the term "public telecommunications
services" was left until the end of the negotiations for final definition - although the term
had been used throughout the negotiations in furmulating other articles. As a result,
the language of the definition was extensively negotiated and redrafted in a fmal attempt
by some delegations to place boundaries on the organization's primary objective in
furtherance of their own political objectives. This resulted in a somewhat less than precise
fmal definition.

3.

Government Regulations and Supervision of Comsat's Role in International
Satellite Communications
a.

Regulation

Comsat is subject to extensive regulations by the FCC under both the
Communications Act and the Satellite Act." In addition to the proceedings described
previously in this paper which pertained to Comsat's role in international communications
services, the FCC has conducted a series of major proceedings concerning Coms.t's
organizational stmcmr. to determine whether and to what extent Comsat should be
permitted to engage in non·INTELSAT/INMARSAT (i.e. competitive) Jines of business
and, if so, the financial and procedural safeguards necessary to ensure that Comsat does
not take unfair advantage of irs sramtoty role in fmanciug and conducting irs competitive
business acrivities" In irs Comsat Study the FCC concluded that Comsat should not

9:.comsar is regulated both as a common carrier under Tide II and as a licensee of the frequency spectrum
under Tide III of the Communications Act. Regulation under the Satellite Act is pursuant to Section 201(c).
93The series of FCC proceedings relating to the Corporate Structure of Comsat were an outgrowth of a
statutory requirement enacted in 1978 that the FCC conduct a study of the corporate structUre and operating
activities of Comsat and report to Congress by May 1980 with a view towards determining whether any changes
were required to ensure that Comsat would affectively fulfill its obligations and carry out its functions under
the Satellite Act and the Communications Act. Satellite Act §505 (codified as amended at 47 U.S.c. §754 Supp.
VIII 1984». The study requirement was part of an amendment to the Satellite Act which designated Comsat
as the United States participant in a proposed International Maritime Satellite Organization (INMARSAT)
patterned along the lines of INTELSAT and with the mission of establishing a global system of maritime
communications satellites to serve the maritime commercial and safety needs of the United States and foreign
countries. In May 1980. the FCC issued its report in which it concluded that while Comsat could, as a legal
matter, engage in activities in addition to its INTELSAT and INMARSAT businesses, as a matter of policy Comsat'S
authority to engage in such additional competitive businesses would be conditioned on changes being made
in Comsat's corporate structUre, its accounting systems. its information distributions systems and the current
arrangements for Government oversight of Comsat's activities. Communications Satellite Corporation, 77 FCC2d
564 (1980) [hereinafter cited as Comsat Study]. Of panicular concern to the FCC were the potentials for crosssubsidization between the INTElSAT/INMARSAT and competitive activities and for unfair use of informacion
in its competitive business derived from its INTElSAT/INMARSAT roles. Comsat. thereafter filed a plan with
the FCC as to how it proposed to remedy these concerns of the FCC through changes in itS structure and operations,
and this plan was PUt OUt for comment in October 1980 in the form of a Notice of Proposal Rule Making
(NPRM). See 81 FCC2d 287 (1980). FoUowing receipt of comments, the FCC issued its First Comsat Structure
Order reaffirming its earlier legal and policy conclusions but finding Comsat's proposed COSt allocation plans
inadequate and deficient. See 90 EC.C.2d 1159 (1982). recon. denied, 9} EC.C.2d 701 (1983). appeal dkted.
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be precluded from applying its corporate technology and experuse in new areas of satellite
application. As a legal matter Comsat should engage in activities outside of its INTELSAT
and INMARSAT lines of business to the extent these activities were not inconsistent with
the purpose and objectives of the Satellite Act."
As a matter of policy, however, the FCC concluded that certain strucrural, accounting
and informacion distribution aspects of Comsat's business raised significant issues that
required changes in Comsat's structure, irs accounting practices and the arrangement for
Government oversight of Comsat's activities. What followed-and is still in progresswas an in-depth look on the public record at Comsat's activities and practices."

b.

Supervision

Pursuant to the Satellite Act the Government exercises a degree of supervision over
Comsar's activities as they may impact on foreign policy, .which it does not exercise with
respect to a normal multinational private corporation. First, and by far the least controversial
of these is the requirement that Comsat notify the Department of State of business
negotiations with any international or foreign entity,96 As a consequence, the Department
is to advise Comsat of any relevant foreign policy considerations. In practice, this
requirement appears to have worked well and to the mutual benefit of both parties. In

sub nom., RCA Global Communications. Inc. v. FCC, No. 83-1662 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (Corporate Structure I).
Comsar thereafter submitted a report to the FCC proposing certain further changes in its COSt allocation practices
relating to R&D expenses and G&A expenses and made funher modifications in these practices. Comments
were rued by interested panies after which the FCC issued its Second Comsat Structure Order on March 30,
1984. Communications Satellite Corporation, 97 FCC 2d 145 (1984)[hereinaftercited as Corporate StructUre
II]. In the texc of its Corporate Structure II decision, the FCC reviewed the role of Comsac under the Satellice
Act. It concluded that while during the infancy ofINTEI.SAT it had viewed Comsac's mission broadly, circumstances
had now changed. particularly the fact that INTEISAT had matured and its staff now carried OUt the managemenc
and operation of the global system. Because of this, Comsar's mission had narrowed and its cost allocation
practices, including its treatment of the Comsat laboratories, a significant portion of which appeared in che
Comsat race base, had to reflecc this change. The praccical effect of the FCC's decision was co remove ponions
of Comsac's assets from its rate base and require Comsac to revise its tariff filings accordingly, resulting in lower
rates to its custOmeIS. Comsat's petition for reconsideracion of Corporate StrUct1lf'e II is awaiting further FCC action.
94 77 EC.C.2d 564 (1980). Subsequently, the U.S. COUrt of Appeals for the District of Columbia, in a separate
case involving, inter alia, the authority of Comsat to engage in the furnishing of direct broadcast services (DBS)
adopted a "consistent with" test for the scope of Comsat's auth~rity using as the benchmark the purposes of
the Satellite Act.

"In holding thac Comsat may engage in certain non-INTELSAT or INMARSAT activities
even when those activities are not ancillary co its INTELSATIINMARSAT responsibilities,
we do not suggest that Comsat can engage in any business ventures it desires; despite
the colorful drafting of NAB's arguments, we need not decide coday whether the FCC
intends or is authorized to allow Comsat to participate in venture's involving 'department
stores, dairy farms, football, or fountain pens.' We hold only that, at least when Comsac's
activities are directed to the purposes for which it was created - the development of satellite
communications technology, see 47 U.S.c. §701,-Comsat's activities are 'consistent with'
the purposes of the 1962 Act within the meaning of section 201(c)(8). Participation in
DBS meets this standard."

National Assoc. of Broadcasters v. FCC, 740 E2d. 1190, 1218 (D.C. Cir. 1984).
9'E.g" Corporate Structure II, supra note 93.
"Satellite Ace §402 (codified at 47 US.c. §742 (1976)).
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conducting foreign business negotiations it is useful fur a U.S. company to be knowledeable
of its government's relations with the relevant foreign government or international
organization.
The second type of supervision concerns Comsat's role as the U.S. participant in
lNTELSAT and INMARSAT and as the U.S. representative in the substantive decision.
making bodies of those organizations in which the investors are represented." Criticism
has been leveled at the so-called "insrructional processc..Comsat preferred the term
"guidance"." While some ctiticism has been valid-and changes have been made in the
process to accommodate a greater public awareness of the process, the matters dealt with
relate to U.S. fureign policy and, under the circumstances, may not readily lend themselves
to public debare if the process is to be effective. For example, before each meeting of
the lNTELSAT Board of Governors, the Government representatives - Department of State,
FCC, ~ational Telecommunications and Infurmation Administration - review the proposed
agenda and proposed Comsat positions and provide foreign policy guidance as well as
instructions where appropriate. Comsat, alone, attends the lNTELSAT and INMARSAT
Board of Governors, Meeting of Signatories and Council meetings, but keeps in close
communications with the Department of State to advise as to developmenrs and receive
any updated guidance and instructions.
Is this an effective form of supervision? On balance, the answer is probably yes. On
the positive side, it affords the government visibility as to what is occuring in the
organization and allows the Government to inquire as to the Comsat positions on various
items. In addition, under recently implemented procedures" there is afforded an
opportunity fur public inpUt - i.e. input from U.S. carriers, end users and manufacturers
as to what the insrructions should be, but not as to what the Government actually proposes
to instruct. But then how often does the State Department seek public comment on fureign
policy matters, generally? The U.S. companies are free, of course, to make their views
known to Comsat as well. However, the latter is viewed by some as a competitor in light
of its competitive business activities in areas such as manufacturing. 1farious solutions
have been proposed such as placing a government "observer" in the Board of Governors
and Council meetings to ensure that insrructions are properly followed and implemented.
This, however, could diminish Comsat's role and stature within these organizations and
provide foreign delegations, which for the most part are more closely aligned with their
respective governments, additional leverage against Comsat-and, in effect, against the

United States-when a controversial matter comes before the organization for decision.
An alternative to such an institutional solution, would be to permit abroader range
of input from industry and government through a mechanism similar to a ptivate sector
advisoty committee. Whatever mechanism is used, the impottant factor is that given
Comsat's diversification into competitive lines of business, the Government's supervisory
role must of necessity expand beyond purely foreign policy matters to include making
sure that Comsat by virtue of its statutoty monopoly does not gain an unfair advantage

91In INTEISAT, this is the Board of Governors and the Meeting of Signatories. In INMARSAl'. ic is the
Council.

9fJComsat Study, supra noce 93 at §440. A thorough discussion of the process appears in the COmJat Study,
supra note 93, beginning at §431.
99Beginning with the 60th Board of Governors meeting, Seprember 1984. copies of most BG documents
are placed in the public reading room at the FCC as soon as possible mer receipt by Comsat. This accords
some opportUnity for interested paeries to transmit their concerns to the Government for consideration in the
instructional process-but does not afford a direct opportunity to comment on the instructions. themselves.
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either through advance information or by secuting action within INTELSAT or INMARSAT
uniquely favorable to its competirive lines of business. This supervision can redound to
Comsat's benefit should claims of unfair trade practices be asserted. The burden is on
Comsat, in the fIrst instance, to propose a satisfactory solution that properly takes into
account and balances the legitimate concerns of government and industry as to decisions
taken by INTELSAT and INMARSAT, the "public trust" placed on Comsat and Comsat
legitimate business interests (i.e. preservation of its INTELSAT and INMARSAT
invesrments). If Comsat does not fulfill this burden, then either the FCC or Congress must.

4.

The Comsa: Model-Is It Appropriate For Other U.S. Space
Commercialization Activities?

The concept of a global system of communications satellites-when viewed generally
in the context of the "half-circuit" international communications arrangements - suggests
that any successful system of communications satellites would have to be joindy owned
or controlled by the participating states, as an extension of their national sovereignry over
communications into and from their respective territories. The decision by Congress not
to permit U.S. participation to be through one or more of the U.S. international carriers
meant that the operating companies, which had traditionally owned the U.S. portion
of international communications facilities. would not own a direct interest in this new
mode - satellites. However, they would continue to be the U.S. correspondents of the
foreign PTT's for all communications whether transmirted through the satellites or via
other modes. The concept of a designated U.S. entiry - Comsat -worked particularly well
in the early development stages of this new mode of communications. The entiry was
dedicated solely to the satellite mode, and its foreign INTEL5AT partners were, like Comsat,
also lawful monopolies. This dictotomy between Comsat and the ISC's, however, as the
system matured led to considerable regulatory tension within the United States and, more
recendy, internationally.
If we consider other forms of commercialization of space e.g. remote sensing and
materials processing, the need for-or, indeed, the appropriateness of-a U.S. designated
enriry is not readily apparent. Remote sensing can be carried out by a sensing state without
any active participation required on behalf of the sensed state. Manufacruring in space
is-or promises to be-an extension of earth-bound businesses, which traditionally have
been operated on competitive bases. While, conceivably, there could be formed an
international organization with the responsibiliry for establishing, owning and operating
remote sensing satellites and distributing the unenhanced sensed data, there is no global
infrastrUcture for data gathering, processing and dissemination similar to the
telecommunicarions infrastrUcture from which to rationalize the need for a designated
U.S. participant in such an organization.
Thus, given the difficulties inherent in the designated enriry concept-e.g. a
monopoly, the need for a regulatory scheme and the likely future desire to diversify into
affiliated competirive businesses-a substanrial justiflcation should be required before
the concept is utilized in other space commercialization activities. Moreover, if utilized.
the enabling legislation should set forth a scheme by which over time the designated
entiry's exclusiviry could be replaced with competitive marketplace conditions.
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Postscript

Subsequent to the preparation of this aniele, the President, on November 28, 1984,
determined pursuant to Sections 102(d) and 201(a) of the Satellite Act'·· that "separate
international communication satellite systems are required in the national interest." He
further announced that the United States would consult with INTELSAT regarding such
systems as are authorized by the FCC in order to meet the obligations of the United States
under the INTELSAT Agreement.'·'
Pursuant to the President's direction, the Secretaries of State and Commerce
notified'·' the Chairman of the FCC of the President's determinarion and of the criteria
necessary to ensure that the United States meets its intemational obligations and to further
its telecommunications and foreign policy interest. These criteria, which must be satisfied
as pan of any final FCC authorization of a separate system, require that:
(1)

each system is to be restricted to providing services through the sale or longterm lease of transponders or space segment capacity for communications not
interconnected with public-switched message networks (except for emergency
restoration services); and

(2)

one or more foreign authorities are to authorize use of each system and enter
into consultation procedures with the United States Party [to the INTELSAT
Agreement, i.e., the U.S. Govemment] under Artiele XN(d) of the INTELSAT
Agreement to ensure technical compatibility and to avoid significant economic
harm.

Furthermore the letter premised the President's determination, its conditions and
these criteria on the Executive Branch's review of the applications now before the FCC
and cautioned that any forthcoming proposals that were "substantially different" may
require further Executive Branch review. Finally, the letter suggested that the FCC should
afford the interested panies an opportUnity to comment on the pending applications
in view of the recommendations of the Executive Branch.
Accompanying the letter was a memorandum of law'" from the Legal Adviser of
the Depanment of State on the issue as to whether the proposed use of the satellite system
of Orion Satellite Corporation and International Satellite, Inc. would constitute
international "public telecommunications services" requiring coordination with INTELSAT
as to both technical compatibility and the avoidance of significant economic harm. The
memorandum concluded that, although the issue "is not free from doubt, the sounder
view appears to be "that the systems would provide public telecommunications services
within the meaning of the INTELSAT Agreement, and thereby require both technical
and economic coordination under Article XN( d) of the INTELSAT Agreement.
'OOSatellite § 102(d) (codified at 47 USC § 701(d) (1976); Satellite Me § 201(a) (codified at 47 USC § 721(')
(1976)).
JlllPresideotial Determination No. 85-2. November 28, 1984. 49 Fed. REg. 46987 (1984).

lGlLetter, dated November 28, 1984. from George Schultz. Secretary of State. and Malcolm Baldridge.
Secrerary of Commerce, to the Honorable Mark Fowler.

lG3Memorandum of Law. The Onon Satellite Corporation and InternatIonal Satellite, Inc, ApplicationS
for International Satellite Communication Fact/itier, legal Adviser. US, Deparrment of State. (November 21, 1983)·
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Also of significant further interest is a concurrent release from the National
Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) of the Department of
Commerce to the effect that both Commerce and State have been instructed to address
two related issues that are "imponant to ensure the efficient development of international
satellite systems." The first issue deals with whether INTELSAT under its Agreement may
vary its prices to meet actual or potential competition. The second issue and one of more
direct impact to COMSAT, it would appear, concerns the matter of direct access to
INTELSAT space segment capacity:
Commerce and State are expected to recommend to the FCC that
lNTELSAT be allowed to deal directly with other U.S. carriers with respect
to competitive communications services. Affording companies in
addition to COMSAT [which the release refers to as essentially the
'exclusive U.S. marketing agent for INTELSAT'] the option of dealing
directly with INTELSAT for competitive services is a necessary step to
ensure additional facilities are constructed only where economically or
technically justified.l "
The focus of attention now returns to the FCC which is expected to conduct some
further inquiries permitting additional public comment. In addition, there may also be
congressional hearings as significant interest has been shown by several committees.lo ,

IG4NTIA, Technical Information Advisory. International Satellite Determination (November 28, 1984).
lO'See. e.g., Letter dated October 9. 1984, from Senator Packwood. Chairman of the Senate Commicree on
Commerce. Science. and Transponation, and Congressman Dingell, Chairman of the House Committee on
Energy and Commerce, [Q Chairman Fowler; Letter, dated November 9, 1984, from Senator Pell, Ranking Minority
Member on the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations, [Q the President.

PROPOSED DRAFT CONVENTION ON THE SETILEMENT OF
SPACE LAW DISPUTES

Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel*
In Space Law, as in other fields of internanonallaw, the substantive rules of the law
are of primary importance. They give the legal framework of the rights and duties of
those participating in space activities. But also, as in other fields of the law, any rights
and duties expressed in substantive law are only worth as much as the degree to which
they stand the test of enforceability, if other members of the legal regime are not ready
to accept without doubt or without opposition the rights of members of the regime. It
is commonly acknowledged that enforceability is a weak point in mosr fields of
international law. In most fields of international law we have only limited means of
enforceability and this is also the case for existing space law.
1. Rules on Dispute Settlement in Existing Space Lzw Instruments

If we look at the main instrument of present space law, the Outer Space Treaty,'
we find some relevant wording asking for cooperation, mutual assistance and consultations,
but no rules on acrual dispure settlement.'
The Liability Convention provides some machinety referring first to diplomatic
negotiations in case of a dispute and, if no sertlement of a claim is arrived at in such
a way, to a Claims Commission at the request of either patty.' However, Article 19,
paragraph 2 provides that the decision of the Commission shall be fmal and binding
only if the parties have so agreed. Otherwise, the decision is only a recommendation "which
the parties shall consider in good faith."
None of the other general space law instruments provides for dispute settlement.
On the other hand, more sophisticated and also sometimes binding dispute sertlement
machineries are provided for in more specific space law instruments. The INTELSAT
Agreement provides for arbitration and expressly states that the decision of the arbitral
tribunal shall be binding on all the disputants and shall be carried out by them in good
faith. 4 Similar provisions can be found in the INMARSAT Agreement,' the ESA

·Chair for International Business law and Director of the Institute of Air and Space law, Cologne University;
Chairing Arbitrator of the Tran-U.S. Claims Tribunal.
IThc ueaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space,
Including the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies, was signed on January 27, 1967. and entered into force October
10, 1967. [1967] 18 US.I 2410, T.I.A.S. No. 610 UN.T.S. 20).
lId. at Arts. 9 and 13.

3Convenoon on International Liability for Damage Caused by Space Objects. March 29. 1972. [1973] 24
U.S.T. 2389, T.I.A.S. No. 7762 (effective OCt. 9, 1973), Am. 9 ff.
"Act. 13 of Annex C to the Agreement of the International Telecommunications Satellite Organization.
Communications Satellite System (agreement, with annexes. done at Washington August 20, 1971, and entered
into force February 12, 1973) 23 U.s.I 3813, T.I.A.s. 7532.

SThe Operating Agreement on the International Maritime Satellite Organization was done at London
September 3. 1976, and entered into for the United States July 16, 1979. T.I.A.S. 9605.
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Convention' and similar instruments of multilateral or bilateral character dealing with
very specific and concrete space activities and the participation of particular states therein. 1

2. Initiatives for Further Development of Relevant Space Law
During the exploratory stage of space activities, differing opinions in space law meant
only a dispute on principles, and meant relatively little as far as collision of practical
interests and of concrete application of such rules were concerned. Now, however, with
the growing use of space and with the ·increasing number of states active or at least
interested in space activities of some kind, conflicting views and uses of outer space will
be incompatible, not only in theory but also in pracrice. Under such circumstances more
and more often a siruation will arise where disputes on various aspects of space law can
no longer be left open, allowing each state to persist on its own view and to act accordingly.
Space law, therefore, is and will continue to be facing a demand to develop techniques
for the settlement of disputes. It is on this background that a number of initiatives for
the further development of relevant space law have been undertaken in recent years and
are still continuing.

The first major initiarive of this kind was the Munich Colloquium on "Settlement
of Space law Disputes - The present State of the law and Perspectives of further
Development" organized in 1979 by the Instirute of Air and Space law of Cologne
Universiry in cooperation with the Space law Committee of the International law
Association, the International Institute of Space 'law and the German Society for
Aeronautics and Astronautics.' Participants from allover the world contributed their views
and experience. In short, and not without a certain simplification, the results could be
charactetized by the following conclusions:
1. If we want progress to be achieved in the development of procedure for the peaceful
settlement of disputes in space law, instead of enthusiastic recomniendations, a pragmatic
endeavour to choose the settlement method best fit and most acceptable to states for
a given type of case or a specific area of space law would usually seem to be the wise
approach. A number of specific criteria might be taken into account in the deciding
process.
2. The method finally required for at least certain, practically relevant areas of space

law, in order to assure peaceful cooperation or at least coexistance of the international

community in space activities, will be compulsoty third-party settlement. .
3. States can only be expected to be willing to accept this latter method for those
areas of space law where a reasonable certainty as to the applicable rules exists, but not
for highly controversial areas.
4. A greater number of states may be found ready to accept compulsory third-party
settlement if they are given a choice between adjudication and arbitration.

6The European Space Agency was established in Paris, on May 30, 1975~ by the Convention for the
Establishment of a European Space Agency. See European Space Agency Annual Report (1976), Annex x.

See Relellant Materials and Texts in SETTLEMENT OF SPACE LAW DISPUTES ~ THE PRESENT STATE OF THE
OF FURTHER DEVELOPMENT 206-402 (K. H. Bockstiegel ed. 1980) (Proceedings of an
International Colloquium, Munich, September 13 & 14. 1979, organized by the Institute of Air and Space
law, University of Cologne in cooperation with the Space law Committee of the International Law Association).
1

LAW AND PERSPECTIVES

8See

generally
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supra note 7.
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5. Where such a combined system is considered not fit or toO complicated for a
limited area of space law, a settlement by the more flexible method of arbitration will
normally be more effective and more easily acceptable to states than the jurisdiction of

a permanent international coure.
6. Space lawyers have the responsibility to elaborate further criteria and alternative
solutions in this field which states may then draw upon.
7. Most probably, if at all, progress will be achieved in state practice, conceivably
in limited areas of space law, especially in the law of space communications and other
such fields, where the functioning of the system is in the interest of all states concerned,
and depends on disputes being settled without delay.'
Another initiative was the round table on "Settlement of Space law Disputes" by
the Council of Advanced International Srudies in Cordoba, Argentina in which this author
participated.l •
At the governmental level a major initiative relevant in this field is the Srudy on
the Applications of establishing an International Satellite Monitoting Agency (ISMA ).ll
~o matter how one judges in ptinciple or in detail the proposal for an ISMA, it is
interesting to note that the repott contains a detailed section on "Settlement of Disputes
Within an ISMA:' and envisages the four following possibilities regarding the narure and
composition of a dispute settlement organ of an ISMA: the establishment of a permanent
arbitral body, an ad-hoc arbitral body, an executive organ ofISMA acting in an adjudicatoty
capacity and a panel of arbitrators nominated by member states from which parties select
the arbitrators for each dispute.l2
In ~ovember 1982, a workshop organized by the Hague Academy of International
law and the United ~ations University dealt in the Hague with "The Settlement of
Disputes on the ~ew ~arural Resources!' Under several headings in that workshop, papers
were presented and discussions held on conflict resolution in outer space. Major
presentations in that respect came from Isabella Diederiks-\ierschoor, Stephen Gorove,
Lubas Perek, ~andasiri Jasenruliyana, and Delbert Smith."
Another symposium in the Hague, this time organized by the Internarional Instirute
of Space law and the United ~arions University in March 1984, dealt with "Conditions
Essenrial for Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful Uses." Though the agenda and the
participants from allover the world were mainly occupied with the substantive and most
fundamental question of how military activities in outer space can be reduced or banned,
several papers also dealt with the settlement of disputes in that respect. Additionally,
this author was asked to present a specific paper on a proposed Draft Convention on
the Settlement of Space law Disputes also applicable in this field of space activiries."

'ld.
lo'The proceedings were published
STUDIES, SETTLEMENT OF SPACE LAW

by the President of the Council. COUNCIL OF ADVANCED INTERNATIONAL
DISPUTES (A. A. Cocca ed.

1981).

'

l1See the report of the Secretary General, U.N. Doc. A/AC.206/14 (August 6, 1981).

"ld. at § 436 ff.
13'fHE SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES ON THE NEW NATURAL RESOURCES (1983) (proceedings of an inrernaciorull
workshop. the Hague. November 1982. organized by the Hague Academy of Internanonal Law and the United
Nations University).

14The proceedings of this Hague colloquium will be published in the near future.
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The last initiative to be mentioned here started in 1978 and is still continuing. The
1978 Manila conference of the International Law Association recommended that the
problem of the settlement of space law disputes be studied by the Space Law Committee
in order to present a report to the next !LA conference.!' This started a discussion both
in the Il.A Space Law Committee and in the International Institute of Space Law, on
future possibilities for providing procedures on the peaceful settlement of space law
disputes. On the basis of the aforementioned preparatory discussions and research effortS,
the Montreal 1982 Conference of the International Law Association passed a resolution
recommending that the Space Law Committee start the furmulation of a Draft Convention
on the Settlement of Space Law Disputes incorporating the following basic principles:
''The 60th Conference of the International Law Association held in
Montreal 29th August - 4th September, 1982,:"';
Noting with approval the report concerning the Settlement of Space
Law Disputes by the Rapporteur of the Space Law Committee based
on answers from Committee Members to a questionnaire;
Recommends that the Committee now start the formulation of a Draft
Convention on the Sertlement of Space Law Disputes on the basis of
the repott, of the discussion held during the Montreal Conference,
incorporating the fullowing Basic Principles:
1.
The Convention should prQvide States with a choice for its application to:
(al all Space Law disputes with other States parties;
(b l application to specific areas of Space Law as may be dealt with in
specific bilateral or multilateral treaties;
(cl certain categories of disputes or cetrain sections of the Convention,
subject to such exceptions that the State may wish to claim.
2.
The Convention should in one section provide for non-binding
settlement methods including recommendatory awards, but should in
another section provide for binding methods of settlement upon
application by one of the parties, if the other parry does not agree to
the conclusions of such non-binding methods.
3.
The Convention should provide States with a choice among different
settlement methods which, for binding sertlement, should include
adjudication by the International Court. ofJustice as well as administered
and ad-hoc arbitration.
4.
The Convention should provide that States parties have to select one
method for binding sertlement within the choice given according to
Principle 3.
5.
The Convention should stress that States parties have an obligation to
fulfil decisions of the tribunal chosen under Principle 4.
6.
In the Convention or as an annex thereto a "disputes sertlement clause"
should be drafted which could serve as a model to be included into
future bilateral or multilateral treaties on Space Law.""
As requested by the above resolution, this author submitted a first draft of such
a Convention to members of the Il.A Space Law Committee and to members of the

"7 J. SPACE L. 63. 63-64 (1979).
"10 J. SPACE L. 256. 256-57 (1982).
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International Institute of Space Law in the fall of 1983 for further discussion. A number
of comments were received from prominent experts allover the world which, without
exception, welcomed the draft in principle and considered it a sound basis for work on
a final wording of such a Draft Convention. These comments were reproduced in the
printed report for the 1984 Paris Conference of the International Law Association."
FUrthermore the Draft Convention was discussed at the 1984 Paris Conference of the !LA.
In a resolution this author was asked to prepare a final draft in consultation with membets
of the !LA Space Law Commirtee for possible adoption of the 1986 !LA Conference.
Befure one reads the Draft Convention which is reproduced below, the following
explanations might be useful. The sections of the Draft are listed at the beginning and
need not be repeated here. The Draft follows as much as possible and as closely as possible
the dispute setrlement procedures of the Law of the Sea Convention of 1982/1983.18 This
had already been suggested in the preparatory discussions in view of the fact that the
respective parts of the Law of the Sea Convention and its Annexes represent the most
recent indication of what is acceptable in present day state practice and that they have
not been subject to any controversy in the later stages of the Law of the Sea Conferences.
Obviously, certain adaptations had to be made in wording as well as in substance in order
to comply with the different scope of application, the above mentioned ILA resolution
and to avoid unnecessary complications. Thus, the articles dealing with the International
Sea Bed Authoriry, the Sea Bed Disputes Chamber and the Special Arbitrarion could
be deleted. Furthermore, contrary to the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea,
the "International Tribunal for Space Law" is only provided for as an option of the High
Contracting parties if they wish to establish such a tribunal at a later stage.l9 To a certain
extent, Article 1 of the Draft Convention makes use of wordings found in the European
Convention for the Peaceful Setrlement of Disputes of April 29. 1957. As requested in
the aforementioned !LA resolution, a model dispute settlement clause is submitted as
an annex to the Draft Convention.
Convention on the Settlement of Space law DisflJtes
(First Draft)
Contents

Section
Section I I

Section III
Section N

Section V

Section VI
Section VII
Annex

Scope of Disputes Sett1ed under this Convention

Articles 1 - 2
Non .. Bind;"9 Set tl errant Procedures
Articles 3 - 4
Binding Settlement Procedures
Articles 5 - 13
Conciliation Procedure

Articles 14 - 23
Arbitration Procedure
Articles 24 - 36
International Tri tunal for Space Law
Articles 37 - 68
Fina1 Provisions
Articles 69 - 76
Madel Disputes Settlerrent Clause

l1'I'he Draft Convention was discussed at the Conference and was approved. The Rapponeur and the
Committee were asked to present a finalized draft to the next ILA Conference in 1986 for eventual adoption
of the Draft Convention.
!9For toct. see Draft Convention on the Law 0/ the Sea, U.N. Doc. A/CONF.62/122. of Oct. 7. 1982.
19See Id.
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Preanble
The High Contracting Parties
RecO';Jnizing the canrmn interest of all rrankind in furthering the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful PJrposes.

Reccgnizing that the p.lrsui,t of peace based upon justice;s vital for the
preservation of hurran society and civilization.
Resolved therefore to settle by peaceful rmam al"&' disp.Jtes which may
arise t:ebeen then with reg3rd to outer space, have agreed as fallows:
Applicability of this Convention

Section I.
Art. 1

Scope of disputes settled under th; 5 Convention

1.

This Convention applies to all activi ties in outer
space and all act ivities with effects in outer
space, if such activities are cal"ried out by High
Contracting Parties (HCPs). by nationals of HCPs or
fran the territories of HCPs.

2.

Any He?, on depositing its instrurrent of ratifiea ticn, may deela re

a)

that it excludes fron the applicability of this
Convention space act ivities of a specific kind
described in such declaration,

b)

that it
vention
specific
with in
treaties

c)

that it will not be Ixlund by certain sections
01" articles of this Convention described in
such declaration.

limits the applicability of this Conto certain space activities or to
areas of space law as may be dealt
specific bilateral or multilateral
described in such declaration,

3.

A HC? may only benefit fran this Convention insofar as it
is itself round.

4.

A He? which is bound by only part of this Convention, or
'filich has made reservations, may at any time, by a simple
declaration, either extend the sCClle of its obligations
or abandon all or part of its reservations.

5.

This Convention shall not apply to di spJtes which the
parties have agreed or may agree to submi t to another
procedure of peaceful settlement, if that agreanent
P'"0vides for a p"ocedure entailing, binding decisions.

Art. 2

Definitions
(This article is left open for definitions that should
appear to be useful as the result of the di scussian of
the draft.)
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Art. 3
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Non-Bin di"9 Set tl errent Procedures
Obliqa tiD" to exchange vi 6'15

1.

wtlen

a

dispJte arises

between HCPs concerning a

ITBtter described in Art. 1, paragraph 1, the parties
to the di spJte shall proceed exped; tiol.Sly to an
exchange of views regirding its settlerrent by negotiation or other peaceful rreans.

2.

The parties shall also

~oceed

expeditiously to an

exchange of vi SolS where a procedure fol" the settlerrent of 9.lch a dis[:M,Jte has teen terminated without a

settlement or where settlement has been reached and
the circum:;tances reqJire consultation regirding the
manner of implementing the settlement.
Art. 4

Section III.
Art. 5

Conciliation
1.

A He? which Is a party to di sp.ite concerning a
rratter described in Art. 1, pal"agraph 1, may invite
the other party or parties to submi t the di sp.ite to
conciliation in accordance with the P'"ocedure under
sect ion Nt or another concil i ation procedure.

2.

If the invitation is accepted and if the parties
"agree t4)on the conciliation procedure to be "applied~
any party may submit the dispute to that rrocedure.

3.

If the invi tation is not accepted or the parties do
not agree upon the Jl"'ocedure, the conciliation
proceedings shall be deaned to be tenninated.

4.

Unless the parties otherwise agree, W"ien a dispute
has been submi tted to concili ation, the proceed; ogs
may be terminated only in accordance with the agreed
conciliation procedure.

Binding Sett1errent Procedures
Application of procedure under this section
Any dispute concerning a rratter described in Art. 1,
para:jraph 1. shall, where no settlement has been reached
by recourse to section II. be submitted at the reqJest of
any party to the di sJljte to the court or trib.Jnal having
juri Sdiction under thi S section.

Art. 6

Choice of procedure
1.

When signing, ratifying or acceding to this Convention or at any tirre thereafter, a State shall be
free to choose, by means of a written declaration~
one 01" TJOre of the follo"";ng rreans for the settlement of di sp.ltes concerning the interpretation or
application of thi s Convention:
(a)

the International Tritunal for Space Law,
if and l'i1en 9J ch a Tri b.m a 1 ha steen
established. in accordance with section VI;

(b)

the

International

Court

of

J115tice;
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an aroitral tril:u nal cons titlJted in accordance with section V.

A Hep, \Io'hich is a party to a dispJte not covered by
a declaration in force. shall be deemed to have
accepted arbi tration in accordance wi th section V.

If the parties to a dispute have accepted the same
procedure for the sett1~ment of the di sp.!te, it may
be submitted only to that j:l"'ocedure, unless the

pa rties otherwi se agree.
4.

If the parties to a dispute have not accepted the
sane procedure for the settlement of th~ di sp.!te, it
may be submitted only to arbitration in accordance
wi th sect; on V. u nle s s the pa rt i es otherwi se agree.

5.

A declaration made under paragraph 1 shall rerrain in

force until three mnths after notice of revocation
has teen deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations.

Art. 7

6.

A n6'/' dec1a ration, a notice of revocation or the
expiry of a declaration does not in any way affect
proceedi ngs pend; n9 before a court or triwnal
having jurisdiction under this article, unless the
pa rt ies otherwi se agree.

7.

Declarations and notices referred to in this article
shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, "';'0 shall transmi t copies thereof to
the State Parties.

Juri sdiction
1.

A court or tr;wnal referred to in article 6 shal 1
have. jurisdiction over any dispute concerning a
matter described in Art. 1, parCljraph 1, which is
submitted to it in accordance ...nth thi s Convention.

2.

A cOurt or trirunal referred to in article 6 shall
also have juri sdiction Over any dispute concerning
the interpretation or application of an international agreerrent related to the pJ rpose of thi s Convention, which is submitted to it in accordance with
the agreerrent.

3.

In the event of a di spJte as to whether a court or

tril:unal
settled

Art. 8

has juri sdiction,
by decision of

the natter shall

be

that court or trirunaT.

Experts
In ary disp,lte involving scientific or technical matters,
a court or trib.,mal e;ercising jurisdiction under this
section liBy, at the request of a party or proprio rootu,
select in consultation with the parties no fever than
two scientific or technical experts to sit with the
Court or tribmal but without the rig,t to vote.
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Art. 9

Provi sianal

1.

2.

lTEaSJ

res

If a di 5p.!te has been duly submi tted to a court or
trib.mal Wlich considers that prima facie it has
juris::liction, the court 01'" trirunal may prescribe
any P'"ovisional rrEa9Jres W1;ch it considered app"opriate under the circunstances to preserve the
respective rig,ts of the parties to the dispute or
to prevent serialS harm to the space envi rament,
pending the final decision.
Provisional rreasures may be modified or revoked as

soon as the circunstances
changed or ceased to exist.
3.

justifying

then

have

Provisional rreaSJres may be prescribed, modified or

revok.ed under this article only at the request of a
party to the disputes and after the parties have teen
given an oPPlrtunity to be heard.

Art. 10

Art. II

4.

The court or triwnal shall forthW'ith give notice to
the parties to the disp..!te, and to such other HCP as
it cons iders approP'"iate. or the prescription,
modi fication or revocation of pravi siona1 mearures.

5~

Pending the canst; tution of an arbitral tritunal to
which a disflIte is being submitted, ary coul'"t or
trirunal agreed Up'n by the parties or, failing 9Jch
agreanent wi thin two weeks fran the da te of the
reQJest for provisional rreasures, the International
Trioonal for Space Law or, as long as this Trirunal
has not teen erected. the International Court of
Jus tice. may presc ribe, modi fy or revoke pravi s ;ona1
rreasures in accordance with this article if it
considers that prina facie the trirunal which is to
be constituted would have juris:liction and that the
urgency of the situation so requires. Once constituted, the trioonal to which the di sp.Jte has been
submi tted may rood; fy, revoke or affi nn those prov; ...
sianal neasures, acting in confonnity with paragraphs 1 to 4.

6.

The parties to the di'silJte shall canply pranptly
with any provisional rreasures )rescribed under this
article.

~

1.

All the di sp.Jte settlement procedures speci fied in
th; s eo-nvention shall be open to HCPs.

2.

The disp.Jte settlement procedures specified in this
Convention shal1 be open to entities other than HCPs
unless the matter is submitted to the International
Court of Justice in accordance with article 6.

Applicable law

1.

A court or trib..!nal having jurisdiction under this
Convention shall apply this Convention and other
rules of international law not incanpatible with
thi 5 Convention.
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Paragraph 1 does not pr~udice the power of the
court or trib,mal having jurisdiction under this
section to decide a case ex aequo et bono, if the
parties so agree.

Exhaus tian of local rwed; es
Any di spJte concerning a rna tter described in Art. 1,
paragraph I. may be submitted to the p"'ocedures provided
for in this section only after local renedi es have been
exhausted w,ere this is reQ,Jired by international law.

Art~

13

Finan

tv

and binding force of decisions

1.

Any decision rendered by a court or trirunal having
juri9:1iction under this Convention shall be final
and shall be campli ed With by all the parties ta the
di sPJte.

2.

Any such decision shall have no binding force except

bet\'een the parties and in respect of that particula r di spJte.
Section IV.
Art. 14

Conciliation Procedure
Ins titLIt ion of proceedi ngs
If the parties to a dispJte have .agreed, in accordance
with article 4, to submit it to conciliation under this
section, arrl such party may instibJte the proceedings by
W"'itten notification addressed to the other party or

parties to the di spJte.
Art. 15

List of conciliators
A 1i st of concil i ators shall be dratm up and rra intained by
the Secretary-General of the United Nations. Every State
Party shall be entitled to naninate four conciliators.
each of \lihom shall be a r:erson enjoying the hig,est rePl'"
tat ion for fairness, canpetence and integrity. The nanes
of the persons sa nominated shall const; tute the list.
If at ary tine the"concil i ators nani nated by a HCP in the
list so constituted shall be fe\'er than four, that HCP
shall be entitled to rrake further naninatiol'lS as necessa rye The narre of a conciliator shall rerrain on the list
until with:lratln by the HCP which made the "ani nation,
!l'"ovided that SJch conciliator shall continue to serve on
a~ conciliation connri·ssion to which that conciliator has
teen appJinted until the ccmpletion of the !l'"oceedings
before that canmi ssion.

Art. 16

Consti tution of conciliation conrrrission
The conciliation canmission shall, unless the parties
otherwise agree. be constituted as follows:
a)

Subject to subparagraph 9), the conciliation conmis...
s;on shall consist of five memters.
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The party instituting the proceedings shall app:lint
twa conciliators to be chosen preferably frcm the
1; st referred to in article 15, one of whan may be

its national, unless the parties otherwise agree.
Such ap)Xlintments shall be included in the notifica ...

tion referred to in article 14.
0)

.

The other pal"ty to the di silJte shall aPJXlint two

conci11ators in the ITBnner set forth in sLbparagraph
b) wi thin 21 days of receipt of the notifica·tion
referred to in artic)e 14. If the aplXlintrrents are
not made within that period. the party insti1JJting
the jroceedings may, within one \leek of the expira ..

ticn of that perioo, e.lther tenninate the proceedings by notification addressed to the other party or
rB:lues t of the Secretary-General of the United
Nations to make the appJintrrents in accordance with
subpa ragraph e).
d)

Wi thin 30 days after all fOUf concili ators have been
appointed. they shall app:Jint a fifth conciliator
chosen fran the 1; st referred to in article 15, who
shall be chairna.n. If the appointl12nt is not made
wi thin that per;od~ either party may. wi thin one
>neek of the expiration of tha t period, l"eqJest the
Secretary-General of the United Nations to make the
appointnent in accordance with subparagraph e}.

e)

Within 30 days of the receipt of • request under
subparagraph c) or d). the Secretary-General of the
united Nations shall make the necessary appointments
frem the list referred to in article 15 in consulta ..
tian wi th the parties to the di spJte.

f)

Any vacancy shall be filled in the rranner prescribed
for the initial app:Jinunent.

g)

Two or rTOre parties 'li\ich determine by agreerrent
that they are in the sane interest shall apJXlint tnoo

conciliators jointly.
Wlere two or !TOre parties
have separate interests or there is a di s~reanent
as to "';'ether they are of the same interes t, they.
shall appJint conciliatol"S separately.

h)

In disputes invol ving nure than two parties having
separate interests, or where there is di sagreenent
as to lIiIether they are of the same interest, the
pal"ties shall apply subparagraph a) to f) insofar as
poss;bl~.

Art. 17

Procedure
The conciliation conmission shall, unless the parties
otherwise agree, determine its own procedure. The canmission m<?-y, with the consent of the parties to the
disp..Ites, invite ary He? to submit to it its viels orally
or in .,....itinge Decisions of the canmission regarding
procedural matters, the report and reconrrendations shall
be made by a major; ty vote of its members.
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Ami cab1 e se ttl erne nt
The canmission rray drew the attention of the parties to
any neaSJres W'iich mig,t facilitate an amicable settle ..
ment of the di sp.Jte.

Art. 19

Functions of the canmission
The canmission shall hear the parties~ examine their
claims and objections, and make proposals to the parties
with a vietl to reaching an anicable settlement.

Art. 20

Rep?rt

1.

The conmi ssian shall report wi thin 12 rronths of its
rts repJrt shall record any agreerrent
reached and, failing -agreanent, its conclusions an

const; tution.

a1' qJestions of fact or law relevant to the rratter
in disP-Ite and such recannendations as the canmission may' dean ap~olTiate for an amicable settleThe report shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations and shall
imrredi ately be transmi tted by hin to the parties to
the dispute.

Ill2nt.

2.

Art. 21

The report of the conmi ssion, includi ng its conclusions or recCllrrendations, shall not be binding upon
the parties.

Termination
The conciliation proceedings are tenninated when a
settlerrent has teen reached, w,en the parties have accepted 01'" one party has r~ected the reccrnrrenda tions of
the report by \'l"itten notification addressed to the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, or when a period
of three ITOnths has expired fran the date of transmission
of the report to the parties.

Art. 22

Fees and expenses
The fees and expenses of the ccrnmission shall be tlorne by
the parties to the disp..rte.

Art. 23

Right of parties to modify procedure
The parties to the dispute may by agreenent applicable
solely to that di sjllte modi fy any provi sion of this
section.

Section V:
Art. 24

Arb; tration Procedure
Insti tution of proceedings
1.

Any party to a di spJte may submi t the di sPJte to the
arbitral procedure provided for in this section by
written notification addressed to the other party or
parties to the dispute. The notification shall be
acconpanied by a statenent of the cla in and the
grounds on I>hich it is based.
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Art. 25
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The arbitral procedure provided for in this section
is not applicable, if the parties to the dispute, by
artlitration agreenent, have submitted the disp.Jte to
another arbitration p"'ocedure. provided that other
arbitration procedure ental1s binding decisions.

List of arbitrators
1.

A 1; st of arbitrators shall be dra·m up and ITB. intained by the Secretary-General of the Uniteq
Nations.
Every He? shall be entitled to "ani nate
four arbitrators, each of whom shall be a person
experienced in space law or space affairs and
enjoying the hig,est reputation for fairness il
canpetence and integri1;y. The oanes of the persons

so nominated shal1 canst; tute the list.

Art. 26

2.

If at ary tine the arbitrators naninated by a He? in
the list so constituted shall be fev.er than four,
that He? shall be entitled to rMke further naninations as necessary.

3.

The nane of an arbitrator shall rana;n on the list
until with:1rawn by the He? Wlich made the nomination, provided that such arbi trator shall continue
to serve on any arbitral tribJnal to Wl lch that
arbitrator has been aplXlinted unt1l the canpletion
of the proceedings before that arbitral triruna1.

Constiwtion of aroitral triw nal
For the p,lrpose of proceedings under this section~ the
aroitral triwnal shall, unless the parties othe",i,.
agree~ be constituted as follows:

aJ

Subject to subparagraph g). the aroitral trioonal
shall consist of five memberSG

bJ

The party instiwting the proceedings shall appoint
one member to· be chosen preferably from the list
referred to in- article 22, who nay be its national.
The apPlintrrent shall be included in the notifiea ...
tion referred to_ in article 21.

cJ

The other party to the disp'ute shall, within 30 days
or receipt of the notification referred to in
article 24, appJint one member to be chosen preferably fran the list, who nay be its national. If the
appointrre,nt is not made within that period, the
party institJJting the proceedings may I within two
leeks of the expiration of that period, reQ,.lest that
the appJintment be made in accordance with subpara...
graph eJ.

dJ

The other three f1Embers shall be app:linted by agreerTent betv.een the parties.
They shall be chosen
preferably fran the 11 st and shall be nationals of
third States unless the parties otherwise agree. The
parties to the di sp.lte shall appoint the President
of the a rbi tral tri bJnal from anung those three
members.
If, wi thin 60 days of receipt of the
notification referred to in article 24, the parties
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are unable to reach agresnent an the appJintrnent of
one or rrore of the members of the tri tunal to be
apjXJinted by agreanent. or on the appoinooent of the
President. the refIBining appointrrent or appointrrents
shall be made in accordance with subparagraph e). at
the reQ,Jest of a party to the dispute. Such reqJest
shall be made within two weeks of the expiration of
the aforerrentioned 60-day period.

e)

Unless the parties agree that arv appointment under
stbparagraph c)

and d)

be made by a person or a

third State chosen by the parties. the President of
the International Trirunal for Space Law. and before
the creation af this Trirunal. the President of the
International Court of Justice. sha11 make the
necessary appJintments. If the President is unable
to act under thi s slbparagraph or is a national of
one of the parties to the di spJte, the apPlin'tlnent
shall be made by the next senior memr..er of the
International TribJnal for Space Law, or the Inter ..
national Court of Justice respectively, ....mo is
available and is not a national of one of the
parties.
The aplXlintnents referred to in this
subparagraph shall be made fran the 1; st referred to
in article 25 within a period of 30 days of the
receipt of the re:Juest and 1n consultation wi th the
parties.
The meml:ers so ap!X)inted shall be of
different nationalities and may not be in the
service of. ordinarily res ident in the territo ry of.
or nationals of, ary of the parties to the disp,lte.

Art. 27

f)

Any vacancy shall be fl1led in the rranner prescribed
for the initial appointnent.

g)

Parties in the same interest shall apfXJint one
member of the triwnal jointly by agreanent. Where
there are several parties having separate interests
or where there 1 s di sagreanent as to whether th~
are of the same interest, each of them shall app:Jint
one IlI!!mber of the trillaal. The nlJ!1ber of members
of the tribJnal aplXlinted separately by the parties
shall always be smaller by one than the nlD11ber of
members of the trib.Jnal to be aplXlinted jOintly by
the pa rt i es.

h)

In dispJtes involving more than two parties, the
provisions of sLbparagraph a) to f) shall apply to
the maximum extent possible.

Functions of a roitral tri tunal
An arbitral trirunal constituted under article 23 shall
function in accordance with thi s section and the other
provi S;OO5 of this Convention.

Art. 28

Procedure
Unless the parties to the di sp.ite otherwi se agree. that
arbitral tritunal shall determine its oirm jroCedure,
aSSJring to each party a fu11 oPlXlrtunity to be hear1 and
to present its case.
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Duties of parties to a di sp.!te
The parties to the dispute shall facilitate the I<lrk of
the arbitral tritunal and, in particular, in accordance
with their law and using all lTeans at their disposal,
shall :

Art. 30

a}

provide i t with all relevant docurents, facilities
and infol"'ll'Btion; and

b}

enable it when necessary to call witnesses or
experts and rece ;ve the; r evidence and to vis; t the
local; ties to wh ie;h the case rela tes~

Expenses

Unless the arbi tral trirunal decides otherwi se because of
the particular circurrstances of the cases the expenses of
the tribJnal, including the ranuneration of

itsmembers~

shall' be turne by the parties to the dispute in equal
shares.
Art~

31

Required ITBjarity for decisions
Decisions of the arbitral tritlJOal shall be talan by a
majority vote of its members. The absence or abstention
of less than half of the memt:ers shall not constitute a
bar to the trirunal reaching a decision. In the event of
an equal; ty of votes, the Pres ident shall have a casting
vote.

Art. 32

Default of appearance
If one of the pa rties to the di sp.!te does not appear
before the arbitral trib.Jnal or fails to defend rts case,
the other party may request the trirunal to continue its
proceedings and to make its aW3.rd. ttsence of a party or
failure of a party to defend its case shall not constitute a bar to the ~oceedings. Before making its a....ard,
the aroitral tritunal must satisfy itself not only that
it has jurisdiction over the dispute. but also that the
cla im is ....ell founded in fact and law.

Art. 33

A.. rd

The award of the arbitral trirunal shall be confined to
the subject-m3.tter of the dispute and state the reasons
on which it is based. It shall contain the nanes of the
members who have -participated and the da te of the award.
Any member of the triwnal may attach a 'separate or
dissenting opinion to the award.
Art. 34

Finali ty of aYard

The award shall be final and without appeal. unless the
parties to the dispute have agreed in advance to an
appella te procedure. It shall be conpl i ed wi th by the
parties to the dispute.
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Interpretation or implementation of awa rd

1.

2.

Any controversy W1ich may arise I::et...een the parties
to the di 5p.Jte as regards the intelflretation or
rmnner of implerrentation of the avard may be s\Jbmitted by either party for decision to the arbitral
tribJnal 'tilich made the a'iBrd.
For this p.lrpose.
al'!f vacanq in the tritxJnal shall be filled in the
rranner provided far in the original ap~;ntrrents of
the membe rs of the tribJ nal •
Any such controversy may be

submitted to another

court or tribJnal under article 6 by agreenent of
all the parties to the dispute.

Art. 36

Appliea.tic" to entities other than State Parties
The provisions of this section shall apply mutatis mutandi 5 to allY di 5p.lte inval vi ng entities other than State

Parties.
Section VI:
Art .. 37

Sub sect i on 1.
Art. 38

Art. 39

International Trirunal for Space Law
General provisions

1.

AnytiTIe after the deposit of the 30th ins trurent of
ratification accession to this Convention, if at
least 21 of the HCPs so agree, an International
TribJnal for Space Law shall be created in confomity with this section VI.

2.

The International Tri b.lnal for Space Law ; scanstituted and sha11 function in accordance- wi th the
provisions of this Convention and this section.

3.

The seat of the Triwnal shall be detemined at the
time of its creation.

4.

The Trim nal may sit and exe rci se its fu nct i ons
elsew,ere 'tilenever it considers this deSirable.

Orga niza ti on of the Tr ibJ nal
Composition

1.

The Triwnal shall be canposed of a body of 21
independent memt:ers, elected frem arrong persons
enjoying the highest rep.Jtation for fairness and
integrity and of recognized competence in the field
~s~celD.
.

2.

In the Tril:unal as a whole the representation of the
Il"incipal legal systems of the WJrld and equitable
geOjraphical distribJtion shall be aS5lJred.

14emtership

1.

No two members of the Tritunal may be nationals of
the same State. A p!rson WlO for the Il1 rposes of
membership in the Trirunal could be regarded as a
national of rrore than one State Shall be deemed to
be a national of the one in which he ordinarily
e'2rcises civil and political r;g,ts.
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2.

\101. 12.

~o.

There shall be no f&ler than three rrembers fran each
geographical

group as established by the General

Assanbly of the Un; ted Nations.
Art._ 40

Nominations and elections
1.

Each Hep may naninate not more than two persons
having the qualification prescribed in article 38.
The members of the Trit:unal shall be elected fran
the list of persons thus nominated.

2.

At least three months before the da te of the election, the Secretary-General of the United Nations in
the case of the first election and the Reg; strai': of
the Tritunal in the case of sJ..bseqJent elections
shall address a written iovi tation to the HCPs to
submit their nominations for memt:ers of the Triwnal
within two months.
He shall prepare a list in
alphabetical order of all the persons thus nOI'1;nated, with an indication of the HCPs which have
nominated then. and shall submit it to the HCPs
before t'he seventh day of the last month before the
date of each election.

3.

The first election shall be held within six months
of the date of the agreel1l!nt on the creation of the
Trirunal according to Art. 37, par",raph 1-

4.

The members of the Trilllna1 shall be elected by
secret ballot. Elections shall be hel d at a meeting
of the HCPs convened by the Secretary-General of the
United Nations in the case of the first election and
by a p-ocedure agreed to by the HCPs in the case of
of subsequent elections.
Two thirds of the HC?s
shall constitute a QJorum at that rreetingc
The
persons elected to the Trilllnal shall be those
nominees who obtain the largest numoor of votes and
a blo-third rmjority of the HCPs present and vating 9
provided that 9Jch maj:Jrity includes a majority of

the HC?s.
Art. 41

Term of office
L

The members of the Tritunal shall be elected for
nine jears and may be re.. elected; provided. however,
that of the rrembers elected at the first election,
the tenns of seven mem/:ers shall expire at the end
of three years and the terms of seven fOOre members
shall expire at the end of six )ears.

2.

The members of the Triwnal whose terms are to
expire at the end of the above-rrentioned initial
perioos of three and six years shall be chosen by
lot to be drawn by the Secreta ry... General of the
United Nations imrrediately after the first election.

3e

The mem/:ers of the Tri blnal shall continue to di 5charge their duties untll their places have been

filled.

Though replaced, they shall finish any

proceedi ngs wh ich th~ may have
date of their replacerrent.

begun before the

2
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In. the case of the resignation of a rrember of the

Tritunal, the letter of resignation shall be addressed to the Presid-ent of the TribJnal. The place
becorres vacant on the receipt of that letter.

Art. 42

Vacancies
1.

Vacanci es shall be fil led by the sane me thad as that

laid down for the first election~ subject to the
following prav; sions: the Reg; strar shall, wi thin
one rronth of the occurrence of the vacancy, proceed

to iS9Je the invi tations provided for in article 40,
and the date of the election shall be fixed by the

President of the Tribmal after ·consultation with
the He?s.
2.

A membe" of the T"ii:una1 elected to "ep1ace a membe"
,,;,05e tenn of office has not expired shall hold

office for the rena ineel'" of his predecessor's tenn.
Art. 43

Art. 44

Incompatible activities
1.

No rrembe r of the TribJ nal may exe rei se a ry pol i t ica1
or administrative function~ or associate actively
with or be finally interested in ary of the operations of any enterprise concerned with space activities.

2.

No member of the TribJ nal may act as agent, counsel
or advocate in any case.

3.

Any doubt on these points shall be "eso1 ved by
decision of the majority of the other members of the
Triwnal present.

Conditions relating to participation of meml:ers in
a particula r case

1.

No member of the Trioonal may partiCipate in the
decision of any case in I'ilich he has previou-sly
taken part as agent, counselor advocate for one of
the parties, or as a memter of a national or international court of tribJnal t or in ary other capaci ty.

2.

If:, for sane special reason, a member of the
Trirunal considers that he should not take part in
the deci Sian of a particula r case, he shall so
infonn the President of the Trirunal.

3.

If the President cons iders that for sane special
reason one of the meml:ers of the TribJnal should not
sit in a particular case. he shall give hin notice
accordi ng 1y.

4.

Any doLbt on these points sha'l be resol ved by
decision of the majori ty of the other memt:ers of the
Tritunal present.
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Consequences of ceasing to fulfil re:!ui red condi tions

If9 in the unanilTDus opinion of the other memt:ers of the
Trirunal, a member has ceased to fulfil T the f6:luested
conditions, the President of the Tritunal shall declare
the seat vacant .
.:Art. 46

Privileges and lTl1TlJnities

The I1l!mbers of the Trioonal, ...men engaged on the rosiness
of the Tritunal, shall enjoy diplorratic privileges and

imrruni ties.
Art. 47

Solemn declaration by members

Every member of the Tribunal shall. before taking up his
duties, make a solemn declaration in open session that he
will exercise his powers impartially and conscientiously.

Art. 48

Art. 49

Art. 50

Pres ident9 Vice-President and Registrar
1.

The Tritunal shall elect its President and VicePresident for three ~ars; they may be re-elected.

2.

The TribJnal shall appoint its Registrar and rray
provide for the appJintrrent of ruch other officers
as may be necessary.

3.

The President and the Registrar shall reside at the
sea t of the Tri tunal.

l)Jorum

1.

All ava Hable members of the Triwnal shall sit; a
qJorum of 11 elected members shall be reqJi red to
cons titute the Tritu nal •

2.

Subject to article 52, the Triwnal shall determine
which rrembers are available to constitute the
Tr;!::unal for the consideration of a particular"
disp.lte, having regard to the effective functioning
of the chambers as provided for in article 50.

3.

All disilltes' and applications submitted to the
Trirunal shall be heard and determined by the
Tribunal p unless the parties request that it shall
be dealt with in accordance with article 50.

Special chanbers

1.

The Triwnal may form such chanbers, conposed of
three or nore of its elected members,· as it considers necessary to dealing with particular catSJories
of di s putes.

2.

The Triwnal shall fonn a chanber for deating with a
particular dispute submitted to it if the parties so
r8:luest. The canposition of such a cMember shall be
determined by the Tritunal with the approval of the
pa rt les.
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With a viB'l to the speedy dispatch of oosiness, the
Trib.ln31 shall fonn annually a chamter composed of
five of its elected members which may hear and
determine disputes by sumrrary procedure. Two alterna tive membe rs 5 hall be sel e cted fo r the Pl rpose of
replacing memCers I'klo are unable to participate in a

pa rt kula r proceed; ng.
4.

Disp..Ites shall be heard and determi ned by the chanters p-'ovided for in this article if the parties sa

request.
5.

A

jud~ent

given by ary of the chanbers provided

for in this article shall be considered as rendered
by the Triru nal •
Art. 51

Rules of the Tri runal
The TribJnal shall frane rules for carrying out its
functions.
In particular it shall lay down rules of
procedure.

Art. 52

National; ty of memters

1.

Membe rs of the Tri I:u nal of the na ti anal i ty of a f"!Y of
the parties to a dispute shall retain t,heir right to
participate as members of the Tritunal.

2.

If the Trib.mal, 'tilen
upon the bend1 a member
the parties, any other
participate as a rrember

3.

If the "Trirunal, I'ilen hearing a dispute, does not
include upon the bend1 a mem-ber of the nationality
of the parties, each of those parties may choose a
person to partiCipate as a member of the Trirunal.

4.

This article applies to the chanbers referred to in
article 50.
In ruch cases. the President, in can ..
sultation with the parties. shall re::;uest specified
members of the Tritunal forming the chamber, as rrany
as necessary, to give place to the m!mbers of the
Trirunal of the nationality of the parties concern ..
ed, and, failing such, or if tht;y are unable to be
]l""esent. to the members speci ally chosen by the
part ies.

5.

Shoul d there be several parties in the sane inter..
est, they Shall, for the pJrpose of the preceding
provi sions. be cons ide red as one party only.
Any
doubt on this pJint shall be settled by the decision
of the Tri bJ nal .

6.

t-'embers chosen in accordance wi th paragraph 2, 3 and
4 shall fulfill the conditions reqJired by articles

38,

44 and

47.

Th~

hearing a dispute. includes
of the national i ty of one of
party may choose a person to
of the Tritunal.

shall

participate in the

decision on tenns of canplete equality with their
colleagues.
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Art. 53

Renunel"'ation of memters
1.

Each elected rrember of the TribJ nal shall receive an

annual alloW!nce and, for each day on W1 ich he
exercises his function5 a special allowance, pro·,;
9

vided that in any .,>ear the total sum payable to any
member as special allowance. shall not exceed the

alTDunt of the annual al1o...ance.
2.

The President shall receive a special annual allow-

ance.

3.

The Vice-President shall receive a special allowance
for each day on w,ich he acts as President.

4.

The members chosen under article 52, other than
elected members of the Triwnal. shall receive
canpensation for each day on which they exercise
thei r functions.

5.

The salaries, allowances and conpensations shal1 be
determined from time to time at rreetings of the
HCPs, taki ng into account the work load of the

Triw nal. They may not be decreased during the tem
of office.
5.

7.

The salary of the Registrar shall be detennined at
neetings of the HCPs. on the pr'oposal of the
Triw nal •
Regulatiors adopted at meeting; of the He?s shall
determine the conditions under Wtich reti-rerrent
pens ions may be given to rrembers of the Tril:unal and
to the Registrar, and the conditions under Wtich
members of the Tril:unal and Regi strar shall have
the; r traveling expenses refunded.

a~

Art. 54

The salaries, allowances, and canpensation shall be
free of all ta.vation.

Expenses of the Triwnal
1.

The expenses of the Triwnal shall be borne by the
HCPs on &leh terms and in !lIeh a I1Bnner as shall be

decided at meeting; af the HCPs.

2.

~hen an enti ty other than a He? is a party to a ease
submitted to it, the Triwnal shall fix the ,,"aunt
vilich that party is to contribute tm·arG the expens-

eS of the Trill.! nal .
Subsection 2.

Art. 55

Competence
Juris:Hction
The juris:liction of the Triwnal canprises all dispJtes
and all applications submitted to it in accordance with
this Convention and all rratters specifically provided for
in any other agreerrent vilich confers jurisdiction an the
Triw nal .
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Reference of di sPltes subject to other agresnents
If all the parties to a treaty or convention already in
force and concerning the subject-ITB tter covered by this
Convention so agree, any disputes concerning the inter_
pretation or appl ;cation of such treaty or convention
may, in accordance with such agreerrent. be submitted to
the Tri b.I nal •

Art. 57

Applicable law
The Triwnal shall decide all disilJtes and applications
in accordance with article 11.

Subsection 3.
Art. 58

Procedure
Institution of proceedings

1.

2.

Oisp.ltes are submi tted to the Tritunal t as the case
may be, either by notification of a spec; a1 agreement or by written application, addressed to the
Registrar. In either case, the subject of the di spute and the parties shall be indicated.
The

Registrar shall

forthwith notify the special

agreenent or the application to all
3.
Art. 59

concerned.

The Registrar shall also notify all NCPs.

Prav; siona1 measu res

1.

In accordance with article 9, the Trit:unal and its
Chamt:ers sha11 have the paver to p"'escribe pravi5 ional measu res.

2.

If the Tritunal is not in session or a sufficient
numt:er of mem!:ers;s not available to constitute a
quorun, the prav; sional measUres shall be prescribed
by the chamt:er of

sumtmry p-ocedure

formed under

Art. 50, paragraph 3.
No1>li thstandi ng Art. 50,
paragraph 4. 9.Jch p"ovisional rrea9.Jres may be
adopted at the request of art! party to the di silJte.
They shall be sub,:ect to rev; ew and revisio.n by the
Tritu nal .

Art. 60

Hearing
1.

The

hearing

shall

be

under the control

of the

President or, if he ;s unable to p-eside. of the
Vice-President. If neither is able to preside, the
senior judge r:;resent of the Triwnal shall pr'eside.

2.

The hearing shall be public. unless the Trirunal
decides otherwise or unless the parties derrand that
the PJblic not be admi tted.
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Conduct of case
The Trit:unal shall make orders for the conduct of the
case. decide the fonn and time in l'i1ich each party must
conclude its a rgurrents, and make all arrangements connected with the taking of evidence.

Art. 62

Default
When one of the parties does - not appear before the
TribJnal or fans to defend its case, the other party may
request the TribJnal to continue the proceedings and rrake
its decision. tosence of a party or fa ilure of a party

to defend its case shall not constittlte a bar to the

proceedings.
Before making its decision~ the TribJnal
must satisfy itself not only that it has jurigjiction
over the dispute, but also that the claim is well founded
; n fact and law.
Art. 63

Art. 64

Art. 65

Major; ty for decision

1.

All ques ticns shall be decided by a majori ty of the
members of the Tril:unal wtlo are presento

2.

In the event of an equality of votes, the President
or the member of the'Trib.mal who acts in his place
shall have a casting vote.

Judgement
L

The judgement shall state the reasors on which it is
based.

2.

It shal-l contain the nanes of the rrembers of the
Triwnal wtlo have taken part in the decision.

3.

If the jud~ent does not represent in whole or in
part the unanirrous opinion of the memoors of the
TribJnal. any member shall be entitled to deliver a
separate opinion.

·4.

The judgement shall be signed by the PreSident and
by the Registrar. It shall be read in open courts,
due notice hav; ng been given to the parties to the
dl s pute.

Request to intervene
L

Should a Hep consider that it has an interest of a
legal namre I'ilich may be affected by the decision
in any disJl.Ite t it may submit a request to the
Triwnal to be permitted to intervene.

2.

It shall be for the Trim nal
l"eQ,Jes t.

3e

If a request to inter.oene is granted, the decision
of the Trill.mal in respect of the dispute shall be
binding upon the intervening Hep insofar as it
relates to rratters in respect of 'Ii!;ch that Hep
intervened.

to decide upon this

2
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Right to intervene in cases of interpretation or
application

1.

Whenever the interpretation or application of this
Convention is in QJestion. the Registrar shall
notify all Heps forth<i tho

2.

Wlenever pJrsuant to article 55 or 56 the interpretation or application of an international agreerrent is in qJestion. the Registrar shall notify all

the parties to the agreenent.
3.

Every party referred to in paragraph 1 and 2 has the

right to intervene in the .proceedings; if it uses
this right, the interpretation given by the judgement will be equally binding upon it.
Art. 67

Art. 68

Finality and binding force of decisions

1.

The decision of the TrH:unal is final and shall be
complied with by all the parties to the dispute.

2.

The decision shall have no binding force except
bet'rleen the parties in respect of that particular
di sPJte.

3.

In the event of di sp,lte as to the rreaning 01" sCqJe
of the decision, the Tritunal shall construe it uj)Jn
the reques t of any pa rty.

Cos ts

Unless otherwise decided by the Triwnal, each party
shall !;ear its 0'>'11 costs.
Section VII.
Art. 69

Final Provi sians
Signature
1.

This Convention shall
a)
b)

c)

d}

be open for signatIJre by:

all States;
Namibia, represented by the United Nations
Council far Namibia;
all self ... gaverning associated States which have
chasen that status in an act of self-determination supervi sed and approved by the United
Nations in accordance with General Assembly·
resolution 1514 (XV) and which have canpetence
Over the rratters governed by this Convention,
inc1ud; ng the canpetence to enter into treaties
in respect of those rratters;
all self-governing associated States which, in
accordance with their respective instrurrents of
association, have canpetence over the matters
governed by this Convention, including the
conpetence to enter into treaties in respect of
those ITBtters;
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all
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territories

whiCh enjoy full internal
re(:ognized as such by the
United Nations, but have not attained full
indep:ndence
in
accordance
wi th
General
Assenbly resolution 1514 (XV) and which have
competence over the fTBtters governed by this
Convention, including the canpetence to enter
self-governrrent~

into
f)

2.
Art. 70

treaties in respect of those rmtters;

international orga niza tiol'lS

This Convention shan rerrain open for signature
at the United Nations Headquarters in New Yort..

Ratification and formal confirrration
This Convention is subject to ratification by States and
other entities referred to in Art. 69, paragraph 1 b),
e). d). and e), and to fannal confirmation by the entities referred to in Art~ 69. paragraph. 1 f), The instrurents of ratification and of formal confinnation
shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the
Un; ted Nations.

ArtQ 71

Accession
This Convention shall rena in open for accession by the
States and the other entities referred to in article 69.
The instrurents of accession shall be deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations.

Art. 72

Art. 73

Entry into foree

1.

This convention shall enter into force 12 rronths
after the date of deposit of the 30th instrufIE!nt of
ratification or accession.

2.

For each State ratifying or acceding to this Conven~
tion after the deposit of the 30th instrurent of
ratification or accession, the Convention shall
enter into force on the thirtieth day following the
deposit of its instrunent of ratification or access ion, subject to paragraph 1-

Relation to other conventions and international agreerrents

1.

This Convention shall not alter the rights and
obl igations of HCPs 'nhich arise from other agreements conpatible with this Convention and which do
not affect the enjoyrrent by other HCPs of their
rights or the perfonnance of their obligations under
thi s Convention.

2.

Two or IOOre HCPs may conclude agreenents modi fyi n9
or suspending the operation of provisions of this
Convention, applicable solely to the relations
bebeen than. provided that 9Jch agre-errents do not
relate to a provision dercg-ation which is inconpatible with the effective e}Ecution of the object and
pUl1'ose.s of this Convention, and provided further
that 9Jch agreerrents shall not affect the applica~
tion of the basic principles enbodied herein, and
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that the provisions of 9.lch agrE:!errents do not affect
the enjoyment by other HCPs of their righ ts or the
perfonrance of their obligations under this Convent ion.
3.

HCPs intendi n9 to conclude an agreenent referred to
in paragraph 2 shall notify the other HCPs through
the depositary of this Convention of their intention
to conclude the agreerrent and of the modification or
SUS pel"5 ion for which it provides.

4.

This article does not affect international agreerrents

eXl""essly permitted ar

I""eserved by ather

articles of this Convention.

Art. 74

Art. 75

Denunciation
1.

A HC? may, by ... itten natificatian addressed ta the
Secretary-General of the United Nations, denounce
this Convention and may indicate its reasons.
Failure to indicate reasons shall not affect the
valid; ty of the denunciation.
The denundation
shall take effect one )ear after the date of receipt
of the notification, unless the notification specifies a later date.

2.

A State shall nat be di scha ....ed by reasan af the
denunciation from the financi al and contractual
obligatior5 which accrued while it was a Party to
this Convention~ nor shall the denunciation affect
am' right, obligation or legal situation of that
State created through the e~cution of this ConventiOr5 prior to its term; nation for that State.

3.

The denunciation shall not in any way affect the
duty of a'o/ HC? ta fulfill a'o/ obligatian811bodied
in this Convention to w,ich .it ,"",uld be subject
under international law independently of this Conven,tian.

Depositary

1.

The Secretary-General of the United Natiol"G shall be
the depositary of this Convention and arrendrrents
thereto.

2.

In addition to his functior5 as depositary, the
Secretary-General shall!
a)

report to all HCPs and conpetent international
or93nizations -on issues of a ~neral nature
that have arisen wi th resl=Ect to this Convention;

b)

notify HCPs of agreanents in accordance with
Art. 73, paragraph 4j

c)

convene necessary meetings of HCPs in accordance with this Convention.
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1fol. 12.

~o.

Authent ic texts

The original of this Convention, of which the Arabic.
O1inese. English. French, Russian. and Spanish texts are
equally
authentic,
shall
be deposited
Secretary-General of the United Nations.

with

the

IN WITNESS WHERECf, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries,

being duly authorized thereto, have signed this Con ...
vention.
ANNEX:

DisJllte Settlement Clause

The following clause is recanrrended as a model for inclusion in
bilateral or muli tlateral treaties On Space Law or Space Activi ..

ties:
"Any disp,tte arising in connection wi th this Treaty shall
be settled in accordance with the Convention on the
Settlement of Space Law Oisp.Jtes which hereby is made an
integral part of this Treaty.
Ratification of this
Trea ty is, therefore, also to be cans ide red a sara titi ...
cation of that Convention. The Instrurrent of Ratification will. therefor"e t be also deposited with the
Secretary-General of the United Nations."

2
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Related Work in Study Groups and Interim Working Parties
Studies of the use of geostationary satellites by the fixed-satellite
service had been in progress for many years in CeIR Study Group 4.

With the

prospect of a relevant conference. efforts were intensified. As work
proceeded, other interested Study Groups paid more attention to this area.
Detailed work was carried out by existing Interim Working Parties (IWPs) or by
new ones formed temporarily for the purpose.

Following approval by Study

Groups, material was embodied in a report to the XVth Plenary Assembly of the
CerR in 1982. Nearly all Study Groups have presented reports to the CPM since
1982, based on the latest available information. With these contributions and
those from administrations and other participating organizations, the CPM had
a wealth of material from which to draft a report containing the technical
information available.
Timing of the CPM introduced a problem. Interim Study Group' meetings
in 1983 revised texts of the CeIR XVth Plenary Assembly and added information
which could be useful to the WARe, but which did not have the approval of a
CeIR Plenary. The policy adopted is to make reference to the texts of the
XVth Plenary, since these are widely available, when they contain information
essential for the Conference, but to refer to texts of the later interim
meetings that include significant changes.
Although the new material in the interim texts of the Study Groups
will not be endorsed by a CCIR Plenary Assembly before WARC-ORB-8S. it is to

be expected that much of this material, and reports on the continuing work of
some IWPs, will be so endorsed by the XVlth CeIR Plenary Assembly in 1986 and
will therefore be available for WARC-ORB-8S.

Attention is drawn in the CPM

Report to topics on which further information will be needed at that time, and
administrations are urged to submit contributions on these topics to the final
meetings o·f CCIR Study Groups.

It may be noted. however. that WARC-ORB-S8 is

likely to be in a time-relationship with the next cycle of eCIR meetings
similar to the first session's relationship with the present cycle.
Consequently, some interim studies that will be relevant and useful to WARCORB-SS will not have been formally approved by a CCIR Plenary.

Meeting Attendance and Participation
The CPM was attended by 340 delegates from 61 administrations (see
Table 1) and 33 other organizations (see Table 2). The work proceeded in four
Work.ing 'Groups, chaired by Messr. D. J. Withers of the United Kingdom, T.
Mur3tani of Japan, A. Bastikar of Canada and E. Kamdem-K~mga of Cameroon, plus
an Editoria; group chaired by Hr. M. Thue of France. Each Working Group was
responsible for specific chapters and annexes of the report~ but the parts
could not be entirely dissociated and continual interaction was needed to use
the available expertise to best advantage and to avoid unnecessary duplication
of material. The detailed work was carried out by Sub-Working Group!. and
drdfttng parties.
An analysis was done by one U.S. delegate of the frequency of national
delegation participation in the discussions at various working levels during
the Conference. In a sampling that included ten plenary sessions, nine working group sessions, and eight sub-working group and drafting group sessions,
it appeared that 96% of the speaking and discussion (measured by frequency,
not length of speeches) was provided by 19 national delegations and INTELSAT.
Table 3 shows the tabulated count and percentage share of the 20 most frequent
speaking delegations. Many of the top ten on the list in Table 3 provided
subwo~king group or working group chairmen and frequency of speeches was
increased by their reporting and explaining work done in other meetings. The
delegations speaking most often to present, explain, interpret or correct
material under consideration are those in a position to Significantly influence the content of the conference documentation. It is interesting to
note that so much of the discussion is generated by so few of the delegations.
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The Work of the CPM
The CPM produced a Report in 12 chapters with annexes supplying additional information in support of the chapters.

Chapter 1 is an Introduction.

Chapters 2 to 8 inclusive deal with the subject matter of Resolution 3 of the
WARC-79. Chapter 2 provides' general technical information on terminology and
propagatione Chapters 3 and 4 provide basic technical and operational infor-

mation and factors necessary for the WARe-ORB-8S to decide which services and
bands should be planned, and what other approaches might be taken to meet the
objectives of Resolution 3. Chapters 5 and 6 are concerned with the technical
and operational information relating to principles, parameters, criteria and
guidelines for regulatory procedures required for services which are to be
planned. Chapter 7 provides information on regul atory procedures for those
services which are not to be planned. ~hapter 8 considers the available
sharing criteria applicable to shared frequency bands to be considered by
WARC-ORB-85 with the exception of feeder links for the broadcasting-satellite
service, which are treated in Chapters 10 and 12.
Chapters 9 and 10 are concerned with technical and operational factors
and with sharing criteria relating to the planning of feeder links for the
broadcasting-satellite service in Regions 1 and 3.
Chapter 11 provides information relating to the objectives of
Resolution 505 of WARC-79 on sound broadcasting in the broadcasting-satellite
service.
Chapter 12 provides technical information which is related to the task
of WARC-ORB-85, of formally adopting the decisions of RARC-SAT-83.
The .Report also contains eight annexes which elaborate on the material
contained in the chapters. Annexes It 2 and 3 are relevant to Chapters 2 and
3. Annex 4 provides background material for Chapters 4, 5. 6 and 7. Annex 5
relates similarly to Chapters 8 and 10 .. Annexes 6 and 7 provide material for
Chapters 9 and 11 respectively. Finally Annex 8, in support of Chapter 12.
provides a detailed procedure for the coordination between earth stations
which use frequencies in the bidirectional sense.
Resolution 3 of WARC ... 79 invited the CCIR to carry out preparatory
studies and provide the first session of the Conference with technical infor'"
mation concerning principles, criteria and technical parameters including
those required for planning space servicesG
Having completed this task, the CPM considered it necessary to submit
for information a description of alternative planning methods and other possible approaches to the problem of ensuring that the principle of guaranteeing
all countries equitable access to the geostationary orbit is upheld in
practice.
In the text of the CPM report it was agreed by the meeting to refer to
these methods and approaches as lip 1ann i ng methods. II
The CPM recognized that the CCIR was not empowered to define whether a
method/approach is a planning method or not. This question can only be determined by the WARC ORB-85.
The Alternative Planning Approaches
During the CPM the point of departure for consideration
tive planning methods was the Report of IWP 4/1 contained in
document no. 30. In that report, the IWP had presented five
approaches. In the national submissions of CPM documentation, two
5I

of alternaconference
alternative
additional
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approaches were elaborated. one by the USSR and one by China.

In the CPM

report. the first five alternatives presented are the IWP developed alterna-

tives, the sixth method is the USSR proposal and the seventh is the Chinese
proposal.

Thus, the CPM report places before WARe-ORB-aS seven alternative

methods for planning as described here:

METHOD 1: WORLD ON REGIONAL DETAILED LONG-TERM (10-20 Years)
A PRIORI ALLOTMENT PLAN
This method involves a long-term world or regional a priori

frequency/orbit allotment plan with a procedure for the revision of require-

ments that is similar to Article 4 of Appendix 30 (the 1977 BSAT plan).

Under

thi s procedure new satell He service requirements may be accommodated only i f

they do not cause unacceptable interference to those within the plan.

METHOD 2:

WORLD OR REGIONAL DETAILED SHORT-TERM O-S·Years)
A PRIORI ALLOTMENT PLAN

Under this method, conferences would be convened periodically (3-S
years) to revise the technical parameters and regulatory procedures· for the
plan and to accommodate new requirements. At each conference all of the
existing networks and all of the new or modified requirements would be
accommodated. During the interval between conferences, new requirements would
be accommodated to the extent that they did not cause unacceptable interfer~"ce to J'1etworks in the plan.
The short time between conferences would
result in few unforeseen needs arising, given the planning lead-times that are
needed to establish new spacecraft.

METHOD 3: WORLD. REGIONAL OR SUB-REGIONAL DETAILED A PRIORI ALLOTJ>1ENT
PLAN WITH SPECTRUM/ORBIT SEGMENTATION
In this approach, conferences would be convened from time to time as
required (at intervals of ten years or less) to revise the overall technical
parameters and regulatory procedures. At these conferences, all existing
networks and new requirements would be accommodated in the plan. Between
conferences, there would be guaranteed access for new requirements. Access
would be guaranteed by such mechanisms as reserving spectrum/orbit capacity
for future requirements unforeseen at the time of'the conference, or by the
subsequent convening of a special meeting. This approach would necessitate
spectrum and/or orbit segmentation of some kind, as agreed by the conference.

METHOD 4: GUARANTEED ACCESS BY MEANS OF MULTILATERAL COORDINATION
Under this approach, a conference would not establish a formal plan,
but woul d establ i sh procedures for guaranteed frequency/orbit access for new
reqUirements. Normally frequency/orbit access would be coordinated in accordance with the procedures contained in Method 5. When a new requirement could
not be accommodated readily a special meeting would be called of those administrat~ons which mighe be affected and a means would be found to
accommodate the new requirement.

METHOD 5: PROCEDURES AND TECHNICAL FACTORS PERIODICALLY REVISED
This approach to planning is a phased revision of the eXisting
regulatory procedures, regulations and CCIR Recorrmendations. as well as the
development of new procedures, regulations and Recommendations (simplified to
the extent possible) leading to a more efficient use of the geostationary
satellite orbit/spectrum resource.
A French proposal to the C?M introduced a mechanism that could be
applied in any of several methods. The mechanism is called M3 Harmcnization,
or Multilateral Three Factor Harmonization. This approach was introduced by
France as an alternative to a priori planning.
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The French administration introduced and explained the concept of
their approach in this way:
I'For this harmonization, principles for universal compliance must

be established.

The concept of harmonization as such is not

linked with any particular IIplanning method. II

The considerations

below are to be viewed essentially in the context of multicoor~
dination, but it will be seen that the concept of harmonization is
not reduced to a mere method of multi coordination, being based on
a different principlea
uTMe originality of this concept resides in the fact that i t is in

no way based on a forcible homogenization of networks ..• The aim
is not to el iminate the differences between networks whi-ch serve
as the very basis of the recognized characteristics of satellite
networks. On the contrary, the objective is to reduce the inequal ities bebleen networks, which may be of three kinds:
- inhomogeneity (incompatible characteristics);
- rigidity (fixed orbital positions);
unequal treatment (resulting in very different interference
levels).

.

"This harmonization can therefore be defined as a set of measures
intended to make satellite networks more compatible with each
other and more equal without eliminating their individual
features6 . These measures are as follows:
- segmentation of the spectrum;
- repositioning of satellites;
- equitable interference.
"Since the hannonization is defined in the context of multilateral
coordination and involves three factors (spectrum, orbit and
interference), it is designated as 11M3 hannonization" ••
o

liThe application of the harmonization described in this document
can be envi saged only for networks published after a date to be
detennined. II
This particular proposed alternative is presented in some detail in
this outline, because it may be the best example produced by the CPM of a kind
of creative approach~ a kind of flexible adjustment to existing procedures,
that does not go to the extreme of a priori planning. but does move toward
some combination of adjustments and accommodations that could produce a
"guarantee in practice" of access to the orbital and spectrum resources.
Thinking of this kind may be a viable source of alternatives to a priori
planning.
METHOD 6:

AN A PRIORI PLAN FOR A PERIOD OF ABOUT TEN YEARS IN
GENERALIZED PARAfiETERS

Thi s method combines the concept of an a priori plan with the pos·
sibility of flexible system design, taking into account the development of
technology and possible future changes in the requirements of administrations.
Conferences would be convened periodically (about every ten years) to revise
the technical parameters and regulatory procedures for the plan and to acco m·
modate new requirements. At each conference. all of the existing networks and
all of the new or modified requirements would be accommodated.
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The technical parameters of the plan would characterize the sensitivity of a system to interference as well as the level of interference
caused to other systems in the plan, but without specification of the types of
-signals used, modulation or Signal processing or the detailed characteristics
of the earth and space stations of the planned systems. The plan would
specify for each satellite network: (1) satellite position; (2) beam
coverage; (3) frequency/polarization allotment; and (4) the following generalized parameters:
A (9) - maximum permissible value of the power radiated by the
earth station in a given frequency band, as a function of angle a
calculated from the direction of maximum radiation;

B (B) - permissible power flux-density(PFD) that may be produced at

the location of the wanted satellite by interfering Signals
from other satellite systems arriving at angle B to the axis of the
receiving antenna of the wanted satellite. This parameter characterizes the sensitivity of the satellite receiver to interference;
C (B) - maximum permissible PFD produced at the Earthls surface by
the satellite emission_, as a function of angle S calculated from the
direction of maximum radiation;

D (9) - permissible PFD that may be produced at the Earth's surface
by interfering signals from other satellite systems arriving at
angle e to the direction of the wanted signal. This parameter
characterizes the sensitivity of the Earth receiving equipment to
interference.
For each of the generalized parameters (A, Sf c. D) minimum and maximum values should be specified in the. plan to provide certain flexibility for
the system designer. On the other hand the chOice of the range of parameters
must take into account the fact that the more permissive the range of generalized parameters serving as a basis for planning, the smaller will be the total

capac1ty of the GSO.

METHOD 7: WORLD WIDE PLAN COVERING ONE SATELLITE GENERATION LIFETIME
(ABOUT TEN YEARS)
This method uses the requirements submitted by administrations as a
basis for optimizing satellite orbital positions, beam shapes. frequency
aSSignments, etc., on a world-wide scale with a view to the establishment of a
world-wide plan for a satellite generation lifetime (about ten years).
Operational and technical parameters are defined in a computer facility that
evaluates all requirements and determines the appropriate allocations and
aSSignments of resources to accommodate all requirements.
The planning method adopts a step-by-step approach in cases where
requirements in a certain arc of the orbit cannot be fully accommodated. Each
step is carried out through multilateral coordination among the administrations concerned using computerized analysis and resource allocation.
Requirements which fail to meet stipulated interference criteria may
also be recorded in the plan if they are considered to be accepted by the
submitting administrations and if they do not cause unacceptable interference
to the service of any other administration.
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Concluding Observations
At the completion of work at the CPM, it was the genera1ly shared view
of many delegates that a useful and constructive documentary base for the
WARC-ORB-8S had been assembled by the CPM. The CPM report will be important
to the work at the 185 Conference. In. addition~ a forthcoming report from the
IFRB on the stituation prevailing with regard to use of the GEO, and describing the experience of administrations to date on gaining access to the orbit,
will be an important basic text. Finally, from all the di'scussion and learning that has taken place in recent years, it appears very likely that many
administrations wil1 make additional submissions to WARe-ORB-as with national
proposals on how to deal with the major agenda items.
Some important groundwork has now been completedo
work remains aheado

A great deal of

TA8LE 1
Administrations Particioating in the CPM (61)
(Alphabetical listing originally in the French language)
Algeria
Federal Rep. Germany
Saudi Arabia
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Bolivia
Brazil
Bulgaria
Cameroon
Canada
Chili
Peoples' Rep. China
Colombia
Cuba
Denmark
Egypt
Ecuador
Spain
USA

Ethiopia
Finland
France
Greece
Guatemala
Guyana
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Ireland
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Jordan
Kenya
Malaysia
Mali
Mexico
Norway

New Zealand
Oman
Pakistan
Papua-New Guinea
Netherlands
Peru
Poland
Portugal
German Oem. Rep.
Great Britain
Senegal
Singapore
Sweden
Swi tzerl and
Czechoslovakia
Togo
USSR
Venezuela
Yugoslavia
Zaire
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TABLE 2
Organizations Participating in the CPM (33)
(Alphabetical listing originally in the French language)
Recognized Private Operating Agencies (20)

Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NOR)
Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen (ZOF)
Oesterreichischer Rundfunk
Telecom Canada

Teleglobe Canada
Telesat Canada
Cia Telefonica Nacional de Espana

(CTNE)
Radiotelevision Espanola (RTVE)
Communications Satellite Corp (COMSAT)

Yeisradio

Radiotelevision Italiana (RAI)
Telespazio

Kokusai Denshin Denwa Co., Ltd. (KDD)
Nippon Hoso Kyokai (NHK) Japan
Nippon Telegraph &Telephone Public
Corporation (NTT)

Companhia Portuguesa Radio Marconi
British Telecom
Radiotelevision YougosJave

GTE Services Corporation

Satellite Business Systems (SBS)
International Organizations (10)
Pan African Telecommunications Union

European Space Agency (ESA)
Inter-unions Committee for
ASSignment of Frequencies for
Radioastron.omy & Space

Sci ence (lUCAF)

European Broadcasting Union (EBU)
Provisional Eutelsat

INMARSAT
INTELSAT
ARABSAT

Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union

Scientific and Industrial Organizations (2)
Systematics General Corporation
Electronic Industries Association of Japan (EIAJ)

UN Specialized Agencies (1)

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
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TABLE 3

Frequency of Delegation Speeches During CPM

% of
Total
Great Britain
Canada
USSR
India
USA
France
Brazil
Japan

Colombia
China
A1geria
Kenya
Iran
Netherlands
Cameroon

Fed. Rep. Germany
Iraq
Senegal
Egypt
Intelsat

All Others
Total

No. of
Statements

12.5
11.3
10.3
10
7.3
6.8
6.3
5
3.9

107
97
88
86
62
58

3

2.8
2.6
2.2
2.1
1.9
1.8
1.6

25
24
22
19
18
16
15
14

1.6

14

1.5
1.5

13
13

54
43
33

....i..

..1i

100

85S

This statistical analysfs is based on a sampling of the frequency of delegations speaking in ten plenary sessions, nine working group sessions, and eight
sub-working and drafting group sessions. It was concentrated in Working Group
B and Sub Group B-2, in which the alternative methods of planning were dis-

cussed and described.
Stephen E. Doy/e
National Chairman,
FCC Space WARC '85
Advisory Committee
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2. Consideration ofMatters Relating to the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space at the ThirtyNinth Session of the General Assembly'
The adoption by consensus on December 14, 1984, of General Assembly Resolution
39196 on Agenda Item 72 "International cooperation in the peaceful uses of outer space"
concluded the round of U.N. deliberations in the field of the peaceful uses of outer space
for the year 1984.
As in previous years, Item 72 was assigned to the Special Political Committee (SPC)
of the General Assembly and was considered by this committee at its 39th to 45th, 47th
and 49th meetings between November 23, and December 6, 1984. The discussions in
which 47 delegations took parr, centered on the questions fearured in the repott of the
Committ~e on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (COPUOS) to the General Assembly,'
national space programs and international cooperation in outer space activities, as well
as the implementation of the recommendations of the Second UN Conference on the
Exploration and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space (UNISPACE '82).
The purpose of this repott is to review briefly the debate concerning Agenda Item
72 held in the SPC during the thirty-ninth session of the General Assembly and, in
particular, the views of different States on the principal questions relating to the legal
aspects of outer space.

Remote sensing
The debate in the SPC showed once again that this subject continues to be one of
the key issues on the agenda of COPUOS. Spealting on this item the large majority of
delegations emphasized its importance for the international community and expressed
regret and disappointment that the formulation of draft principles relating to remote
sensing of the earth from space was so very limited. The representatives of Brazil, Indonesia,
India and Bulgaria stated that the lack of progress was attributable to the unwillingness
of certain countries to adopt a serious approach and to the absence of a political will
to negotiate. In this regard, Austria pointed out that "a breakthrough in the deadlock
could be achieved only if there was a stronger commitment on the part of all to reach
agreement on generally accepted draft principles.'"
The delegations of Czechoslovakia, the Getman Democratic Republic, Nigeria,
Pakistan, the Phillippines, Syria, Uganda, and Uruguay, while drawing attention to the
importance of the elaboration of draft principles on remote sensing, advocated the speedy
establishment of international legal notms governing the activities of States in this field.
Emphasizing the need to intensify the COPUOS Legal Sub-Committee's efforts to agree
on the principles, Rumania stated that otherwise, without international rules on the matter,
States would merely apply their own rules for remote sensing activities which might be
fraught with serious consequences.' The representative of Hungary proposed that the
General Assembly should request the Legal Sub-Committee to complete the important
task.' The delegations of Austria, Brazil, Canada, Iraly and others suggested contributing
priority treatment for this item in the Legal Sub-Committee.
*111e views contained herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the United Nations.
looe. A/39J20 (Supplement No. 20).
'A/SPC/39/SRAl. pA.

'A/SPC/39/SRA3. p.14.
'A/SPC/39/SRAl, p.7.
'A/SPC/39/SRA2. p.ll.
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As in the past, participating developing nations spoke in favor of secuting the concerns
of sensed States with regard to sovereignty over their natural resources and information
relating to those resources. Accordingly, they advocated the principle of respect for
sovereignty of sensed States which in their view was essential ro protect the legitimate
tights and interests of sensed States against possible misuse of information regarding their
national terrirories. Such an approach was stressed by the representatives of Venezuela,
Kenya, Mali, Brazil, Iraq, Nigeria, and Uganda and was shared by socialist countries such
as Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, the Soviet Union, and Vietnam.
The delegations of Kenya, Nigeria, the Philippines, Uganda and others supponed
by Rumania, Vietnam, and Poland were of the view that sensed States should have rights
over the disseminarion of data concerning their teniroty and resources to other States.
It was noted by these delegations that such data should not be disseminated to third
parties without the approval of sensed States. Moreover, the delegation of Kenya went
as far as proposing that no remote sensing should be carried out at alI without prior
notification and the consent of the State concetned.'
The representatives of Nigeria, Kenya, Cuba, Pakistan, Iraq, and Uganda spoke in
favor of the right of the sensed State to have continuous, non-discriminaroty and timely
access on a priority basis ro all data and information obtained over its territory. Some
of these delegations as well as the delegations of Uruguay and Uganda believed that such
infurmation should be supplied to sensed States on a free of charge basis or at nominal cost.
The representative of the Soviet Union, dwelling on the problem of dissemination
of infurmation, said that one problem remained to be solved, namely, determining whether
dissemination of data and information collecred through remote sensing of foreigo territoty
should be limited or whether States and private corporations should be given a free hand
in that respect. His government reiterated its position that such activities should be
limited.'
The representative of Brazil recalled his delegation's proposal to the effect that a
. sensed State shall have timely and non-discriminatoty access to remote sensing data
conceming its territory before access is granted to any third parcy, and that a sensing State
shall be held internationally responsible for the disseminarion of any data that adversely
affects the interests of a sensed State.' The Brazilian delegate regretted that, despite the
widespread suppon for this initiative, negotiarions were at a standstill.' Referring to the
proposal of Brazil, the delegate of Vietnam characterized it as "a compromise" which
provided a good basis for negoriations.lD
The delegations of Mexico, Czechoslovakia and the German Democratic Republic
expressed concern at the commercialization of space activities and, in particular, the
involvement of private corporarions in the field of remote sensing. In this connection,
the Mexican delegate referred to the recent announcement by theu.S ..NarionaiAeronautics
and Space Adminisrration (NASA) concerning "its policy on the commercial use of outer'
space and the effects which that policy might have on the future participation of developing
counuies in the use of outer space."ll
In the course of the debate, developing States, as in the past, called for the
strengthening of the coordinating role of the United Nations in the collection and

'A/SPC/39/SR.42, p.6.
'[d., p.B.
'WG/RS (1982)/WP.11.
'A/SPC/39/SRA3, p.12.
"A/SPC/39/SRAO. p.l.
UA/SPC/39/SRAO. p.3.
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dissemination of ioformation and some of them endorsed the proposal to establish an
international body to direct and operate remote sensing activities.
The western countries, whose position generally has been that any viable set of legal
ptinciples should foster the development of remote sensing programs and not inhibit
their practical operation and that the dissemination of remote sensing data should not
be restricted. did not address in any detail the international legal aspects of remote sensing
and touched mainly on the scientific and technical problems of the issue. They also dwelt
on their national and international programs on remote sensing and in general form
endorsed continuing ptiotity treatment for the elaboration of draft ptinciples in the Legal
Sub-Committee. The representative of Italy noted that an aim to teach a fmal text on
remote sensing still required "sensible work" and underlined the impottance of progressing
on this subject." The delegate ofJapan pointed out the fact that in drafting the ptinciples
on remote sensing "it was impottant not to impede the development of activities and
international cooperation in this field.""

Nuclear Power Sources (NPS)
The debate showed that in general the points of views of different gtoups of States
on this item remained unchanged and that they continued to adhere to their known

positions.
One group of States insisted that the present provisions of the outer space treaties
needed to be supplementea in view of the existing inadequacies of the law in the field
of the use of NPS in outer space. They stated that the present title of the Legal Sub-'
Committee's agenda item should be changed and the Sub-Committee should have a clear
mandate to draft principles governing the use of NPS in outer space on a priority basis.
However, another group of States did not agree with this approach pointing out that
the current title of the agenda item was appropriate and need not be changed and given
priority treatment.
The delegations of Austria, Canada, France, Italy, and Sweden underlined the
impottance that they attached to the problem ofNPS and favored the speedy e1aborarion
of a set of international rules on the use ofNPS which in their view should not be difficult,
provided there was political willingness on all sides. These delegarions as well as those
of PaJcistan, Japan and Brazil regretted that little progress had been ac!J.ieved in the Legal .
Sub-Committee on this matter. In this regard the reconvening of the Working Group
on NPS within the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee was highly appreciated and
considered by them as a good pracrical measure in the right direcrion. It was also hoped
that the Working Group would be able to reach agreement in 1985 on recommendations
of substance.
Referring to the effotts of the Legal Sub-Committee in elaborating an agreed text
on the format and procedure for notification in cas.. of malfunction of a spacecraft with
NPS on board, the representative of Canada said that the momentum achieved by this
body in 1983 must not be 10st.14 In the view of the Swedish delegate internationally
accepted safety regulations must be urgently adopted for the use ofNPS and this acrivity
should be subject to at least the same regulations that have been adopted for the use
of NPS on earth."

"A/SPC/39/SRA5,
"A/SPC/39/SR.44.
"A/SPC/39/SRA3,
"A/SPC/39/SRA2,

p.B.
p.ll.
p.17.

p.ll.
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The repesentative of Uruguay stressed the need for notification prior to re·entty into
the earth's atmosphere, assistance to States affected in order to minimize risks, safety
measures for radiological protection and an international code of responsibility for direct
and indirect damage.'- The delegate ofIraq supponed the view that in the case of a space
craft with a nuclear power source on board falling to earth, clean-up operations should
be carried OUt by national teams, to be trained, in pan, by the United Nations." The
idea of the responsibility of nuclear power source users was also endorsed by Argentina."

Definition and Delimitation

0/ Outer Space and the

Geostatinary Orbit (GSO)

The exchange of views revealed that a growing number of States of different
orientation have taken a favorable attirude toward the need fur delimitation of outer space
in relation to air space. Yet another group of States opposed such an approach on the
grounds that no disputes or other difficulties had arisen from the absence of a boundary
and that its establishment at a particular altitude would be arbitrary and premature and
could create more problems than it could solve in view of the rapid development of space
technology.
The delegations of Argentina, the Philippines, Iraq, Ulaanian SSR, Viernam, the
Soviet Union and others insisted that the delimitation of outer space was a necessary and
urgent question and should continue to be considered in the Legal Sub-Commitee through
its working group on a priority basis. It was pointed out that defining the limits of State
jurisdiction should be based on the principle of State sovereignty and the right of all
Srates to freely explore and utilize outer space." In the view of the represenratives of Uganda
and Poland the definition and delimitation of outer space was important because of the
different legal regimes governing airspace and outer space and in order to avoid any
violation of State sovereignty.lo The same aspect was emphasized by Nigeria; its
representative stated that the boundary should clearly establish where State sovereignty
begins and ends in relation to space so that any infringement on sovereignty could be
duly punished in accordance with international law and the United Nations Charter."
It is wonhwhile to mention that Poland and Mongolia expressed their suppon of the
USSR proposal to flX the lower limit of outer space at 100-110 kilometers above sea-level
and to recognize the right of innocent and peaceful passage through air space." It was
stated that the Soviet proposal could provide a suitable basis for discussion on that sensitive;
matter.2~
.
The equatorial States (Colombia, Ecuador, Indonesia, Kenya, and othets) contended
that a set of rules should be elaborated to regulate the use of the geostationary orbit,
as the absence of such tules placed the equatorial and other developing countries in a
disadvantageous position and facilitated the preponderant use of it by States capable of
stationing satellites there. This approach was also shared by Iraq, Madagascar, Venezuela,
Viemam, and Uruguay. With the exception of Kenya, which as in previous years considered
that equatorial States had a legitimate claim over the orbit above their territoties and
should be given special rights, other equatorial States did not reassen such claims."
"A/SPC/l9/SR.44. p.l.
171d.. p.2.
"A/SPC/l9/SRA2, p.2.
"A/SPC/l9/SR.44. p.B.
WId., p.14.
"A/SPC/l9/SRA5. pA.
"A/AC/105/ll7. p.lB.
"A/SPC/l9/SRA2, pA.
"A/SPC/l9/SRA5, p.6.
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Endorsing the need to establish a special regime for the geostationary orbit and, in the
case of Ecuador, proposing that recourse to the orbit should be declared sui generis and
subject to international regulation," the delegations of Uganda, Indonesia, and Colombia
recognized the rights of other States and specially of developing countries with respect
to the orbit. In this regard the delegations of the Philippines and Indonesia referred to
the initiative of Colombia, Ecuador, Indonesia, and Kenya on Draft General Principles
Governing the Geostationary Orbit which was submitted at the twenty-third session of
the Legal Sub-Committee in 1984."
Placing emphasis on the threat of saturation of the orbit, the equatorial States drew
attention to the necessity of preserving their "special rights and interests" and the
impottance of keeping the orbit for future use by countties which at the moment had
no access to space technology. The delegation of Colombia was concerned not only by
the congestion and saturation of the GSO but also by "the monopolistic appropriation
of space" and therefore asked the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee to submit at
the following session a historical analysis of the development of the use of the GSO in
the last 25 years when the orbit had been "systematically invaded, thus creating a serious
problem"."
The delegations of Iraq, Syria, and Uruguay shared the concern of the equatorial
States at the possible saturation of the GSO. As stated by the representative of Uruguay
the danger of saturation existed in reality in view of the annual 18 percent increase in
the number of satellites in orbit. 28 The representatives of Pakistan, Poland, Austria,
Yugoslavia, and Nigetia, while agreeing that the GSO was a limited natural resource,
emphasized that all States ought to be able to use the orbit on a just, rational and equitable
basis while Syria, Brazil, and Ecuador proposed that due account must be taken of the
interests of developing States, to benefit from the use of the orbit. Along with China,
Syria, Mali, and Madagascar, these countries favored the speedy elaboration of a regime
for the orbit so that it would by used by the international community in a planned and
regular manner.
The delegates of Cuba and Poland proceeded from the fact that the GSO was an
integral part of outer space and that its use by States must be governed by the 1967 Outer
Space neaty." In suppotting this approach, Mongolia stated that the orbit could not
be subject to national acquisition.'o The Soviet representative urged that a generally
acceptable solution of this complicated but important issue should be found without
infringing on the competence of the International Telecommunication Union (lTV)."
The delegations of western countries (Sweden, FRG, Italy, and others) referred to
the important work being done by lTV, the appropriate international forum for dealing
with that marter, and emphasized its role in finding acceptable solutions for the allocation
of radio frequencies and the problems of interference. Italy was of the opinion that more
thorough consideration should be given to the characteristics of the orbit before any rules
were adopted."

"A/SPC/39/SR.44, p,4.
"A/AC/105/337, p.38·40.
"A/SPC/39/SR,45. p.9.
"A/SPC/39/SR.44, p.2.
"A/SPC/39/SR,45, p.6 and A/SPC/l9/SR,42, pA.
"A/SPC/39/SR,43, p.16.
"A/SPC/39/SR,42, p.14.
"A/SPC/39/SR,45. p.8.
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Direct Te!evision Broadcast Sate!!ites (DTBS)

Although the item on DTBS has not been on the agenda of the General Assembly
or of COPUOS and its Legal Sub-Committee since the adoption by the General Assembly
in 1982 of. the Principles Governing the Use by States of Attificial Eattb Satellites for
International Direct Television Broadcasting." a number of delegations in the course of
the debate in the SPC touched on this question in their sratements.
The representatives of developing States and socialist countries drew attention to
the impottance of this subject as well as ro the adoption by the General Assembly of
the Ptinciples on DTBS. The delegations of Uganda•. Nigeria. Czechoslovakia. Poland.
Ukranian SSR, and the German Democratic Republic. while highly appreciative of the
principles contained in Resolution 37/92. were of the view that COPUOS and its Legal
Sub-Committee should continue its effotts to codify those principles in a legally binding
instrument which would define the responsibilities of the broadcasting and receiving States.
It was emphasized that the work should be completed in the shottest time in order to
avoid possible disputes. As to the principles in Resolution 37/92. it was pointed out that
they could serve as a useful basis for the preparation of a legally binding document.
In the view of Uganda. a new convention should safeguard the sovereignty of States.
the right of peoples to choose their way of life and the balanced flow of informarion.
Further. direct broadcasting satellite activities should be aimed at strengthening friendly
relations and cooperation among States and should benefit both the sponsors and the
recipients of the broadcasts.'" In this connection the observer of the Holy See referred
to the words of Pope John Paul II who said that rich countries must not attempt to use
space technology to impose their own culture on poorer nations by "a kind of cultural
imperialism."" The same views were expressed by the representative of Nigeria who Stated
that to impose afoit accompli by one or two countries on the majority of States in relation
to DTBS was not only unacceptable but also ran counter to the spirit of equity and justice
in international relations. 36
Prevention of an Arms lIPce in Outer Space

This question was the most impottant and controversial and almost all States
participaring in the debate in the SPC spoke on it emphasizing the growing importance
of taking timely measures with the aim of preventing an arms race in space. The Group
of 77 and socialist countries (Brazil. Egypt. Nigeria, Madagascar. Syria, Cameroon, Kenya,
Tunisia. India. Indonesia. the Philippines, Vietnam. Cuba, Bulgaria. Hungary. the Soviet
Union. and others) expressed their grave concern regarding the militarization of outer
space which in their view represented a threat to the future of mankind and to its vety
existence and favored the speedy elaboration of legal and political ptinciples halting the
spread of an arms race to outer space.

.

These States endorsed General Assembly Resolution 38/80 by which the questions
relating to the militarization of space were introduced in the agenda of COPUOS. They
expressed the view that COPUOS had a legitimate interest and competence on this issue
and that along with the Conference on Disarmament (CD) it should play an active role
in this area. They referred to the rich experience and the potential of COPUOS which

"AIRIiSIJ7192.
"AISPC/J9/SRA4. p.14.
"A/SPCI J9/SRAO. p.6.
"A/SPC/J9ISRA). pA.
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in a relatively shorr period of time prepared five imporrant international legal instruments
whose. objective is the peaceful uses of outer space.
At the same time, attention was drawn to the necessity of dose coordination between
COPUOS and CD. Uganda, supporred by Pakistan, took the position that COPUOS could
supplement the efforrs of CD." Syria suggested that CD must take into account the views
of COPUOS" and Bulgaria thought that the relevant tasks could be divided between
these two bodies ..'
The representatives of western countries (United States, France, Japan, Sweden, the
FRG, and Canada) held the view that COPUOS was not the appropriate body to discuss
disarmament quesitons and that it was a mistake to introduce these questions in the
Commirree's agenda. These countries voiced dissatisfaction with respect to the manner
in which Resolution 38/80 had been adopted by vote, breaking as they stated the long
standing tradition of decision making by consensus and stressed that only return to this
tradirion could guarantee successful UN work in the field of outer space. They felt that
efforrs should be done at the current session to find solutions to the problems on the
basis of consensus. 40
The delegarions of Austria, Sweden, Japan, and Ireland, on behalf of the European
Community, expressed concern at the extension of an arms race in outer space and their
commitment to the aim of prevenring it. Proceeding from the fact that CD was the single
multilateral disarmament negoriating body having a primary role in the negotiations of
an agreement on the prohibition of an arms race in space, these and other western States
believed that consideration of disarmament marrers relating to outer space in COPUOS
would only duplicate the efforrs being underraken in CD. It would also risk diverting
COPUOS from its main task, which they said laid mainly in scientific, technical and legal
fields and not in arms control issues, and thus make the Commirree's ability to function
effectively and constructively vety doubtful." Reference was also made to the fact that
a proliferation of disarmament fora would only impede progress and furrher complicate
matters." Due to these reasons, the western States believed that the item on the
militarizarion of outer space should be removed from the agenda of COPUOS.
Opposing the militarization of outer space, the delegation of China placed emphasis
on the responsibility of the superpowers in this regard and urged them to adopt immediate
measures to halt the arms race in outer space." It also referred to the proposals on this
matter put fotward by Chinese delegations to the CD and COPUOS.44
"A/SPC/39ISR.44, p.14.
3aId. at 10.
:''JId. at 6.
"O'fhe developing states, while emphasizing the importance of consensus, made it clear that they did not
regard the consensus rule as one chat must be observed at any cost. It was noted that the developing states

must not be expected to make all of the concessions and that a false consensus arising from intransigence and
the perperuation of injuscices was tOtally unacceptable (A/SPC139/SR.40. p.3).
41Responding to assertions of this kind. the representative of Uganda stated that "the procedural objections
on competence of organs reflected a lack of political will to tackle the real issue endangering all mankind"
(CA/SPC/39ISR.44. p.14). In the view of Brazil, the question of competence of different forums is not a sufficient
argument to preclude the consideration of this vital issue by COPUOS (A1SPC139/SR.43, p.B).

"A/SPC/39ISR.42, p.lO.
"A/SPC/39ISR.41, p.6.
Exercising the right of reply. the Soviet delegate said that the attempts to attribute equal responsibility
for the arms race to the twO main space powers were groundless. As coafumacion. he drew attencion to the
specific proposals of the USSR with a view to preventing an extension of an anns race to space and to the practical
measures which the USSR had taken unilaterally. for instance. the moratorium on the launching of anti-satellite
weapons (A/SPC/39/SR.41. p.9).

"A/C.1/39/L.3.
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The delegations of socialist states (Bulgaria, Byelorussian SSR, Poland, Hungary,
Czechoslovakia, Cuba, Vietnam, Mongolia and others) were critical of "militaristic forces"
for taking practical steps toward the militarization of outer space and transforming it into
a theatre of war "with a view to achieving global military supremacy." They stated that
the plans to acquire military superioriry were "illusory and advenruristic."
The USSR delegation spoke in detail on the concrete proposals of the USSR
Government to ensure peace in outer space." Regarding in particular the 1983 Soviet
Draft Treary, it was stated that the Draft provided for a combination of political and legal
obligations by States to prevent the use of force against one another in space and from
space, and measures of material nature aimed at preventing the militarization of outer
space. The USSR representative suggested that CD could take up the 'questions'of a material
nature and COPUOS could examine the question of political and legal obligations. Such
political and legal obligations in his view could form the content of an addirional protocol
to the 1967 Outer Space Treary."

Conclusion
The general debate in the SPC and the analysis of positions. of states clearly showed
the serious differences on certain important matters relating to outer space. Although
a sense of moderation and self-restraint prevailed during the discussion of Agenda Item
72 in the SPC and its working group, which was established under the chairmanship of
Austria to prepare a draft resolution, the adoption of the resolution as it was anticipated,
from the beginning proved not' to be an easy task. In fact, until the last moment the
adoption of the resolution by consensus appeared to be an elusive goal. A number of
meetings of the working group as well as numerous informal consultations on bilateral
and multilateral bases did not bting positive results. A compromise, however, was reached
on the basis of the second Austrian draft resolution,"a text which made it possible for
all groups of States to go along with a modified mandate of COPUOS and its Legal SubCommittee. As a result, this text of the draft resolution sponsored by Austria on behalf
of the working group was adopted on December 6, 1984, by a consensus of the SPC.
Accordingly, on December 14, 1984, the General Assembly, upon recommendation of
the SPC, adopted Resolution 39196 on Item 72 by consensus and not, as was the case
last year, by vote. It is worthwhile to note that the questions on which the Member States
were divided in 1983, and which did not make it possible to adopt a consensus resolution,
related mainly to two agenda items before COPUOS and its Legal Sub-Committee. The
two agenda items were as follows: (a) the inclusion in the Committee's agenda of an item
on the militarization of outer space and (b) the new strengthened mandate of the Legal

4'The socialist states welcomed the 1981 Soviet proposals for the conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition
of the stationing of weapons of any kind in outer space (Doc. A/36/192) and the 1983 Soviet proposal for the
conclusion of a treaty on the prohibition of the use of force in outer space and from space against the earth
(Doc. A/38/194, April 23. 1983).10 their view. together with the unilateral Soviet commitment not to be the
first to deploy any type of anti-satellite weapons in space, these initiatives were designed to strengthen peace
and security. By the same token they drew attention to the new Soviet proposal on the use of outer space exclusively
for p~ceful purposes for the benefit of mankind submitted at the current session of the GA (Doc. A/39/243,
September 27, 1984). These countries also stated that they should positively consider any prpposals aimed at
reversing dangerous trends with respect to outer space. In this regard they expressed their suppOrt of the Indian
proposal to declare a moratorium on the testing and deployment of any kind of weapons in outer space.
"A/SPC/l9/SR.42. p.ll.
"S/SPC/l9/L33.
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Sub-Committee regarding the definition and delimitation of outer space and GSO. Those
basic differences, as was shown above, remained throughout the current session of the
General Assembly, as well.
On the question of demilitarization, Resolution 39196 urged "all States, in particular
those with major space capabilities, to contribute actively to the goal of preventing an
arms race in outer space;' and requested COPUOS to "consider, as a matter of priority,
ways and means for maintaining outer space for peaceful purposes." The language of
Resolution 39196 compared with last year's Resolution 38/30 was softened. For instance,
it does not contain provisions regarding negotiations with a view to reaching agreements
on prevention of an arms race in outer space. But still the new mandate of COPUOS
continued to be a priority item, and in our view it does not exclude the possibility of
discussing at its next session the questions of militarization of outer space. As to the second
major area of disagreement, the old mandate of the legal Sub-Committee, i.e., to elaborate
general principles to govern the rational and equitable use of GSO, was changed to
"consideration of ways and means to ensure the rational and equirable use of the
geostationary orbit without prejudice to the role of lTD." Finally, all three items before
the legal Sub-Committee, i.e., remote sensing, NPS and definition/GSO, will be
considered in working groups and there is no mention in the resolution of priority
treatment with respect to any of them.
Neither the Group of 77 and the socialist states, nor the western countries, were
entirely satisfied with the resolution because it did not take into account all of their
concerns. The adoption of the resolution by consensus, however, was regarded by many
Member States as a positive step which could strengthen the work of COPUOS and its
sub-committees.

Boris Khabirov
Senior legal Officer,
Office of legal Affairs,
United Nations

(b) Short Accounts
3. Symposium on "International Security and Outer Space'; McGill University,
March 16-17, 1984.
On 16-17 March 1984 the Centre for Research of Air and Space Law - the research
arm of the Institute - of McGill University (Montreal) hosted a symposium organized
by the United Nations Association in Canada and the Canadian Student Pugwash on
"International Security and Outer Space".
One year after President Reagan's noted "Star Wars Speech" it was an appropriate
timing to evaluate the use of space to maintain peace and security on earth.
The Conference.opened by the Minister a/Defense of Canada gathered 100 attendants
who heard a message sent by (as he was then) Prime Minister Trudeau stressing the
Canadian position toward "a treaty to prohibit the development. testing and deployment
of all weapons for use in outer space. The Government is actively pursuing this priority
in the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva. One of the ideas we have been discussing
is a ban on high-altitude anti-satellite systems".
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The Minister a/Defense emphasized the role of satellites in preserving world peace:
Some programs have become indispensable to the preservation of world peace and
deterrance; to the efficient and effective use of our limited resources, military and civilian;
and to the capability and effectiveness of most" arms control initiatives. This can be seen
in the increasing reliance on space based systems by both sides . . . for example. the Soviet
Union conducts some·90 to 100 space launches annually and maintains at least 50 satellites

active at all rimes. The majority of these perform military functions (which) include:
satellite-relayed communications; photographic reconnaissance in suppon of strategic and
taetical forc~ electronic intelligence satellite systems; launch-detection satellites to provide
early warning of US ICM launches; navigation satelliteS; and ocean reconnaissance satellites.

Although they maintain fewer military satellites in orbit. the United States also carries
out a full range of military space activities similar to those listed for the Soviet Union.
Many of the US and- Soviet military satellite systems contribute immeasurably to strategic
stability and the maintenance of peace. The Washingcon.Moscow 'hot line', for example,
is borne on a satellite communication link. The strategic communications satellites, launch
detection satellites and warning systems help guard against accidental war by the early
detection of launches and by the positive control of national command if a launch is
suspected.
Indeed arms control requires that both sides be protected against surprise. This would
be very difficult if not impossible to achieve without the monitoring and verification
provided from space systems.

It should be noted that these activities, military per se, are not prohibited as per
An. 4 of the Outer Space Treaty of 1967 which only prevents the placing in orbit of nuclear
weapons or any other kind of weapons of mass destruction. It is, nevenheless, well known
that both superpowers are now developing so-called "killer satellites" which would destroy
the adversary's spacecraft in orbit.
Mr. Rdph Chipman from the Outer Space Division of the United Nations Directorate
made a rapid review of the efforts and achievements of ¢e United Nations in the field
of outer space and its peaceful uses from the 1967 Outer Space Treaty to the present
discussion within the U.N. Committee on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space.
The major discussion on President Reagan's "High Frontier Project" which planned
to launch in orbit a shield of 432 satellites to destroy any attacking Soviet missiles, was
led by two prominent American scientists: Dr. Jock Ruina, Professor of Engineering and
head of the Arms Control and Defense Policy Program at M.LT., and Dr. Michael May,
Associate Director at large of the Lawrence Livennore National Laboratory at the Universiry
of California. Both speakers expressed some reservation about the feasibiliry and the
efficiency of the project. On one side, the precision required to obtain a useful protection
requires the development of a powerful laser beam or panicle beam generator aboard
which is capable of operating from a spacecraft. The development of these weapons will
require enormous fmancial resources and the system itself may not even be affordable
as compared to present classical defense systems. Dr. May mentioned that the spacecraft
in orbit would also be very vulnerable to, for instance, the present killer satellites that
the Soviet Union has in its present State of technology. It was also mentioned that the
precision and short time needed to reach small targets OIl. earth make the deployment
of weapons pennanently orbiting very difficult and not such a logical choice against a target.
Since a Soviet scientist was invited but unable to panicipate, it became the task of
Dr. NicholasJohnson from Teledyne Brown Engineering (Colorado Springs) to talk about
the Soviet space system, at least as well informed Western sources know about it. On
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the Canadian side, it was Dr. Franklin, Director General, Applications Branch, Department
of Communications, who gave a survey of Canadian participation in space activities in
the furure from the Mobile Telecommunication Satellite Programme, the Radarsat for
remote sensing and possible participation in the NASA Space Station Program. Dr. Freleigh
Osborne of SPAR Aerospace Ltd. presented in detail some of the Canadian involvement
in space activities at present, and Col. Ron Cleminson, Department of External Affairs,

made a presentation on the position of the Canadian Government on the Arms race in
space.
The final address at the closing banquet was made by Marc Garneau, the first
Canadian astronaut who is going ro participate in the space shuttle mission in October
1984 during which Canada will make some purely civilian and scientific experiments such
as a srudy of space sickness. Mr. Garneau, who was a Canadian Air Force officer, noted
that the present military activities in outer space are accepted by both sides as stabilizing
but it appears that when one of the two superpowers achieves a technological advance
over the other and obtains a son of power advantage the stability is broken. He concluded
therefore in favor of more bilateral and multilateral international cooperation for the
sharing of knowledge in order to avoid technology gaps which reduce the credibility of
a stable balance of power.
The Symposium was a major success but, unfonunately, the papers are not going
to be published.

Jean Louis Magdelinat
Assistant Director, Instirute and
Centre of Air and Space Law, McGill University

4. International Symposium on Space Lab held in Naples and Caprifrom 11-16June 1984.
The University of Naples and especially the "Istiruto di Aerodinarnica Umbeno
Nobile" has organized an International Symposium on Spacelab, stressing the relevant
results, implications and perspectives. Prof. Dr. L. Napolitano has given all his capacities
and energy to make this symposium a big success. Both E.S.A. and N.A.S.A. took part
in the organization. There were twO big Forums, each covering a full day. The first one
on the subject "From Spacelab to space stations" was held in the prestigious, old castle
Maschio Al).gioino in Naples. Scientific expertS of E.S.A. and N.A.S.A., among them
mission specialists, gave a general overview of the development of space stations. Moderator
was Sen. Luigi Granelli from the Ministty for Scientific Research and Technology.
The Second Forum was held in the Europe Palace Hotel in beautiful Anacapri and
dealt with the utilization and the legal/economic aspects of space systems. Severallecrures
were given on the legal aspects of space activities dealing with the liability and insurance
. problems of launching states. Other lecrures were devoted to the legal aspects of radio
broadcasting via satellites and the need lor a remote sensing international agency. Industrial
interest in space activities, space industrialization and problems related to peaceful uses
of nuclear energy in space were other topics that were discussed. Between these forums
there were general lecrures and also five workshops on life sciences.
The great merit of the symposium was not only the number of interesting lecrures
presented but also the possibility for all representatives of different disciplines to discuss,
in warm surroundings full of hospitality, the major developments in space by looking
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at the topics from different angles. The University of~aples has started a vety fortunate
initiative that desetves continuing so as to open the opportunity for a wider perspective
on the development of space activities.

LH.Ph.Diederiks-Verschoor
President, International Institute
of Space Law (IAF)

5. Study week on 'The Impact of Space Exploration on Mankind'; Rome, 1-5 October.
1984
Social, economic, cultural, legal and moral aspects of the impact of space exploration
on mankind have become subjects of growiog ioterest io the world community as reflected
io the conferences convened by different iostitutions, both national.and international,
in recent years. A teleconference on "Space Deontology" organized by UNESCO io
-December 1983, a debate on "The Deontology of the Conquest of Space" held duriog
the plenary session of the Academy of the Kingdom of Morocco in March 1984, a
Symposium on "The Conditions Essential for Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful Uses"
organized joiorly by the United ~ations University and the International Institute of Space
Law (!lSL) and held io the Peace Palace, The Hague, io March 1984, are just a few examples
of such meetings. These meetings were devoted to a deeper consideration of both the
benefits and tensions arisiog from human activities in the space environment. To these
endeavors, a new contribution has just been made at a Study Week on "The Impact of
Space Exploration on Mankind" convened by the Pontifical Academy of Sciences io Rome,
1-5 October 1984_
The Pontifical Academy is a permanent scientific iostirution of the Holy See, with
individual membership from among outstanding scientists of many countries, both
developed and developiog. In recent years, this learned body, headed by its President
Professor Carlos Chagas of Brazil, has initiated several actions related to the impact of
scientific developmenrs that pose problems and even cause grave concerns for humanity.
Probably the most significant amongst them has been the meeting of representatives of
national academies of sciences that was held in Rome on 23-24 September, 1982. Sixty
representatives of renowned scientific iostirutions around the world, from both the East
and the West, from -developed and developiog countries, actively participated in this
meeting. A "Declaration on the Prevention of ~uclear War" emerged from these
deliberations and was unanimously adopted by "The assembly of Presidents of Scientific
Academies and other Scientists from all over the World". It was declared in this document,
inter alia, that 'The current arms race increases the risk of nuclear war. The ra~e must
be stopped, the development of new more destructive weapons must be curbed, and
nuclear forces must be reduced, with the ultimate goal of complete nuclear disarmament:'
A call upon all nations was made "never to be the fIrst to use nuclear weapons", "to abide
by the principle that force or the threat of force will not be used against the territorial
integrity or polirical independence of another State" and "to take all practical measures
that reduce the possibility of nuclear war by accident, miscalculation or irrational action".
Fioally, an appeal to national leaders, scientists, teligious leaders and people everywhere
was made "to insist that the avoidance of war is a common responsibility, to combat the
belief that nuclear conflict is unavoidable, and to labour unceasiogly towards ensuring
the future of generations to come."1

Ie! Pontificiac Academiae Scienciarvm Docvmenta 4: Declaration on Prevention of Nuclear War,
September 1982, pp. 9·11.

23-24
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The new initiative of the Pontifical Academy of Sciences, that relating to space
exploration and its impact on mankind. was conceived along similar lines. Invitations
to participate in a Study Week on ''The Impact of Space Exploration on Mankind" were
extended to representatives of different institutions and also to outstanding individuals
active in space related research allover the world, some of them members of the Academy.
The meeting was held at the official seat of the Academy, the Casina Pio IV in the
Vatican Gardens. It was opened by the President of the Pontifical Academy, Profossor
Chagas and chaired by a member of the Academy from India, Profossor M.G.K. Menon.
The UN Secretary-General honored the Study Week by his message.
After the introductory address of the President of the Academy, cwo more general
papers, dealing respectively with "The advances of our understanding of the srructure
of the Universe" and "Space Station: The potential to serve humanity through science,
exploration and utilization", were delivered.
Among those submitting a paper to this meeting were Profossor J. H Carver of
Australia, Chairman of the Scientific and Technical Sub-Committee of COPUOS, Dr.
A. C. Clarke, the renowned science-fiction wtiter living in Sri Lanka, Profossor lash Pal
of India, formerly Secretary-General of UNISPACE 82, Dr. R. Sunaryo, Head of the
Aeronautics and Space Research Institute in Indonesia and Vice-President of the lAP,
Profossor L. Leprince-Ringuet of France, one of the founding architects of CERN, R. E.
Butler, Secretary-General of lTU, Geneva, Dr. A. Caruso, Secretary-General of Eutelsat,
Paris, Dr. R. Colina, Director General of Intelsat, Washington, and others.
The. discussion mostly concentrated on problems relating to satellite communications
and remote sensings. To those topics a particular attention was also dedicated in the speech .
pronounced by His Holiness, Pope John Paul II duting a private audience offered by him
for the participants of the Study Week on the second day and also in the introduction
made by the President of the Academy at this occasion.'
At the end of the Study Week a summary of deliberations was prepared and discussed.
It was divided into three parts: Space Technology- Applications fur the Benefit of Mankind,
Telecommunications Satellites, and Future Uses of Space.
Similarly, as was done after previous meetings, the Pontifical Academy of Sciences
intends to public an infurmation document in which the substance and outcome of the
deliberations on outer space problems will be summarized. Moreover, all submitted papers
are expected to be published in a volume of the Proceedings of the Study Week.

Dr. Vladimir Kopal
Chief, Outer Space Affairs Divison,
United Nations

6. Hamburg Colloquium on Legal Aspects of Space Stations, October 3-4, 1984.
On October 3 and 4, 1984, the Institute of Air and Space Law of Cologne University
and the German Society fur Aeronautics and Astronautics organized in cooperation with
the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology an international Colloquium entitled
"Space Stations - Legal Aspects of Scientific and Commercial Use in a Framework of
ilansatlantic Cooperation". The site of the Colloquium was the Hamburg Chamber of
Commerce. Some 70 experts from different partS of the world participated, especially

lThe full text of these speeches was published in Osservatore Romano. 3 October 1984).
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from Nonh America and Western Europe. Among those participants were lawyers and
other Government officials participating in the present negotiations on space station

developments between western governments as well as practicioners from the space industry
and many leading academic space law experts from western university centres. The
significance given in Germany to the Colloquium was illustrated by two receptions, hosts
of which were the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce, the Hamburg Senate and the Federal
Ministry of Researeh and Teehnology.
The initiative for this Colloquium had been given by the German Government. As
is well known, President Reagan, in his State of the Union Message of January 1984.
announced the intention of the United States to develop and build space stations. This
new direction of the US. space program was endorsed by the US. Congress. when it
approved President Reagan's full fiscal year 1985 space station funding request. On this
background. NASA already early in 1984 started discussions with the western European
states as well as Canada and Japan with a view to transatlantic cooperation in this field.
These discussions were without doubt the main reason for the German Federal Ministry
for Researeh and Technology to approaeh the Institute of Air and Space Law with the
question, whether they could organize some kind of a meeting on the legal aspects of
space stations. since vety little information was available in this regard. Sueh information
was considered necessary also in view of competitive alternatives to the US. program
presently discussed. sueh as projects like COLUMBUS or a combination of ARIANE 5,
HERMES and COLUMBUS or similar efforts of the Soviet Union. But, as indicated. in
its title. the focus of this Colloquium was transatlantic cooperation in the development,
construction and assembly of space stations as presently discussed between the western
industrialized States. Possible future cooperations with the Soviet Union or Third World
countries in this field was. therefore. left to eventual funher meetings,
The meeting started with an introduction by the author of this report as the organizer
of the Colloquium. The introduction dealt shortly with the political. teehnological and
economic background of the space station effort. the relative role of lawyers in this effort
and the function of the Colloquium. It indicated that with regard to the question what
could be a realistic aim for this Colloquium at this particular time. one should realize
that the technical. economic and political aspects of space stations will be dominating
the funher discussion. but that on the other hand space efforts in the past have proved
to several governments and enterprises that not being aware of all legal alternatives and
legal consequences may entail economic and political disadvantages. Indeed. the
Colloquium proved useful as an exchange of basic information and a discussion of basic
alternatives and consequences. The program of the Colloquium provided first a general
background and then a transition to specific stages and aspects. Though many statements
and comments duting and after the Colloquium stressed how valuable this first exchange
was thought to be for the ongoing practical and academic work regarding space stations.
it also became clear that mueh more specific details will have to be discussed at a later
srage. once space station technology. utilization and architecture have been further clarified.
Within the limited space available for this report it is not possible to present
summaries of the many extensive and highly specific papers presented at the Colloquium
as well as the relating discussion. The proceedings of the Colloquium will be published
in the Studies in Air and Space Law of the Institute of Air and Space Law of Cologne
University. But at least hereafter the main speakers and the topics of their papers may
be mentioned.
The f!!St session whieh was ehaired by Professor Nicolas Matte, the Director at tile
McGill Institute of Air and Space Law in Montreal. dealt with general aspects. The teehnical
and economic context of the transatlantic space station effOrt was presented by Dr. Greger
from the German Federal Ministty for Researeh and Technology and by K. Pedersen from
<
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NASA. Papers on the legal context were presented by Ez/ene Galloway (Washington. D.C.)
from the International Institute of Space Law with the topic "Relevance of General
Multilateral Space Conventions" and by Professor P. Haanappel (Montreal) with the topic
"Possible Models from Specific Space Agreements".
The second session on "Construction. TransPOrt. Assembly in Space of Space Stations"
was chaired by Dr. 0. weve, the Chairman of the German Aerospace Industries Association
(Bonn). Here, Dr. M. Boure!y (Paris). the former Legal Counsel of ESA. spoke on
"Agreements between States and with International Organizations". Dr. E. Wolff from
Dornier System GmbH in the German space industry and R. Stowe from Satellite Business
Systems (Virginia) both gave papers on contracts of and with private enterprises. R. Stowe's
paper was presented by F. Tuttle. also from Satellite Business Systems. Then the author
of this report presented a paper on ''Applicable Law and Dispute Sertlement" and A.
Bauer (Munich) from the insurance group. Deutscher Lufrpool. spoke on insurance in
this context.
The third session was chaired by Professor C. Christol (Los Angeles) and dealt with
"Operation of Space Stations". Dr. w: von Kries (Bonn/Washington. D.C.) from the by
far largest space research institution in Germany. DFVLR. presented a paper on "State
Supervision and Registration". Nezi Hosenball, NASA:s General Counsel. addressed specific
legal questions arising in the cuttent status of space station development in such fields
as international law. national law of tortS. of taXation and of liability. Professor S. Goro1le
(Mississippi) specifically examined the present space conventions in this context. especially
their applicability and the gaps for which provisions are still lacking.
The final session was chaired by Professor Isabella Diederiks-Verschoor (Utrecht). the
President of the lnternationallnstitute of Space Law. It dealt with "Exploitation of Data
and Products". The aspects of law and practice in Western Europe were presented by
Professor E Beier from the Max-Planck-Institute for Foreign and International Patent.
Copyright. and Competition Law in Munich. the aspects of law and practice in the United
States by Barbara Luxenberg from the Department of Commerce in Washington. D.C.
"Experiences of International Organizarions" were then the topic of the final paper by
G. 1Ian Reeth from ESA in Paris.
, All sessions were followed by a discussion which quite often brought up additional
perspectives from the participants' specific backgrounds in govemment or industrial practice
or legal or other research. Indeed. this combination of practitioners and academics in
the field was one of the outstanding characteristics of this meeting. Finally it might be
pointed out that some of the discussions continued among a number of the participants.
when they artended the following week in Lausanne the Colloquium of the International
Institute of Space Law which had devoted one of its sessions to legal aspects of large space
structures.

Karl-Heinz Bockstiegel
Chair for International Business Law and
Director of the Institute of Air and Space Law.
Cologne. FRG
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7. The 27th Colloquium on the Law a/Outer Space. Lausanne, 8·13 October 1984.
The Twenty-Seventh Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space took place from October
8 through the 13th. 1984. in the Congress Building of Lausanne. Palais de Beaulieu. during
the XXXIV Congress of the International Astronautical Federation (JAF). The Colloquium
was well attended by not only lawyers from all parts of the world .but also by several
representatives of the United Nations.
The five subjects discussed during the four official sessions of the Colloquium were:
(1) Space Law and Domestic Law; (2) Space Activities and Intellectual Property. including
Industrial Property; (3) Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space; (4) Legal Aspects of Large
Space Structures; and (5) Conditions Essential for Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful
Uses.
After the opening of the Colloquium by the President of the International Institute
of Space Law. the first session was chaired by a Swiss lawyer. Mr. H. Bourgeois. Mr.
Bourgeois, who is President of the Swiss Association of Air Law. has a great interest in
space law developments.
Various authors. who had chosen space law and domestic law as their subject.
contributed papers which highlighted their respective national regulations on space I.w.
Because of the great number of contributions to this subject. its general discussion had
to be postponed until the next session in spite of the efficient guidance of Mr. Bourgeois.
Thus the second session. which was chaired by Dr. G. Gill from Hungaty began with
a discussion. With reference to the question of whether Article I. para. 2 of the Outer
Space Treaty could be regarded as "jus cogens". Professor Gorove pointed OUt that part
of the article which states that "there shall be free access to all areas of celestial bodies"
is a general provision which is limited by Article XII providing for a conditional right
of visitation of stations and other facilities on the moon on the basis of reciprocity and

certain other requirements.
Dr. Maiorsk; observed that commercialization was now common practice and therefore.
space activities should be profitable. The centtal problem encountered was the question
of who would get the profit. Also. it was noted that there was not enough control over
nongovernmental entities and Article VI of the Space Treaty of 1967 mentions
nongovemmental entities only as an exception. not as a tule. The base involved was national
registration.
.
Mr. Hosenball thought that the primaty question might be who was investing. He
suggested that the United States was concerned with investments in novel ways in space.
Even though the United States would not be motivated by profit. the result of the
investment would be advantageious to the entire world. The launching state would be
liable. even in case of joint programs. Professor Haanappel was of the opinion that Article
VI of the Space Treaty of 1967 was applicable in cases of commercialization and therefore.
that the state could be held liable. He asked Mr. Steptoe why commercial licensing systems
were not established in the United States. Mr. Steptoe stressed that it was not the profit
but the prestige which was important to the state and that there was no intention to
provide regulations which prevented the involvement of private companies.
Following this discussion. the subjects "Space Activities and Intellectual Property
(including Industtial Property)" and "Nuclear Power Sources in Outer Space" were treated.
Several authors who had submitted papers on "Space Law and Domestic Law" were unable
to attend this discussion. However. this second session evoked a good deal of interest
from-among other contributors-Professor Haanappel of Canada. Dr. Maiorski, who
presented a paper written by Mr. Terekhov, and Professor Tesauro of Italy.
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The papers presented during the third session on "Legal Aspects of Large Space
Structures" showed very interesting developments of space stations. Professor Gorove spoke
on issues of liabiliry and damage, while many other speakers addressed different aspects.
Professor Haanappel chaired this session.
The fourth session followed in an armosphere of cooperation with an informative
discussion of the "Conditions Essential for Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful Uses."
This subject had previously been discussed informally at the United Nations Universiry
(in cooperation with the International Institute of Space Law) by 29 experts in the fields
of space law and international relations. The Symposium on Outer Space for Peaceful
. Uses" was held March 12-15, 1984, at the Peace Palace. The Hague, Netherlands. It was
helpful on this occasion to hear the opinions from a large group of experts.
.
During the discussion, Dr. Jasentuliyana brought up the current state of negotiations
within the United Nations Committee on Disarmament. After presenting an overview
of the Italian and the two Soviet proposals on the demilitarization of outer space, Dr.
Jasentuliyana pointed out the flaws in the proposals. He further discussed the debate
within the United States on outer space arms control and concluded by saying that any
success of an international agreement on arms control in space would strongly depend
on the outcome of national discussions within the United States between the Reagan
Administration and Congress. Professor Christol discussed the problems associated with
different points of view related to the question of whether demilitarization of outer space
should be considered within the Commitree of Disarmament or within the COPUOS.
He also discussed the present debate within the United States and the implications of
these discussions on the United States and the implications of these discUssions on the
United States/Soviet dialogue concerning ASAT-s
Eilene Galloway gave a summary of the conference on "Conditions Essential for
Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful Uses:' held at the Peace Palace. She emphasized
the importance of the conclusions reached at that conference. The proceedings of the
Hague Colloquium will be published in a book by the United Nations Universiry.
Dr. Maiorski and Mr. Piradov then clarified both the intentions and the interpretation
of the Soviet draft of the 'lfeary on the Prohibition of the Use of Force in Outer Space
and from Space against the Earth.
Ms. SJems and Mr. Tennen, who analyzed the militarization of outer space as seen
from different strategic theoties, showed that the result of the militarization of outer space
. would result in instabiliry among the nations of the earth and would lead to an
uncontrolled escalation in the arms race.
.
Mr. Stoebner gave an overview of several ideas and proposals on the demilitarization
of outer space and the economic warfare advanced by different scholars. He stressed the
need for the involvement of the United Nations in the implementation of an international
air and space organization. Thereafter, Mr. Vereshchetin righrly emphasized that
... the urgency of negotiations on the prevention of militarization of outer space both
on multilateral (Conference of Disarmament, U.N. Space Committee) and on bilateral
(USSR·USA) basis is necessitated by historical experience which testifies to the faCt that
it is always easier to agree on the prohibition and elimination of those lcinds of weapons
which have not yet been created or deployed.

At the conclusion of this session Professor Gorove stated that one of the most
important tasks in maintaining outer space for peaceful uses was to move the international
communiry away from the brink of human disaster and explore areas of possible agreement
between the leading space powers on arms control measures in relation to outer space.
One such area was covered in a proposal which he had made at The Hague Symposium
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in March 1984 whicil was attended by a number of distinguished aurhorities from borh
developing and developed nations, including rhe United States and rhe Soviet Union.
The proposal which was endorsed by rhe Symposium panicipants, was to incorporate rhe
Moon Agreement's control provisions into a separate agreement since the Moon Agreement
was not likely to be ratified in rhe near future eirher by rhe United States or the Soviet
Union for reasons unrelated to arms control. Professor Gorove suggested only one change
in rhe relevant text to rhe effect rhat rhe flrst sentence of Article 3, para. 2 should read:
''Any hostile act or threat of a hostile act, including rhe rhreat or use of force in a hostile
manner on rhe moon is prohibited." He felt rhat this language more accurately reflected
rhe scope of rhe prohibition.
At rhe end of rhis Twenty-Sevenrh Colloquium of rhe International Institute of Space
Law, Ambassador Finch handed rhe panicipanrs a note which contained rhe teX! of a
Magna Carta of outer ~pace wirh ten principles for all narions. He invited rhe panicipants
to give rheir opinions on rhe content of rhe text. The first reaction came from Dr. Maiorski
who criticized rhe purpose of a new Magna Carta by arguing rhat rhe Outer Space Treaty
of 1967 could already be viewed as a Magna Carta. Moreover, he argued rhat "rhe province
of mankind" in rhe 1967 treaty was different from rhe "common heritage of mankind"
in rhe Moon Treaty; rhe 1967 treaty refers to an area where functions take place. He
contended rhat outer space had to be viewed as a whole. The concept of common heritage
in rhe Moon Treaty was limited. Anorher observation was rhat rhere was no registration
of celestial bodies, but only of space objects. It was contended rhat celestial bodies could
not be objects of national expropriation.
The chairmen at rhe colloquium were assisted by Mrs. M. Mikl6dy and by students
Vtzn Der Heyden and De Vries.
Finally;-it should be noted rhat rhe International Institute of Space Law cooperated
in an =ellent Roundtable session of technicians· and lawyers. This session was chaired
by Dr. Kopal and rhe rapporteur was Dr. Bourely. The subjettw.. "Present and Expected
Uses of Outer Space and Problems of Protecting rhe Space Environment."
Professor Christol, Dr. Gal, Dr. jasentuliyana and several participants, including
Professor Gorove, from rhe audience took part in what was a lively discussion.'

Prof Dr. l.HPh. Diederiks-Verschoor
President, International Institute of Space Law (lAF)

8. Symposium on Space Safety and Rescue, IAF Congress, Lausanne, Oct. 9, 1984.
One of rhe sessions of rhe 17rh IAA International Symposium on Space Safety and
Rescue was held on October 9rh 1984 and concern for regulations was paramount. The
paper presented by Dr. Lubos Perek entitled "Views on International Approaches to rhe
Regulation and Safety Assurance of Space Activities" was an excellent summary of rhe
present situation. He pointed out rhe need for rhe good will of nations to ensure rhe
cartying out of any regulations, and pointed to rhe 1967 Outer Space Treaty as rhe most
important and beautiful of all rhe international agreements since it took into consideration
rhe interests of mankind as a whole and not rhe interests of a single state. It remains
universal in concept, unlike most orher treaties. Dr. Perek noted that it was only in
communications, wirh rhe detailed regulations of rhe ITU Convention, rhat nations had
joined to maintain order, yet rhere was a great need for additional regulations to ensure

*Foc an account of the Roundtable, see the report by Dr. Kopal, infra,
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space safety and rescue, particularly with respect to qualifications of personnel and
spaceworthiness of vehicles.
In the infonnal discussion following Dr: Perek's talk, Edwin ''Buzz'' Aldrin, the second
person to walk on the moon, also emphasized the imponance of regulations to cover
"spacewonhiness" and questioned whether space stations in the present configuration
were good for the long term. He elaborated funher on Dr. Perek's remarks by noting
that the inclinations of orbits needed continual review since the present U.S. Space Shuttle
orbit limits the ability of other nations to come to assistance in rescue operations. Items
of rescue and retrieval reveal the need for mpre correlation between advanced planners
and decision makers, as well as for regulations.
Another item in need of international attention is orbital data. Dr. Perek noted that
six elements are needed for the accurate computation of orbital data, and while three
of them are known, the other three are in constant change. There is no international
registry of such data, nor are there international regulations to limit the amount of debris.
Possible solutions include intentional decay (destruction) of space objects and disposal
orbits. However, as pointed out by Bob Davis of the Aerospace Corporation, such ponective
devices would be the first thing to go when a budget is cut, and the problem is likely
to get worse. Mr. U Thomas, from the Technical University of Berlin, analyzed the varied
''Alternative Operational Modes and Cost of Removing Geostationary Satellite Debris"
and noted that the need for regulation was now, in as much as 340-380 satellites were
expected to be in geostationary orbit by the end of this decade. The number of
inoperational satellites is increasing and funher collision possibilities arise with space objects
that petiodically cut into the geostationary orbit and for which there are no data available.
Mr. R. Mamen, from the Department of Communications in Ottawa, pointed out
that, at best, one can predict up to 35 or 40 percent, but usually only up to 10 percent,
of a satellite's Iiferime. Mr. Perek agreed with this esrimate and emphasized that not even
the landing of a satellite can be predicted with cenainty, noting the problems of Skylab
in 1978.
All participants at the Symposium agreed on the need for legal regulations to assist
with space safety and rescue. This same concern for regulation was expressed at the 14th
IAA International Symposium on Space Economics and Benefits, held on October 12th,
where the topic of Commercialization of Space Activities was addressed by many speakers
from France, Gennany and the United States.

M. Gorove
Rapponeur, IAA Symposium on
Space Safety and Rescue

9. Roundtable on Problems of Protecting the Space Environment, lAF Congress,
lausanne, 10 October 1984.
The Scientific-Legal roundtables, jointly organized by the International Academy
of Astronautics (IAA) and the International Institute of Space Law (IISL) under the scope
of International Astronautical Congresses of the IAF, mostly on a biennial basis have
evolved, during two decades of their appearances, as suitable forums for consideration
of the interaction of scientific, technological and legal questions resulting from space
.activities. At present, the roundtable is probably the sale forum existing in the international
non-governmental level which is trying to approach outstanding space problems on a
multidisciplinary basis and thus fairly reflect one of the principal aims shared by the IAF,
lAA and IISL.
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Two years ago, a roundtable on "Energy from Outer Space" was held during the 33rd
IAF Congress in Paris.' Papers submitted during that meeting, as well as an account of
the discussion, were published in English in the Proceedings of the Twenty-Fifth
Colloquium on the Law of Outer Space (pp. 337-368), and also were printed in 1983
in a book form in English and Spanish with the support of the Cordoba House of Culture
Foundation in Argentina.
Under the scope of the 35th IAF Congress another roundtable was organized, this
time on "Present and Expected Uses of Outer Space and Problems of Protecting the Space
Environment". This roundtable was held in Lausanne on 10 October 1984 and was already
the tenth in the series of meerings of this kind. Its aim was to outline the problems arising
from different kinds of present and future space activities and to relate the need fur
protecting the space environment against actual and possible harmful effects of such
activities. In particular, the question of the kinds of measures to be undertaken by the
nations developing space activities and the international community both on the technical
and legal fields in order to present such effects or to remove them was to be considered.
In the absence of the Chairman of the lAA Scientific-Legal Liaison Committee.}udge
Manfred Lctchs from the International COUrt of Justice, who was unable to arrive due
to the hearings held in the COUrt at that time, lng. Gen, PieTTe Contemou from France
and the undersigned chaired the roundtable. Seven papers were announced for this
roundtable and were included in its agenda.
The session was opened by a contribution of Dr. L. Perek from the Astronomical
Institute of the Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague, Czechoslovakia. In his paper
entided "Protection of Environment and of Space Activities", he first reviewed the exisring
space law instruments in the light of the given problem and concluded that there is an
apparent gap in this respect which may not have been crucial in the first decades of space
activities but which may become serious with the growing density of space traffic. He
then analyzed the existing hazards arising both from the regular activities in outer space
and the consequences of its militarization. Finally, the speaker emphasized that preventive
measureS should be introduced wherever possible. As to space debris, such measures might
consist in recommendations to restrier its number by suitable design and engineering,
by planning the life of any space object until its decay, by using disposal orbits or
intentional decay and by making monitoring data on space objects publicly available.
The gaps in space law should be discussed in the United Nations and eventually filled.
A thorough scientific and technical background for further considerations was then
provided in two contributions. The first one was delivered by Dr. E. A. Roth, Head of
Mission Analysis Office of the European Space Operations Centre (ESOC) in Darmstadt,
F.R.G. In his paper called "The Geostationary Ring. Physical Properties and Collision
Probability", Dr. Roth first clarified the notion of "Geostationary Ring" and presented.
new results concerning the collision hazard. He then concentrated on recommendations
of rather inexpensive measures which would prevent inereasing pollution of this nonrenewable resource. In specific terms he suggested to design litter free satellites, remove
deactivated satellites and avoid explosions. He concluded that especially the removal from
the geostationary ring is immediately feasible and requires only a few kilograms of fuel.
Another review of the actual situation in outer space, as well as present and expected
risks and possible remedies, was made in a contribution presented by Dr. Youri Zonov,
Director of Space Data Research Center, USSR Ministty of Fisheries. Dr. Zonov, who for
many years has specialized in pollution control and environmental protection, concentrated

"'fur an account of the Roundtable, see 10 1. SPACE L. 213·8 (1982).
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his attention. inter alia. on the risks arising from metals dispersed in the space environment
which penetrate into the air. the presence of which may endanger health of peoples.
"Protection of Outer Space from an Inefficient Use of the Orbit/Spectrum Resource"
was the subject of a paper presented by Professor Carl Q. Christol from the University
of Southern California. los Angeles. USA. First. he reviewed both physical and politicallegal problems relating to this topic and then he drew a number of conclusions. Among
them. he emphasized that the enormous utility of the orbit/spectrum resource to all
mankind should. in ptinciple. prevent its being used inefficiently. According to his opinion.
concerns over "guarantee in practice" of equal or equitable access to the resources should
not inhibit the efficient. economical. equal and equitable use of the resource. He concluded
that "it will only be as a result of the profitable use of the resource that conditions will
come about allowing for the formation of new ptinciples and new institutions able to
guarantee the practical right of all potential users to equal and equitable access."
Dr. Gyula Giil from the University of Budapest. Hungary. analyzed the problem
of protecting space environment in the light of the issue on delimiration of outer space.
He also raised the possibility of working out a special international convention dealing
with the subject.
.
A similar idea. namely the establishment of a legal and administrative framework
to mitigate environmental impact of space activities. was elaborated in greater detail in
a substantive paper presented by Dr. N. jasentuliyana, Deputy Chief of the Outer Space
Affairs Division. United Nations. He observed that while existing agreements established
general ptinciples of conduct. they failed to provide the necessary standards and procedures
by which space activities could be controlled and regulated to minimize or eliminate
harmful environmental effecrs caused by such activities. According to Dr. jasentuliyana, .
the best course of action would be the establishment of an international expett group
of scientisrs and technicians to review. assess and establish standards concerning space
activities that have environmental impact. The group would funher adopt "recommended
practices" in those areas in which the impact was not sufficiently critical to force States
to follow these practices without any varianrs. An international framework for the
establishment of the expettgroup should be laid by a special convention which would
serve as the enabling legislation of such standard-setting and to which the adopted
standards and recommended practices would be annexed.
In the last prepared paper. two law counsellors from the United States. Ms. Patricia
M. Stems and Leslie L Tennen presented a detailed picture of the current United States
policy toward protection of the outer space environment.
Duting the discussion that followed the presentations of the invited speakers.
additional valuable information relating to the subject was provided. Dr. Glor.ia Heath,
Chairman of the IAA Committee on Space Safety and Rescue Studies. informed the
roundtable on the activities accomplished and planned by this body underirs own terms
of reference. Dr. Malcolm G. Wolfe from the Aerospace Corporation in los Angeles. USA.
stressed the need for both closer studies and an international discussion of the problem
of space debris.
Other speakers suggested a more action oriented approach to the problem. Thus
Professor Stephen Gorove from the University of Mississippi.· USA. recommended
consideration of the various alternatives of particular policies that could be adopted. While
it was essential to know what the present law relating to this subject is, our major effott
should concentrate on the lex ferenda, bearing in mind different types of activities in
outer space. Professor Charles Ch. Oko/ie, Vice Chairman of the Continental Urica
Chamber of Commerce in Chicago. USA. recalled a collective responsibiliry of States for
the protection of space environment. This responsibility is expressed in general terms
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in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty and in the 1979 Moon Agreement, while sectorial
responsibility is specified in other instruments. He emphasized the concern of mankind
as a whole in this field. The intervention of Professor Aldo A. Cocca from Argentina
also went in this direction when he spoke against an unlimited and unilateral exploitation
of ollter space and its resources.
Some of the participants in the discussion favorably responded to suggestions for
elaborating international regulations of the problems involved. Thus e.g. Professor Kor!Heinz Bockstiegel. Director of the Institute of Air and Space Law of the Cologne University,
ER.G., pleaded for a close cooperation of technical and legal experts in order to work
out an appropriate framework for international standards and recommended practices.
Dr. Robert M. Bow17ZIZn, Director of the Institute for Space and Security Studies in Potomac,
USA, also concurred with the need for preventive measures in the form of international
regulations. He pointed OUt, however, that the most serious potential source of space
debris and environmental pollution is an arms race in space.
Finally, the Hon. Edward R. Finch from the USA drew the attention to some particular
aspects of the problem, such as the use of expendable launch vehicles, and the role of
some military objects in outer space to ensure national and international security. He
emphasized the necessity of avoiding any explosion in outer space, both intended and
unintended, as one of the urgent tasks of this time. It may be concluded that the
Roundtable on Problems of Protecting the Space Environment had a good attendance
and brought valuable suggestions both in the invited papers and the discussion.
The IAA Scientific-Legal Committee, which is responsible for organizing the scientificlegal roundtables, also held a meeting during the Lausanne Congress at which questions
of further activities were considered. Due to the growing interest in this type of discussion,
it was recommended that the next roundtable be already prepared for the forthcoming
International Astronautical Congress, to be held in Stockholm, Sweden, 7-12 October,
1985. The theme of this roundtable will be "Legal and Technical Implications of Space
Stations:' Besides general aspects of this subject, the discussion should concenrrate on
scientific, technical and legal problems perraining ro communication between space objects,
the danger of collisions, the re-enrry and other particular problems. Since the topic of
space stations attracts the ever growing attention of the international community of space
researchers, the Stockholm roundtable might become another step forward in this joint
venture of the International Academy of Astronautics and the International Institute of
Space Law.

Vladimir Kopa!
Chief, Outer Space Affairs Divison,
United Nations

10. Symposium Conference on Lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century,
!WJshington, D.c., Oct. 29-31, 1984.
A Symposium on "lunar Bases and Space Activities of the 21st Century" was held
by NASA on October 29-31, 1984 in the building of the National Academy of Sciences,
Washington, D.c. The purpose of the Symposium was to provide a forum for the =hange
of ideas on the uses of a base on the Moon for scientific, industrial and other purposes
and to shed light on the technological, economic, political, legal and other social
implications of such a base. It was anticipated that the conference would identify specific
needs and issues to be addressed prior to the initiation of a lunar base project.
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The conference was very well attended with over a hundred expertS addressing a whole
range of relevant topics and issues, much to numerous to list in a brief account. Among
the highlights were the keynote address by NASA AdministratorJames M. Beggs on the
"Challenge of a lunar Base: A Vision Reborn", the presentations by Krafft A. Ehricke
on "lunar Industrialization and Settlement-Birth of Polyglobal Civilization" and by
Edward Teller on "Science Applications of a lunar laboratory".
It was somewhat unfortunate that the discussions on the legal and policy issues were
not grouped together since this would have contributed to a sharper focus and better
interchange. Among the presentations were those by: Art Dula and Herb Linglon the
debate concerning the merits of competing internarionallegal frameworks governing the
utilization of lunar resources and C. C. Joyner and H. H. Schmitt on lunar bases and
extraterrestrial law where they discussed the general legal principles and also made a
proposal for a particular regime. This writer addressed issues relevant to the appropriation
of lunar resources, those of jurisdiction and control, liabiliry, regisrration as well as some
other issues.

Stephen Gorove
Universiry of Mississippi law Center

11. Other Events
The National Space Club held its fourth annual conference on June 19-20, 1984,
in Vienna, Virginia. The theme of the conference was "National Space Outlook: 1984;'
and presentations were made by senior NASA, DOD, NOAA and DOT officials.
The Space law Committee of the International law Association discussed inter alia,
a proposal presented by Professor Bilcksriegel for a draft convention on the settlement
of space law disputes during the Association's conference, held in Paris, August 26 to
September 1, 1984.
The Forum Committee on Air and Space law of the American Bar Association held
its second annual forum in Arlington, Virginia, on November 1-2, 1984. Among the
presentations were the legal implications of the U.S. goals regarding space privitization
and commercialization (1. J. Evans, Jr.), space privitization and commercialization from
the European perspective (George u'n Reeth), domestic satellite communications (philip
V. Permut) international satellite telecommunications (john B. Gantt), legal aspects of
special fmancing and invesrrnent mechanisms used for space ventures (Gary J. Miglicco,
Bruce W. Ferguson and Calliope K. Ligelis), NASA joint endeavor agreements (john E.
O'Brien), proteeting your clients' space invesrrnents (Daniel W. Vittum, Jr.), and insurance
losses and future space development (A. Michael Hewins).
A symposium on the Geostationary Orbit and the Prospects for WARC '85 was
sponsored by the Association of American law Schools in Washington, D.C., on January
6, 1985, and was chaired by Professor Stephen Gorove.
"International Business in Space" was the theme for a conference sponsored by The
Center for Space Policy, Inc., on January 9-11, 1985, in Washington, D.C. Topics of
discussion included the international space policy environment, intemational cooperation
in space science, space station development, advanced satellite communications, prospects
for commercial remote sensing, materials processing in space, and the launch services
market.
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12. Brief News
The Space Shuttle retrieved rwo satellites from useless orbits and returned them to
eatth; it also retrieved, repaired and redeployed a satellite in space ... NASA begins
selecring bids for a space station and formulates investment policy to encourage private
participation in commercial space ventures, but it faces increased competition from
Europe's Arianespace ... America's ftrst orbiring telescope is scheduled for launch in
1986 ... The Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) provides the ftrst infrared pictures
of our solar system ... The International Cometary Explorer (ICE) will be the ftrst
spacecraft to encounter a comet ... Two impottant legislations were passed by Congress.
The Land Remote Sensing Commercialization Act and the Commercial Space Launch
Act ... Eilene Galloway, a member of thisJournal's Editorial Board, was recently presented
the NASA Public Service Award for her outstanding achievements of advising the Congress
on legal and technical "'Pects of outer space, and her further service to the United Nations
and other international organizations in helping to develop a rational basis for international
space law.
B. Forthcoming Events
The 13th annual Friedmann Conference sponsored by the Columbia International
Law Sociery will be held on March 29, 1985 at Columbia University Law Schoo!. Its theme
will be ''Telecommunications'' addressing international legal issues of: direct broadcast
satellites, the upcoming W ARC and ttansborder data flows.
On April 26, 1985, the Association of the U.S. Members of the International Institute
of Space Law is planning to co-sponsor a panel discussion on arms control and U.S. policy
during the annual meeting of the American Society of International law in New York City.
The ':Asia Telecom '85" conference will be held in Singapore on May 14-18, 1985.
The 1985 IISL Colloquium will be held in Stockholm, Sweden, October 7-12, 1985.
The Colloquium topics include the following: 1. Maintaining Outer Space for Peaceful
Uses; 2. Comparison Berween Sea and Space Law, Especially in View of Exploration and
Exploration Activities; 3. Legal Problems of Registration of Space Objects; and 4. Space
Activities as the Subject of Space Law.

BOOK REVIEWS/NOTICES
Die Militan'sierung des We/traums, (The Militarization of Outer Space) by Dieter
O. A. Wolf, HubertUs M. Hoose and Manfred A. Dauses (Bernard & Graefe, Koblenz,
Fed. Rep. Germany, 1983), pp. 219.
The first step in the conquest of outer space was taken on 3 October 1942 when,
under the technical direction of Dr. WCrnher von Braun, the first large-scale rocket of
the world was launched from Peenemiinde to the vety threshold of outer space, reaching
a maximum height of some 86 km (53 miles). Those few lines are all that need to be
added to this historical survey of space flight contained in Chapter 1.
The three authors, a military expert, Hubertus Hoose, (a lieutenant-colonel in the
West German Air Force), a lawyer Manfred Dauses (a senior legal secretary at the European
Court ofJustice) and a political scientist, Dieter waif, (Professor of international relations
at Boston University, who sadly died in 1983 at the age of 44) each have established
reputations based upon numerous publications in their respective fields. The aim of the

book written. in German language, is

to

provide "basic information", but in fact it goes

much further. The writers give a clear but comprehensive survey of technological, political
and legal aspecrs of the military use of outer space and provide a lucid analysis of the
complex interacrion between progress in arms technology and developments in deferise
policy.
Chapter III, on technological developments for military use in outer space, forms
the core of the book. A brief summary of celesrial mechanics is followed by a thorough
review of the potential applications or arms technology in outer space and their military
implications. A hypothetical scenario of an all-out war involving the use of satellites is
then presented.
Chapter IV deals with the legal aspects and gives an outline of developments leading
to the conclusion of the Ourer Space neary and subsequent agreements. It reviews the
main themes of the law of outer space, with particular emphasis upon the demilitarization
clause in Asticle IV of the Outer Space neary.
The polirical scientist takes as his starting point in Chapter V the effect on the West
of the launching of the first sputnik ("Sputnik Shock"). It retraces the military and political
considerations which have so far helped to maintain peace, and pays particular attention
to crisis management and the political means available for defusing crises and bringing
them under control.
Narurally, it remains to be seen whether reasonable global polirical control, in the
form of Iimitarions upon the use of arms in space, can be achieved. This, the authors
hope, would make military strategies in outer space more predictable. The curbing of
the arms race in ourer space is currently a matter of grear concern throughout the world.
All in all, the appearance of this most stimulating and informative book could not have
been better timed.

Adntln Bueckling
Judge, Oberlandesgericht,
Koblenz (FRG)
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Space and Society: Challenges and Choices, (\Tolume 59, Science and Technology
Series), Edited by Paul Anaejionu, Nathan C. Goldman and Philip J. Meeks, published
for the American astronautical Society ofUnivelt, Inc., San Diego, California (1984),429
pages.

This volume is a compilation of papers which were presented at the Space and Society
Symposium held at the University of Texas at Austin in April, 1982. The central theme
of the symposium was the. underlying political and economic issues in mans' quest to
develop and colonize space.
The various topics discussed ioclude the American Government and space, political
economics and space, foreign space programs, space applications, and the future. The
articles examine the roles of the militaty, governmental agencies and the private sector
io applyiog space technology to ease the problems of depleted natural resources, the energy
crisis, food shortage, over population and other problems facing the world community.
The competition for commercial satellite launchings between NASA and the European
Space Agency is also examined, along with the advances made by Japan and China in
launching development.
SPace Safety and Rescue 1982-1983, edited by Glori. W. Heath (American
Astronautical Society, vol. 58, San Diego, Univelt, 1984), pp. 366.
This book is a compilation of the proceedings of the 15th and 16th International
Symposia on Space Safety and Rescue organized under the aegis of the International
Academy of Astronautics.
The materials presented are divided into two broad topics. The first topic concerns
the developing threat of space debris to space activities. The papers presented generally
poiot to the increasing threat of debris, how the debris may be detecred using existing
technologies, and offer suggestions as to how the danger may be alleviated as, fur example,
through design modiflcation of existing spacecraft.
One article io particular, by S. Neil Hosenball, describes the present U.S. procedures
for assuring the safety of private activities in space and notes that governments must take
an active role in ensuring the safety of both their own space programs and the programs

of nongovernmental entities.
The second topic of discussion pertaios to the potential uses of present space
technologies io the management of earthbound disasters and non-disaster situations such
as communicating with mobile craft and central response to isolate remote population
needs.
Telecommunications: Issues and Choices for Society, edited by Jerry 1. Salvaggio
(wngman, New York and wndon, 1983), pp.
This book contaios a group of essays by scholars in the field of telecommunications.
Among them are Roland S. Homet, Jr., a communications lawyer and a furmer director
of International Communications Policy at the u.s. International Communications Agency
and an article by Read. Their essays hold the most interest for the legal scholar.
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In his essay entitled "Monopoly Versus Competition: Social Effects of Media
Convergence", Hornet discusses the effect of monopoly on the telecommunications industry
and how effectively the FCC controls monopoly. He suggests that, especially when dealing
with large corporations such as IBM and AT&T, antitrust is quickly becoming a more
efficient safeguard than the current communications laws. Hornet lists protection of
personal privacy, freedom of expression, and stability of service among the imponant social
values at issue. He concludes by saying that as long as the public has a 'choice, the quality
of communications services should be guaranteed.
The arricle by Read entitled, 'The First Amendment Meets the Information Society;'
focuses on two landmark decisions: Red Lion Broadcasting Co. v. FCC and Miami Herald
Publishing Co. v Tornillo. Miami Herald deals with the right of reply, or lack thereof
of a politician to remarks printed in a newspaper. Red Lion discusses the different
'characteristics of print and broadcast media and the different standards that apply.
Both essays offer interesting reading peninent to law within the broader cOntext
of the "telecommunications revolution" with which the book deals.
Books Received
Paul Anaejionu, Nathan C. Goldman and Philip J. Meeks (eds.), Space and Society:
Challenges and Chokes (Ametican Astronautical Society, VoL 59, San Diego, Univelt,
1984).
Penelope J. Boston (ed.), The Case for Mars (American Astronautical Society, voL
57, San Diego, Univelt, 1984).
1. J. Carter and Peter M. Bainum (ed.s), Space: A Developing Role for Europe
(American Astronautical Society, voL 56, San Diego, Univelt, 1984).
W. David Compton and Charles D. Benson, living and WVrking in Spat:e: A History
ofSkylab (The NASA Histoty Series, Washington, D.C., National Aeronaurics and Space
Admiriistration, 1983).
Andrzej G6rbiel, International Organizations and Outer Space Activities (Prace
Miedzyuczelnianego Instyruru Nauk Politycznych Universyteru Lodzkiego, Lodz, 1984).
Gloria W. Heath (ed.), Space Safety andRescue 1982-1983 (American Astronautical
Society, voL 58, San Diego, Univelt, 1984).
N. Jasenruliyana and Ralph Chipman (eds.), International Space Programmes and

Policies-Proceedings ofthe Second United Nations Conference on the Exploration and
Peat:ejul Uses of Outer Spat:e (UNISPACE), Vienna, Austria, August 1982 (North-Holland,
Amsterdam, New York, Oxford, 1984).
Emil Konstantinov, The Principle ofSovereignty Over the Airspace in Contemporary
International Law (Publishing House of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences, Sofia, 1983).
Damodar Wadegaonkar, The Orbit of Space Law (Stevens, London, 1984).
Dieter O. A. Wolf, Hubertus M. Hoose and Manfred A. Dauses, Die Militarisierung
des weltraums (The Militarization of Outer Space, Bernard & Graefe, Koblenz, Fed. Rep.
Germany, 1983.
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CURRENT DOCUMENTS
REQUEST FOR THE INCLUSION OF AN ADDITIONAL ITEM IN THE
AGENDA OF THE THIRTY-NINTH SESSION)(
USE OF OUTER SPACE EXCLUSIVELY FOR PEACEFUL PURPOSES
FOR THE B2NEFIT OF' W\N KIN 0

Letter dated 27 September 1984 from the First Deputy Chairman of the
COUncil of Ministers and Minister for Foreign Affairs of the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics to·the SecretarY-General
The Soviet Union proposes the' inclusion in the agenda of· the thirty-ninth

.session of the united Nations General Assembly of an important and urqent item
entitled ·USe of outer space exclusively for peaceful purposes for the benefit of
mankind" •

This proposal is motivated by a desire to ensure that the inexhaustible
opportunities for the use of outer space are utilized in the interests of all
mankind and not to its detriment.
The peaceful exploration of outer space, which has become a symbol of the
spectacular achievements of science and technology, is destined to Serve as an
effective means of solving many global problems, including that of economic
development. This involves, for example p the study and wider use of the Earth's
natural resourceS, natural disaster controlp provision of food to the population,
improvements in transport and communications, and development of premising
materials and technologies~ positive experience has already been accumulated in
concertinq· the efforts of states in this domain, including joint missions by
astronauts-of different countries, rescue of people and of vessels- and aircraft in
distress, international scientific and technOlogical experiments and research. and
co-.operation in de,!,:eloping spacecraft and placing them in orbit.
However, the danger that outer space may be transformed into a springboard for
. aqqression and war· has -lately. become increasingly real~ Programmes are under way
to develop space weapons designed to destroy objects in outer space and to strike
from outer space against targetS on Earth. These actions v prompted by calculations
of g81.n1ng military' superioritYI' can make an arms race in outer space irreversible
and result in a drastic destabilization of the situation, and are heightening the
risk o~ nuclear, war .. spreading the arms race to"outer space would iJiipair the
prospects for limiting and reducing armaments in general ..
tInder,standably,.. the militarization of outer spacef if not checked in time,
w1l1 consume enormous material and intellectual resources and erect insurmountable
barrie~s-to international co-operation in the peaceful exploration of outer space
and to the devotion to peaceful uses of the results of scientific and technological
l)roQress in this field ~
The fis·s}'; Ptol=i6ses t:hbt "the united Na'tions -Genera'l· Assembly should proclaim the
historic responsibility of all States to ensure that the exploration of outer space
is carried out exclUSively for peaceful purposes, for the benefit of mankind and
should recommend the adoption of specific measures to this end.
The SOviet Ohion believes~that today as never before it is important that
exclusion of outer space from-the sphere of the arms race should become a mandatory
norm of state policy and a generally, recognized international obligation, and that
all channels for the militarization
Quter space·without exception should be

of

*Taken from U,N. Doc. A/39/243 (27 September 1984). For textS of the earlier Soviet proposals, see 10
]. Space 1. 27 (1982) and 12]. Space 1. 98 (1984).
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safely blocked.
nuclear,

laser·~·

The point is that no attack weapons of any kind - conventional,
particle beam· or any--other, -. should be placed and deployed in outer

space, whether~ _0 ... mann,ed or -unmanned systems. Space weapons of any basing mode
should not be developed, .tested or deployed for anti-ballistic mlssile defence, or
as anti-satellite systems, or for use agd~nst tarqets an Earth or in the air. Any
such syseems already created should be destroyed. The use of' force in outer space
and from" space··against Earth. as well_ as from Earth against objects in outer space
should be prohibited for·

all

times.

In other words, the USSR proJX)ses that

agreement be reached on a radical solution to the question of preventing the
militarization of space - on banning and eliminating space attack weapons, as well
as any land-, air-, or sea-based systems designed to destroy objects in outer space.

The united Nations 45 required to' raise its voice in favour of the e~rly
elaboration through negotiations of appropriate reliably verifiable agreements on a
bilateral and multilateral basis.
Only qu~an~eed prevention of the militarization ot outer space will provide
an opportunity:. for its exploration. for creat.ive rather than destructive purposes ..
Thereby .~ ·way ~wotll~ be .~pe.ne.d. to: concerted efforts by States in this domain, which
could . eventually ,.result -in ·the establishment of a world organization ...for the use of
outer space for·. ·the bene~it ..o~~ mankind.
I reques.t;:you, Sir, .to.regard .this letter as the eXPJ.anat.ory memorandum
requ,\red.:..und&.. th~. r!J;le.s ..of .'p.roc;e~w::.e Of. the Genera~ Assembly and., to circulate .:1,1: ..
t0ge.t.her,;"i.th~:the .annexed:~:.dra~t:~resol.ut~on,: .a~ an. official document ~Qf.
General.
ASsemblYe

the

(Signed)

A. GROM'lKO

Firs~tY,·c.h~4~· ..Of the pcuncil

o.f ,~~iste.J;.~ C?.~.~~.,;union .of;,BcrJiet.
Socialist·Republica, Minister for
Foreign Affairs of the USSR
ANNl!X

Use of outer space exclusively for,peaceful
purposes for.the.benefit of mankind

The General Asserrbly,
Expressing grave alarm over the threat of an extension of the arms race to
outer space, which would lead to a sharp increase in the risk of nuclear war,
impair the prospects for .limiting ·and.reducing armaments in gene,.a~ and erect
insurmountable barriers to international co-operation in the peaceful exploration
of outer space,
Deeply convinced of the need to prevent, before it is too late, the
militarization of outer space, which should be used exclusively for peaceful and
creative pUrposes,
Noting that concerted· efforts by States in the peaceful exploration and use of

outer~ \tOuld create new opportunities for stUdying the Earthls natural

resources, controlling natural disasters, providing food to the population,
improving transport and.communications, developing promising materials and
technologies and performing other economic, scientific, technoloqical and cultural
tasks,
1.
Proclaims it a historic responsibility of all States to ensure that the
exploration of outer space is carried out exclusively for peaceful purposes for the
benefit of mankind;
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2.
Declares that exclusion of outer space from the sphere of the arms race
should become a mandatory no~m of State policy and a generally recognized
internatfonal obligation,

and to this end calls uoon all States, and above all those with major space
capabilities~

to take urgent measures to prohibit for all times the use of force in
outer space and from space against Earth as well as from Earth against objects in
outer space and to ban and eliminate space attack systems, including space-based
anti-satellite-and anti-ballistic missiles systems as well as any land-, a1r- or
sea-based systems designed t.o destroy objects in outer space.,
to seek through negotiations th& early elaboration of· appropriate
reliably verifiable agreements on a bilateral and multilateral basiS)

3.
Indicates'that guarariteed prevention of the militarization of outer space
will provide an opportunity for its peaceful exploration and use in solving acute
major problems of economic, social and cultural development facing mankind today as
well as in concerting the efforts of States of the world in this domain, including
the 'eventual establishment of a.world organization for the.use of outer space for
the benefit of mankind)
4 .. · Requests the Secretary-General of· the United Nations to seek the views
and proposals ·of Member·~·StatEui!.about ··the· provision·..of:·guarantees for th~· prevention
of the. militarization Of::outer-sPace.\:and·;th~SS1ble:·~~st8blishmo!nt, in theDe
··conditions, 'of an'·organization for·'its peaceful use, and to ""report to the fortieth
session'on the subject.
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